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POREWOHD
During recent yitri* several new "methods" of 
teaching music in the elementary schools have been 
introduced to American music teachers. Among these is 
one from Hungary, conceived by composer* educator* and 
scholar, Zoltan Kodaly (1882-1967). Seeing the tremendous 
success that Hungarian teachers were achieving, American 
educators sought to adapt these same techniques* 
materials* and methods« to use in this country.
The writer himself was introduced to the Kodaly 
philosophy after having taught eleven years using 
traditional techniques. As a result sf having attended 
the Kodaly Workshop at Louisiana State University in the 
summer of 1972* he decided to use Kodaly principles in 
his role as a teacher of elementary general music in 
the school district administered by the Bast Baton Rouge 
Parish School Board. After a year of using the new 
method, it was decided that an objective comparison 
should be made of the Kodaly and the traditional methods 
to see if there were significant differences between the 
methods when measured by statistical procedures of 
experimental researoh.
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ABSTRACT
Experimental research reported in this dissertation 
was oonducted to determine if there was a statistically 
significant difference in musical achievement between 
students taught for eighteen lessons by the Kodaly 
method and students taught for eighteen lessons by the 
traditional method as measured by Colwell's Music 
Achievement Tests (Tests 1, 2, and 3)*
Threshold to Music was used as a representative of 
the Kodaly method, while Making Music Your Own was used 
for the traditional method. Lesson plans are included 
in the Appendix to the report. Subjeots of the investi­
gation were fourth-grade students in four different 
sohools in East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana. A total 
of two hundred sixty-nine students participated in the 
experiment.
MAT was used to test musio achievement before and 
after the experimental treatment period. Statistical 
Analysis System was used to oompare pretest and posttest 
scores using analysis of oovariance.
Pive hypotheses were tested using data derived from 
the statistical procedure.
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1. Null hypothesis* There will be no statistical 
differences in musical achievement between fourth-grade 
students taught by the Kod&ly method and those taught by 
the traditional method. Although differences in total 
mean scores were not statistically significant the 
probability of £ was .0038 for the subtest measuring 
pitch recognition. Since significance was found in one 
area, it can not be conclusively determined on the basis 
of this experiment that one method is totally better 
than the other. Hence, the investigator failed to reject 
the null hypothesis.
2. Null hypothesis* There will be no statistically 
significant differences between the groups on the pretest. 
The investigator failed to reject this hypothesis since no 
significant statistical differences were found to exist 
between the scores of the two groups on any of the sub­
tests or the Kodaly total mean score of 84.84 and the 
traditional total mean score of 84.70.
3. Null hypothesis* There will be no statistically 
significant differences between scores for the experimental 
population and the published norms for MAT. This 
hypothesis was rejected. Mean scores were generally lower 
for the experimental groups than the published norms in 
the test manuals. Experimental students scored higher on 
the posttest in the areas of pitch recognition, major- 
minor mode discrimination, and feeling for tonal center.
x
The standard deviations were less for the test students 
showing then to be a more homogeneous group than the 
MAT population.
if. Null hypothesisi There will be no statistically 
significant differences among the soores of the four 
schools. This hypothesis was rejected because there were 
significant statistical differences in the total mean 
scores of the four schools. Schools #1, #2, #3» and #if 
had respective total mean scores of 85.96, 89.71* 91.92* 
and 96.11.
5. Null hypothesis* There will be no statistically 
significant measure of gain for the groups between the 
pretest and the posttest. The Kod&ly group improvement 
on total mean scores was 5*11* while the traditional group 
improvement on total mean soores was 5*38. However, 
regression was found in the Kod&ly group in interval 
discrimination and melody recognition. Regression was 
found in the traditional group in interval discrimination, 
feeling for tonal center, melody recognition, and pitch 
recognition. Since both groups did show measurable gain 
in total mean scores, although not consistently through 
all the subtests, the investigator chose to reject the 
null hypothesis.
xi
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A need for an objective comparison of the Kodaly 
method and the traditional method for teaching general 
music to fourth-grade children was recognized by the 
investigator who determined to answer the following 
questions Are students taught using the Threshold to 
Music1 materials able to register a greater gain on 
Richard Colwell's Music Achievement Tests (Tests 1, 2, and
o
3) than students taught using materials in Making Music 
Your Own?^
*Mary Helen Richards, Threshold j&iiS' Jhf Zil3l 
Three Years (Palo Alto, Californiai Fearon Publishers, 
19o7T.Threshold to Music is also referred to as 
Ihrfghttld*
2
Richard Colwell, Music Achievement Xtlll (Chicagot 
Pollett Educational Corporatlon, 1968-69-70). Music 
Achievement Legtl »!•<> referred to as MAI-
^Beatrice Landeck et al., Music Your Own
(Teaoher's ed., Grade Morristown, New Jersey* Silver
Burdett Company, 1968). Making Music Your Own is also 
referred to as MMYO.
1
2£&Sl£ Assumptions
In establishing the design for this study, certain 
assumptions were madei
1. That Threshold adequately reflects the Kodaly 
philosophy,
2. That MMYO adequately reflects the typical 
American sequence for music teaching,
3. That the "minimum music-learning program” set 
forth in MMYO adequately covers expectations for the time 
allotted,
k. That the lesson plans as written following 
textual suggestions reflect the two methods,
5* That both methods are written to obtain the 
same results,
6. That the teacher is as adept at teaching one 
method as the other,
7. That economic, cultural, and social differences 
do not affect the learning situation in favor of one of 
the methods within a particular school,
8. That the time allotted to this experiment was 
sufficient to evoke a measurable gain in musio 
achievement,
9* That the ohildren were randomly assigned to 
their respective groups,
10. That MAT adequately measures universal 
expectations for musio achievement, and
311. That the statistical program used to measure 
differences and gain was adequate.
Hyrathffff
Several hypotheses were used throughout this study 
to be rejected at the 5 percent level of confidence.
1. Research hypothesisi There will be significant 
differences in musical achievement between fourth-grade 
students taught by the Kod&ly method and those taught 
by the traditional method.
Null hypothesisi There will be no significant 
statistical differences in musical achievement between 
fourth-grade students taught by the Kod&ly method and 
those taught by the traditional method.
2. Research hypothesisi There will be differences 
between the groups on the pretest.
Null hypothesisi There will be no statistically 
significant differences between the groups on the 
pretest.
3* Research hypothesisi The scores for the experi­
mental population will deviate from the published norms 
for MAT.
Null hypothesisi There will be no statistically 
significant differences between socres for the experimental 
population and the published norms for MAT.
if. Research hypothesisi The scores on MAT will 
vary among the four schools.
4Null hypothesisi There will be no statistically 
significant differences among the scores of the four 
schools.
5. Research hypothesisi There will be measureable 
gain for both groups on the posttest.
Null hypothesisi There will be no statistically 
significant measure of gain for the groups between the 
pretest and the posttest.
Significance si Shi tTSftlfW
Because of the promotion of various music teaching 
methods by publishers and special groups* there was a 
need to determine if differences in music achievement 
could be expected between groups using different methods. 
If differences were significant in certain areas* 
knowledge of this information should be valuable for 
curriculum planners and music teachers in the field of 
elementary general music education.
For the purpose of this investigation* the Kodaly 
method consisted of methods* materials* and techniques in 
Mary Helen Richard's Threshold to Musio. an adaptation of 
Zolt&n Koddly's curriculum.
The traditional method of teaching general music 
to elementary school children was found in Musio
Your Own. Grade 4. The "minimum music-learning program"
5outlined by the compilers in the fourth-grade book was 
followed.
Experimentation was limited to eighteen weeks in 
whioh both groups received equal instruction time- 
eighteen thirty-minute lessons.
Subjects of the investigation were students in the 
fourth-grade classes of Zion City, Wyandotte, Red Oaks, 
and Shenandoah Elementary Schools— those schools assigned 
to the investigator as a regular part of his teaching 
duties in the East Baton Rouge Parish school system. Two 
hundred sixty-nine students participated in the experi­
ment—  137 in the Kod&ly group and 132 in the traditional 
group.
Colwell*s Music Achievement Teats (Tests 1, 2, and 3) 
were used for evaluation of music achievement. The areas 
in which measurement was accomplished include pitch 
discrimination, interval discrimination, meter discrimi­
nation, major-minor mode discrimination, feeling for 
tonal center, auditory-visual discrimination (pitch), 
auditory-visual discrimination (rhythm), tonal memory, 
melody recognition, pitch recognition, and instrument 
recognition.
MSJafid Si Investigation
The project reported in this paper involved 
experimental research using "the nonequivalent group
6u
design." By using "the nonequivalent group design*” it 
was possible to determine if there was a statistically 
significant difference in musical achievement between 
students taught for eighteen lessons by the Kodaly 
method and students taught for eighteen lessons by the 
traditional method as measured by MAT.
After a thorough review of periodicals* books* and 
dissertations pertaining to the Kodaly method of teachir^ 
general music to elementary school children* lesson plans 
were written which follow the outline in Threshold.
Using the teacher's edition to MMYO. Grade 4, lesson 
plans were written using the traditional method.
All fourth-grade students in four elementary schools 
participated in the project. Prior to the instruction 
period* the classes involved were assigned to the 
traditional and Kodaly groups in a random manner 
customarily used in experimental research.
During the week of 27 August 1973* MAT was adminis­
tered to the entire research population. Students' scores 
were compared with the published norms found in the 
Interpretive Manuals^ accompanying the tests.
S)onald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley* Bxperl-
Mlttll *04 fiiftlfOl Isa: Rcpgarch
(Chicagoi Rand McNally A Company* 1963), p. **7.
^Richard Colwell* Music Achievement Testa 1 and 2 i 
Interpretive Manual (Chioagoi Follett Educational 
corporation, 1969)I Richard Colwell. Music Achievement 
Ttltfl 3 &Q& Interpretive M s m l  (Chicagoi Follett 
Educational Corporation* 1970).
7Students in ths Kodaly group wera taught for 
eighteen lessons by the Kodaly method.
Students in the traditional group were taught for 
eighteen weeks, one thirty-minute lesson per week, by 
the traditional method.
After the instruction period, during the week of 
lk January 197*ti a posttest was administered to all 
subjects. MAT was again used. Data from the posttest 
were also compared with published norms.
Comparisons of pretest and posttest scores were 
made to ascertain the gains or looses made by the 
students. Since each class was used as an intact group, 
analysis of covariance was used. Through this process, 
the posttest scores were adjusted on the basis of the 
pretest scores to allow an accurate statistical comparison 
of the score8 made by the students in the two groups.
After statistical comparisons of the pretest- 
posttest data were made, conclusions were drawn and 
recommendations were based upon the findings.
Pm lttM M nt a t R tnanfltr 21 teareS
The succeeding chapters have been devoted to the 
following topicsi
Chapter 2, "Review of Related Literature"— a 
report of research involving the Kodaly method, Threshold. 
the traditional method, MMYO. achievement testing, and 
MAT.
8Chapter 3, "Description and Analysis of Method”—  
a discussion of the two methods taught in this project 
with attention to a comparison and a contrast of the two.
Chapter b, "Procedures and Sources Used in 
Obtaining Evidence”— an explanation of resources used and 
instruments employed to gather data.
Chapter 5t "Presentation and Analysis of Pretest 
and Posttest Data"--a report of numerical data from the 
pretest and the posttest.
Chapter 6, "Summary, Conclusions, and Recommenda­
tions”— a summary of the experiment with conclusions and 
recommendations for further research.
In the Appendices lesson plans have been included 
which will be helpful in understanding the discussion 
appearing in the body of this report.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OP RELATED LITERATURE
"There is a German saying that a bad musician may 
be a fairly good man, but a good musician is, ceteris 
paribus. a better man."1 The statement just quoted was 
the motivation of Zoltan Kodaly in his efforts to 
develop a musically literate nation.
Kodaly was born in Kecskemet, Hungary, on 16 
December 1882. Being from a musical family, he studied 
piano and violin during his ohildhood. At the age of 
sixteen, he wrote his first Mass. Kodaly was simul­
taneously enrolled at the University of Budapest and the 
Budapest Academy of Music. In 1905» he was graduated from 
the Academyi and the next year he received his doctorate. 
His doctor's thesis, Stroohio StrttfitWt 10 Ibft llMOSMlM 
Folknonnr. was the first of a number of publications 
describing the folk music of his country. It was about 
this time that he teamed with oomposer Bela Bartok in the
^Zoltan Kodaly, "Polk Song in Education," Music. 
Winter 1967, p. 16.
9
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collecting of folk songs. Together these two sen 
collected between 3*000 and 4,000 folk melodies.
Before World War I, folk music heard in the cities 
of Hungary was relegated to composed "country" music. 
However, with the onset of the War and the migration of 
scores of people to urban areas, true folk music came to 
light.^ Since Kodaly had already done considerable 
research in folk music, he accepted the personal ohallenge 
to use thiexpression of national feeling as a unifying 
device in his country. After World War I, he persuaded 
authorities to sponsor a pilot school combining general 
and musical education at the elementary and secondary 
levels.**
Tho following years were occupied with teaching, 
composing, and collecting folk songs. Since a great many 
people of the adult population did not share his 
enthusiasm for authentic folk music, Kodaly turned his 
attention to music for children. His movement, called 
"Singing Youth," enjoyed great success.^
2
Julian Herbage and Cynthia Jolly, "Hungary's 
Music Master," Music and Musicians. May 1967* p. 20.
^Jeno Ad&, "The Influence of Folk Music on Public 
Music Education in Hungary," Studia Musiooloaica VII 
(1965), p. 12.
**Alexander L. Ringer, "The Lives of Kodaly,"
Saturday RfYlfE* 31 July 1965. p. 33.
C/ /
-'Adam, "The Influence of Folk Music," p. 13.
11
During the decade of the 1930's there was a movement 
sponsored by the National Association of Hungarian Singing 
Teaohers to promote musical literacy in Hungary. Kod&ly 
advocated the replacement of inferior school songs with 
folk songs. The Education Act of 1868 had made musio 
compulsory and had encouraged that children's songs and 
rhymes be collected from all regions of the country. These 
songs and rhymes had never been used on a very large scale 
in the schools. The first effort to purify music in the 
schools came with the Singing Alphabet in 1938.^
The years of World War II were especially difficult 
for Kodaly, because of his marriage to a Jewish wife.
Kodaly remained devoted to his wife and loyal to his
7
Jewish friends but was severely persecuted.'
Song Collection for the Sohool was co-authored by 
Kodaly with Gyorgy Kerenyi in 19^3-^* Jeno Adam's 
Systematic Instruction si Singing £4 BMll £l BftlfttiXft 
SftlalRation, published in 19^» was the didaotic basis for 
the first song books for primary schools— the Sto-Mi books 
of Kodaly and Adam. The Song Book series of 19^8* by 
Kodaly and Adam, was a revised edition of the Sso-Mi 
books.®
6Ibid., p. 15.
^David Ewen, ed., Composers Slnos 1900 
Biographical jutf grttlg«lT55idt (New Yorki fr 
Wilson Company, 1969)* p. 819.
80 *Adam, "The Influence of Folk Music," pp. 15-17*
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When Kodaly first became interested in sohool musio* 
the quality was very poor. However* a singing syllabus 
was accepted in 19^5*^ At the same time* the Song Book 
series was officially adopted* its use was made mandatory. 
Special schools were established in which music enjoyed 
special emphasis.^0 The first of these schools was in 
Kecskemet* Kod&ly's bxrthplace, where music was taught 
daily.** "The Hundred Year Plan*" published by Kodaly
in 194?* set forth his plan for the dissemination of
12music education throughout the schools of Hungary. New 
textbooks and handbooks were also published in 1951 and 
1958.^ Thus, music education was standardised and 
controlled by the state. Kodaly was in the unique position 
of directing the music education activities for the 
entire country*
Kodaly's last years were spent directing research 
on folk music and heading the Polk-Music Research 
Institute which had been founded in 1954 as a part of the
O / /
7K. Bernard Sohade* "Zoltan Kodalyi A Memorative 
Soliloquy," Diapason. April 196?* p. 26.
10Percy M. Young* "Kodaly as Educationist*" Tempo.
No. 63 (Winter 1962-63), pp. 38-39.
^Cynthia Jolly* "Kodaly* A Personal View*" Tempo.
No. 83 (Winter 1967-68), p. 19.
12Elisabeth Ssonyi* "Zoltln Kodaly's Pedagogic 
Activities* His Musical Creations for Youth," International 
Music Bduoator. No. 13 (March 1966), p. 418.
^Adam* "The Influence of Polk Music," p. 17.
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Hungarian Academy of Sciences.^ Although he was 
stricken with a thrombosis in I960, Kodaly continued to 
serve the Academy until his death on 6 March 1967.
The original Kodaly method is available in English 
under the collective title, The Kodaly Choral Method, 
published by Boosey A Hawkes, Inc.1^ It consists of 
twenty-two volumes of material translated by Percy Young. 
Some of the volumes have been Issued with a new transla­
tion by Geoffry Russell-Smith.1  ^ These volumes contain 
songs and exercises by Kod&ly. In addition to the 
original method, several adaptations have been made of 
the Kod&ly method in the United States. However, 
according to John Bice,
. . . the only American adaptation of his 
principles that Kodaly endorsed, whioh he stated 
to us in person, was Sight and Sound, published 
by Boosey and Hawkes and written byArpad 
Darazs and Stephen J a y . i ”
Pal Jard&nyi, "Polk-Music and Musical Education," 
in Musical Education in Hungary, ed. Prigyes Sindor 
(Budapest* Corvina, 1969)* p. 15.
15Ewen, Composers Since 1900. pp. 820-21.
1 f^coltan Kodaly, The Kodaly Choral Method. 22 vols. 
ed. Percy M. Young (London* Boosey A Hawkes Music 
Publishers Ltd., 1951-72).
1^Zoltan Kodaly, The Kod&ly Choral Method. Revised 
English Edition, ed. Geoffry Russe 11-Smith, 7 vols.
(Londoni Boosey A Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd., 1972).
4 O
John Bios, "Controversy on Kodaly," Music 
Edueators Journal. September, 1969* p. 8| Arpad Darazs 
and Stephen Jay, Sight and Sound (New York* Boosey A 
Hawkes, Inc., 1965).
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Other adaptations have bean written by authorities on 
the Kodaly method in an effort to spread the Kod&ly 
influence. Some of these are discussed in the following 
paragraphs.
Threshold to Music. b y  Mary Helen Richards, was 
published in 1964 and contains a series of charts for 
teaching the essential sequence and activities in the 
Kodaly method.
Tibor Bachmann is the author of Reading and Writing
20 /Music. another Kodaly adaptation. Containing three
volumes, the series consists of several units, each of
which introduces a new concept of music reading.
Teacher*8 manuals and pupil's notebooks are published for
use.
21Listen. Look, and Sing. by Aden G. Lewis, is an 
adaptation of the Kodaly method published in 1971* The 
charts and commentary are similar to those in Threshold. 
There are three volumes.
Although no claim is made that the book represents 
a method adaptation, the title of the Lawrence Wheeler- 
Loia Raebeck book, Orff and Kodaly Adapted for the
^Mary Helen Richards, Threshold to Musici The Pirst 
Three Years (Palo Alto. Californiai Pearon Publishers.
T 9 ST7 .------
20Tibor Bachmann, Reading and Writing Music. 3 vols. 
(Elisabethtown, Pa.» The Continental Press, Inc.,
1968-71).
21Aden G. Lewis, Listen. Look, and Sing. 3 vols. 
(Morristown, N. J.» Silver Burdett Company, 1971).
15
Elementary School22 denotea ite potential for use as a 
curriculum guide.
Other recent publications that do not necessarily 
purport to be an adaptation of the Kodaly method show 
undeniable influence of the Kodaly philosophy. An 
example of this type of program is The Sight and Sound 
of Music2  ^by Joseph S. Curatiio, Richard C. Berg, and 
Marjorie Farmer. Consisting of publications* oassettes* 
transparencies* and binders, the program comprises a 
two-year sequence of materials.
An adaptation of the Kodily method for music in the 
elementary school was issued in 1973 by the Kodaly 
Musical Training Institute, Inc., entitled Teaching Music 
at Banning J&v&Lfi Xteoyuft Kgda.ly ££n£*fit.24 
A two-volume work, the program contains instructions and 
suggested materials for teaching the Kodaly methodology.
Arranged in four volumes, Erzsebet Szonyi's 
Musical Reading and Writing2^ contains sixty-nine lessons
0y a
Lawrence Wheeler and Lois Raebeck, Orff and Kodaly
Aflwrtfd X2£ j&ft BltOTfVtary Sshasl (Dubuque, Iowa.
Wm. C. Brown Company Publishers, 1972).
2^Joseph S. Curatiio, Richard C. Berg, and Marjorie 
Parmer, The Sight and Sountjl of Music (Delaware Water Gap, 
Pa.i Shawnee Press, Inc., 19/5-73)•
9k ,
Kodaly Musical Training Institute. Inc.,
Music at Efgihfling ittZtlC ThT9vjgh ShS. Kgdjjjf CojQfisS 
(Wellesley, Mass.i Kodaly Musical Training Institute, Inc., 
1973).
2^Erzsebet Szonyi, Musioal Reading and Writing 
trans. Lili Hal&py, rev. Geoffry Russell-Smith (London* 
Boosey A Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd., 1972).
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to be followed in teaching children using the Kodaly 
concepts. Hungarian song material is used primarily, 
but the author emphasises that Kodaly principles may be 
used with music of other cultures.
Although the Kodaly method has not been established
very long in comparison to the age of music education
in general, it has enjoyed respectful attention and has
been the subject of objective research. Loraine Edwards
reported research in Hungary which concluded that the
academic records of children who had grown up under the
Kodaly influence of music education showed that the
children were able to learn new things better. Their
memory, their ability to concentrate and to think
logically, their sensitivity to sound, their manual
dexterity, their sense of form, and their recognition of
essentials— all improved while studying music in the
schools. It is believed that music lessons deepen
"dialectic thinking and effect quicker and easier progress
in general subjects like writing, reading, arithmetic,
26speech, composition, and foreign language." These 
subjects can be taught in fewer and shorter lessons and
can be more concentrated for students who have been taught
/ 27
using the Kodaly method. r
26Loraine Edwards, "Hungary's Musical Powerline to 
the Young< the Gr-eat Animating Stream of Music," Music 
Educators Journal. February 1971» p. 0^.
27Ibid.
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Statements made by researchers indicate 
that the mental activity of pupils with strong 
musioal education is more advanced because of 
the impact made by their musical experiences 
on their intellects, emotions, and general 
attitudes. The greater impact results from 
the methods used, from more active partici­
pation, and from the emphasis that is plaoed 
on constant analysis.28
Psychological tests made in Hungary during the
years between 1962 and 1966 indicated that children
studying music showed significant differences in rhythm,
soul 1 jbservation, gymnastics, and arithmetic abilities.
Somatic tests showed that music students had greater
chest expansion and a higher lung capacity. Other
psychological tests showed that music
. . . will balance emotional features, resolve 
stiff and inhibited personalities, widen their 
circle of interest, form readiness of speech, 
and give at the same time a valuable support 
to the development of the logical apparatus 
usually retarded by emotional disturbances.2?
Reports from the Kodaly Musical Training Institute 
indicate that when experimental and control groups were 
pretested and posttested, the experimental group which 
was taught by the Kodaly method showed more advancement 
in musical and non-musical aspects than the control 
group without Kodaly training. One study showed a 
higher achievement level in reading for the Kodaly 
children. Another showed significant advancement in
^Klara Kokas, "Psychological Testing in Hungarian 
Music Education,- Journal of Research in Music Education 
XVII (Spring 1969)» 127.
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temporal, visual, visual-motor, and linguistic abilities 
for Kodaly children.^®
Major universities, realising the impact of the 
Kodaly influenoe in America, have directed attention to 
research concerning Kodaly*s educational methodology. 
Elnerta Cooper used a questionnaire and skills inventory 
to determine the use of the Kodaly charts in Threshold.
She found that although many classroom teachers felt 
competent to use the charts, had charts available, and 
felt the charts were valuable, few teachers used them in 
the classroom.Also using a questionnaire, Margaret L. 
Stone surveyed the use of Kodaly and Orff techniques in 
the United States. After studying the historical 
development of Kodaly and Orff influence in the United 
States, she concluded that specialists in the two 
methods and federal funding of special projects had 
done much to promote the use of the two methods.
In a recent study by Sister Loma Zemke, the 
effectiveness of the Kodaly method on auditory musical 
achievement was researched. Using MAT for both the
3°Program of Research at the Kodaly Institute, by 
Barrie David Bortnick, research director (Wellesley, Mass.i 
Kodaly Musical Training Institute, Inc., 1973)* pp. 1-3*
^Elneata A. Cooper, "A Study of the Use of Richards' 
Threshold to Music First Year Experience Charts as an 
Innovative Approach to Music Reading” (Ed.D. dissertation. 
University of Oregon, 1971)*
^Margaret L. Stone, ”Kodaly and Orff Music Teaching 
Techniquesi History and Present Practice” (Ph.D. disser­
tation, Kent State University, 1971)*
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pretest and posttest, tha rasaarchar studiad tha affacta 
of tha Kodaly method, tha traditional method, and no 
mathod on tha aehiavaaant of fourth-grada ohildran in 
tha araa of auditory musical capacitias. Aftar carafully 
studying tha Kodaly aathod, Zaaka wrota an adaptation 
of tha mathod. Childran taught using har adaptation of 
tha Kod&ly mathod advancad mora than did tha traditional 
group. Tha traditional group showed mora improvement than 
the group which had no formal music instruction.
Tradition^
As an outgrowth of tha singing schools which were
established to improve singing in tha churches, tha idea
of music in tha publio schools was first introduced in
Boston in 1837. Lowell Mason, convinced of tha need for
music instruction in tha lives of childran, offered his
services as music teacher without pay for one year in
the schools of Boston. The following year, the Boston
School Board adopted "The Magna Charta of Musical
Education in this country," thus officially adopting the
34concept of music instruction in tha schools.^
^Sister Lorna Zemke, "Tha Kod&ly Mathod and a 
Comparison of the Effects of a Kod&ly-Adapted Music 
Instruction Saquanoa and a Mora Typical Sequence of 
Auditory Musical Achievement in Fourth-Grade Students" 
(D.M.A. dissertation, University of Southern California, 
1973).
^Edward Bailey Birge, History of Public School 
Music in tha United States (Boston,Mass.* Oliver Ditson 
Co., l??8t reprint ad., Washington, D. C.» Music Educators 
National Confaranca, 1966), pp. 40-55.
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The philosophy of Mason's teaching revolved 
around principles of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi. The 
basic ideas of these principles as formulated by Mason 
may be summarized as follows*
1. Sounds should be taught before signs.
2. Active listening should be encouraged.
3. One thing at a time should be introduced.
4. A concept should be completely mastered before 
proceeding to the next.
5* Principles and theory of music come after
practioe.
6. The elements of articulate sound should be 
analyzed and practiced in order to apply them to music.
7. The names of the notes should correspond to 
those used in instrumental music.
Through the years since the introduction of music 
in the elementary schools, there has been a generous flow 
of materials designed for elementary children. Some of 
the music textbook series of importance in the early 
twentieth century were the following*
1. Modern Music Series. 1898, by Eleanor Smith, 
published by Scott, Poresman A Companyi
2. The Hew Educational Music Course. 1903-08, by 
James MoLaughlin, George A. Veazie, and W. W. Gilchrist, 
published by Ginn and Companyi
35Ibid., pp. 38-39.
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3* The Bleanor Smith Music Serlee. 1908, by 
Eleanor Smith, published by The American Book Coapanyi
4. The Lyric Muaic Serlee. 1912* by Arthur Edward 
Johnstone, Harvey Worthington Looais, and Williaa A.
White, published by Soott, Foreseen and Coapanyi
5* The Hollis Dann Music Course. 1915* by Hollis 
Dann, published by The Aaerioan Book Coapanyi
6. Progressive Music Strltf. 1915. by Horatio 
W. Parker, Osbourne McConathy, W. Otto Miessner, and 
Edward B. Birge, published by Silver, Burdett and Coapanyi
7. xil£ VniTtml Huaifl Strlta. 1920, by Walter 
Daarosch, Karl W. Gehrkens, and George Gartlan, published 
by Hinds, Hayden and Eldridget
8. The Music Education Series. 1923. by Thaddeua 
P. Giddings, Will Earhart, Ralph L. Balwin, and Elbridge 
W. Newton, published by Ginn and Coapanyi
9* The Poreenan Books of Songs. 1923. by Robert 
Foresaan, published by The Aaerioan Book Coapanyi
10. & fin* Book Course in Elementary Music. 1925. 
by Charles A. Fullerton, published by Fullerton and 
Grayi and
11. The Music Hour Series. 1927, by Osbourne 
McConathy, W. Otto Miessner, Edward B. Birge, and
Mabel E. Bray, published by Silver, Burdett and Company.^
During recent years, publications of music textbook 
series have ooae from many publishers and oonatant
36 Ibid., pp. 171-72.
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revision keeps the courses current with contemporary 
philosophies of education. Among the series introduced 
to elementary pupils during the last five years are 
thesei
1. The Maaic of Music. 1969* by Lorrain E. Watters, 
Louis G. Worsen, William C. Hartshorn, L. Eileen MoMjllan, 
Alice Gallup, and Prederick Beckman, published by Ginn 
and Companyt and
2. Growing with Music. 1970, by Harry R. Wilson, 
Walter Ehret, Alice M. Snyder, Edward J. Hermann, and 
Albert A. Renna, published by Frentioe-Hall, Inc.
Even during the 1973-7^ school year, while this investi­
gation was in progress, three new series were made 
available.
1. This is Music for Today. 1973» by William R. Sur, 
Adeline McCall, Mary R. Tolbert, William R. Pisher, and 
Charlotte DuBois, published by Allyn and Baoon, Inc.i
2. Silver Burdett Musio. 1973* by Elisabeth Crook, 
Bennett Reimer, and David S. Walker, published by Silver 
Burdett Division, General Learning Corporation! and
3* The Spectrum of Music. 1973* published by 
Macmillan Publishing Co., Ino.
Readings in music education led the investigator 
to various definitions of the "traditional" method of 
teaching music in the elementary school. However, a 
study of current textbook series showed them to be 
collections of song material appropriate for several
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different musical activities which develop awareness of 
mood, tone, melody, rhythm, form, and harmony.^ A 
recent publication of Music Educators National Conference 
contains a list of musical concepts for elementary school 
pupils. This list includes rhythm, melody, harmony, 
form in music, forms of music, tempo, dynamics, and tone 
color.
One of the emphases in American music education is 
on the structure of music as a discipline. Children are 
encouraged to move through the cognitive, psyohomotor, 
and affective domains of learning and experienoe music 
as a part of the whole process of exploring and discov­
ering. The ultimate outcome is the realisation of 
behavioral objectives in terms of changed attitudes 
and praotice.^
Three studies of recent publication mentioned the 
use of the traditional approach for teaching music to 
elementary school children. Rees Olson included lesson 
plans in his research report. Since he was primarily 
ooncerned with measuring the understanding of one concept,
■^Edward J. Hermann, Uaiis la
|lementa^v S^choo^(Knglewood Cliffs. N. J.i Prentice-Hall,
^Charles L. Gary, ed., The Study of Music in the 
Elementary School! £ CoyeptuaTApnyach (Washington.
D. C.i Music Educators National Conference, 1967), p. v.
^Robert Evans Nye and Vernice Trousdale Nye, Music 
in the Elementary School. 3rd ed. (Englewood Cliffs, n. J. i 
Prentice-Hall, Ino., i9/0), pp. 11, 15-18.
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the description of the traditional method was somewhat 
limited to a discussion of the development of melodic
kn
sensitivity. Studies of William Dee Handle and 
Sister Lorna Zemke also involved the traditional 
method. However* since Mandle was concerned with using 
the traditional method for teaohing keyboard experiences, 
and Zemke was primarily conoerned with auditory achieve­
ment, the traditional method seemed to connote different 
ideas to the two authors.
Consequently, the investigator was led to believe 
that the traditional method for teaching music in the 
elementary school is an ill-defined method enoompasslng 
many aspects of music teaching. The traditional method 
and the techniques it connotes to the investigator have 
been described in Chapter 3.
IfBtlflK IfiC AgMfXMWAt
The need for evaluation has become increasingly 
important in recent years. Colwell oites several 
pertinent reasons for growing Interest in musical 
achievement evaluation!
koRees Oarn Olson, "A Comparison of Two Pedagogical 
Approaches Adapted to the Acquisition of Melodio Sensiti­
vity in Sixth Grade Children— the Orff Method ai4 the 
Traditional Method” (Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana 
University, 1964).
William Dee Mandle, ”A Comparative Study of Pro­
grammed and Traditional Techniques for Teaohing Music 
Reading in the Upper Elementary Schools Using the Keyboard" 
(Ph.D. dissertation, Case Western Reserve University,
1968)i Zemke, "The Kodily Method."
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1. Many federal grants hava baan awarded aducatora 
for educational research. Some of these have baan for 
music programs. Tha expenditure for such a vast sum of 
money calls for an accurate appraisal of the results 
obtained from its use.
2. There is a great deal of emphasis on research 
and evaluation in graduate schools. This emphasis 
indicates the importance that professional educators 
feel toward evaluation.
3. The mobility of people and the introduction of 
new problems in the schools have directed attention to
a reappraisal of the ourrioulum, and shown the need for 
new approaches in methods and teohniques in teaching.
lj. Interest in how children learn has promoted 
research in evalation.
5. According to the testing that has been done in 
the past, music achievement has shown unimpressive 
results. Evaluation of the kind reported in this paper 
will aid in the location of specific areas in which 
improvement is needed and can be attained.
6. Several organisations have recently questioned 
the place of music in the ourrioulum. Some of these have 
been formed to help the music educators strengthen their 
own convictions regarding music in the schools. Groups 
mentioned by Colwell include National Education 
Association, United States Offioe of Education,
Tanglewood Symposium, Yale Conference, ourrioulum
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ho
directors* and stats arts councils. Colwsll also 
states that "the profession Bust eonoern itself with 
finding out the kind, amount, and quality of ohange a 
program innovation will effect in learning.
Achievement testing dates back to the Olympic 
games of ancient Greece where musicians were honored as 
winners of musical performance contests. Musioal 
performance was the criterion for musical achievement 
through the Middle Ages when admission to guilds was 
based on certain performance standards. During the 
Renaissanoe and Baroque periods, musicians were hired 
as court or ohuroh musicians on the basis of performance. 
Bven through the early part of the twentieth century, 
performance at contests, festivals, and programs, was 
oonsidered adequate evaluation of musioal achievement. 
However, the introduction of objective tools for evaluating 
musioal aptitude gradually led to the development of
kk
objective tools for measuring musical achievement.
Music achievement tests of historical importance 
include the followings
Richard Colwell, The 2l ftylifi Teaching
and Learning (Englewood Cliffs, IV. J.iPrentice-Hall, Ino.,
" oT T pptT - io.
**3Ibid., p. 17.
JlA
Richard Colwell, Music Achievement Tests 1 and 2* 
Interpretive Manual (Chicago* FollettEducational 
Corporation, 1969), pp. 7-8.
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1. Beach Music Accomplishment Tft. 1921i
2. SHllEUair-BHfill IfMt S tl Mttgi.gfl Accompli shaent.
1927i
3. Knuth Achievement Tests in Music. 1936 and 196?i
4. fayuMB Matis Notation Int» 1953i
5. fi&tt62D Xfft Musioallty. 1957i
6. jSynflyr-Knwtn flails Achievement 1965*
7. Strouse Music Test. 1937t
8. Jfrtlgfc-Tgratrgtfr PAftfflltlUg T?Btg S tl Achievement
In B sais. 19501
9. Cxaltt Hsttififtl J91B2EX I tit* 193^1 and 
10. Baaki a a iif iii  Aatltato X .tg f» i 95^.45
Othar music achiavaaant taata aantionad in 
professional literature ware these*
1. Allitrit MUilS A<?hifXtaf,nt Tfit> 19^7 and 195^1
2. Aliferls-Stecklein Muaic Achiavaaant Test.
1952 and 1962i
3. AYST MHgifl24i£» 195^1
Elementary Mtifiif Achievyjnenlp Tests.
1965i
5* Farnua String Scale. 1969i
6. Gordon I<?ya Taste Music Literacy. 1970*
7. Graduate Record Examination Advanced Tests* 
Music. 19511
8. alQJigg Music Recognition Test, 19^9i 
45Ibid., pp. 8-9.
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9. Kwalwaaser Taat of Music Information and 
Appreciation. 1927i
10. Mfltj&npl Toachtr Examination! Muaic Education.
19571
11. Qfrirljln lift si Muaic and AEt» 1960i
12. SsJLSir Band Manual M m s .  n.d.» and
13. Watfcins-Farnum Parformanoa Scala. 1954.*^ 
Savaral critaria must ba used in selecting an
appropriata taat. Thaaa critaria were codifiad as 
relating to usability, validity, reliability, and 
conditiona.
Uaability of a teat ia determined by tha amount of 
time needed for the te8t, the phy8ical equipment needed 
for te8t administration, co8t of the teat, scoring ease, 
length of the teat forma, balance in te8t items, and
Ln
adequate norma for accurate comparisons. '
The validity of a test refers to its ability to 
measure what it was designed to measure. Content 
validity ia baaed on whether or not tha taat actually 
includes what should ba measured. Criterion-related 
validity ia determined by comparing scores on the teat 
with another criterion for correlation. Construct
^Colwell. The Evaluation of Music Teaching and 
Learning, pp. 144-53i P*ul Lehman, Tints jfriTftaaurements 
in Music (Englewood Cliffs, If. J.i Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1968J, pp. 58-68.
^Colwell, Tfci SYftluatjgn Si MUfiS 
Learning, pp. 27-30.
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validity ia concerned with how cloaaly tha taat material
kfl
matche8 a construct it purports to measure.
Reliability of a taat ia tha conaiatancy in acoraa 
if tha same person should taka the taat again.^
Regarding conditions for testing, Colwell has 
four suggestionsi
1. Tha students and tha administrators must know 
the purpose of the teat.
2. Students should have an opportunity to do 
their beat work.
3. Tha testing situation should ba identical for 
each student.
J*. Tha test must ba given at an appropriate time.^0
A study by Robert Tuley showed a high correlation 
of Colwell's Music Achievement Teats with three other 
music achievement tests.^ Other studies by Joan Levy 
and John Bills prove the high predictive potential of the 
MAT battery.J In his dissertation at Indiana University, 
Pulton Dent Gallagher reported a high correlation between
**8Ibid., pp. 30-33. ^Ibid., p. 36.
-*°Ibid., pp. Jf2-44.
Robert Joseph Tuley, ”A Study of Musical Achieve­
ment of Elementary and Junior High School Pupils at 
Malcolm Price Laboratory School of the State College of 
Iowa" (Ed.D. dissertation, University of Illinois,
1967).
52Colwell, Muftis Agiiltsaofrt l£fitg X Bfifl h
PP. 79-80.
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MA and two other teats--Gordon*a Mualeal Aptitude
££91119 and the lA&flfla-fiClfi&Q ItiitiLs Discrimination 
Teat.53
Using Teat8 1 and 2 of the MAT battery, Richard 
Vance Evans found no significance on t tests between 
MAT scores and scores of a specially devised test of 
his own construction.5** However, the MAT tests were 
used as a pretest and posttest in a study by Sister 
Lorna Zemke, and there was some significant difference 
found in MAT scores when the two sets of scores were 
oompared.55
.M.E.
53Pulton Dent Gallagher, "A Study of the 
Relationships Between the Gordon Music 
Profile, the Colwell
Inttw-flrggga ttvtflfi _
dissertation, Indiana
Cil
■^Richard Vance Evans, "The Effect of Two Types of 
Music Courses on the Musical Achievement and Understanding 
of Senior High School Students" (D.M.A. dissertation. 
University of Oregon, 1970).
5^Zemke, "The Kodaly Method.”
CHAPTER 3
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OP METHOD
A perusal of both the Kodaly and the traditional 
methods as used in this study* specifically Threshold to 
Music and Iffakli^ r Music Your Own, revealed that they can 
he analyzed according to the activities discussed in
Supervising Kuftifi in ShS. filfflMtftiKY SfibSfii1 *>y Bdward J. 
Hermann. Hermann listed "the accepted approaches to 
musical learning" as singing* moving in response to music* 
listening* playing classroom instruments* creating* and 
reading music. In an effort to achieve a parallel compari­
son of the two methods* specific items from both methods 
have been categorized according to these six activities.
te&Lx
Although the Kodaly method as found in Threshold 
follows activities and approaches acceptable to most 
musio educators in this country* there are features which 
characterize it and distinguish it from some of the other
^Edward J. Hermann* Supervising Musifi ifl the 
^lemen^a^y S^chool (Englewood Cliffs* N. J.i Prentioe-Hall*
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methods in use in American elementary schools. Distin­
guishing feat lores of the method include arm singing, hand 
singing, inner hearing, solfege, movable d£, use of the 
pentatonic scale, use of folk music, rhythm syllables, 
and a series of charts which present the elements of 
music in a sequential order.
A brief explanation of the features just mentioned 
should suffice to familiarise the reader with this 
aspect of the Threshold program.
Arm singing and hand singing, terms used by 
Richards, are ways to demonstrate physically and visually 
the differences in musical pitches. Each pitch studied 
in the Threshold program is assigned an accompanying hand 
and arm position. When one wishes to indicate the 
musical pitch, he must assume the position assigned to 
that pitch. In this way children are taught the 
relative differences in the pitches they study. Hand 
singing uses different hand movements, while arm singing 
is a more vigorous exercise utilising the entire arm and 
hand.
Inner hearing is a term Richards uses to indicate 
the process of being aware of inner perceptions of 
sound. It is another way of referring to the thinking of 
a certain pitch without the presenoe of audible sound.
Solfege is used in studying musical pitches. 
Sometimes called tone syllables, names are given to the 
scale positions and are sung to facilitate the mastery of
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the knowledge of the relative positions of the scale 
degrees.
Related to the use of solfege is the use of movable 
do. This practice refers to the assignment of the tone 
syllable dg to a scale position, thus causing do to be a 
different pitch in each different scale. This is in 
contrast to fixed dg which is an absolute pitch and 
whioh assumes a different position for each different 
scale.
Consistent with the Kodaly philosophy, Richards 
capitalises on the use of pentatonic music in Threshold. 
Beginning with sol and other pitches are added one at 
a time until the five tones of the pentatonic scale have 
been introduced. Tones not in the pentatonic scale are 
first treated as passing tones. In the third year, major 
and minor tonality are treated as an extension of the 
pentatonic concept.
The use of indigenous folk music is a characteristic 
of the Kodaly philosophy and is duplicated in Threshold. 
Very few composed songs appear as singing material in the 
program. Extensive use is made of folk songs, spirituals, 
and childhood rhymes. Occasional songs from countries 
other than the United States are usedi these are considered 
international childhood songs.
Rhythm syllables are sounds which are assigned to 
the various rhythmic elements in music. Students are
aided in their mastery of the rhythmic elements through 
their repeated use.
Music reading is taught in the Threshold program by 
the presentation of each element of music through a 
series of charts. Students are taught to recognise 
rhythmic and melodio patterns and are presented new and 
review material as well as songs through these charts.
Several teaching aids and materials have been made 
available to users of the Threshold program. Among them 
are a teacher training record, manuals covering the first 
four years of work, experience charts for kindergarten 
through fourth year, a student book for fourth year, 
collections of song materials, and two student notebooks.
The following paragraphs present a general analysis 
of the content of the first three years of the Threshold 
program. It was from the manual covering these years 
that the lesson plans for this experiment were written.
Singing in the Threshold program includes the use 
of folk songs in unison, two parts, and four parts. Two-, 
four-, and eight-voice canons are included. Ostinati 
and pedal points or drones are sometimes added to folk 
songs, thus creating additional parts to the songs.
There is also emphasis on the singing of isolated inter­
vals of the minor third, major second, perfect fourth, 
perfect fifth, major sixth, and octave. Intervals are 
studied harmonically as well as melodically. Generally, 
singing is limited to those songs and intervals made from
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the note8 of the pentatonic scale. In the third year, 
major and minor scales are studied. Tone syllables are 
used to teach the relative positions of pitches. Proper 
singing posture, breath control, and articulation are 
introduced to the children. Expressive singing is 
encouraged through dynamics and a study of the mood of 
the songs. The third year of work progresses through the 
study of syncopation and ends with an appropriate selection 
by Michael Praetorius, "Viva la Musica.H
Moving to music is an integral part of the program, 
and the children constantly express rhythms and pitches 
through bodily movement. Rhythmic elements are expressed 
through clapping, marching, stepping, bending the knees, 
slapping the knees, tapping the desk, jumping rope 
swaying, turning the body, playing rhythmic games, and 
conducting music in twos and threes. Melodic relationships 
are shown through hand singing and arm singing.
Listening activities in Threshold are of two types. 
First, there are recorded selections of music by Bixet, 
Tchaikovsky, Sousa, Haydn, Strauss, Prokofiev, Brahms, 
Dukaa, and Bach. These are played for the children to 
reinforce a feeling for the beat and meter, to recognise 
rhythmic and melodic motives, and to distinguish instru­
ments of the orchestra. The other listening activities 
are included in the term inner hearing. The child is 
encouraged to "listen" to inner perceptions of sound.
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The Threshold program is ssssntially s pre­
instrumental program with graat stress on singing. During 
the first two years of the program, the body is its own 
instrument. Children use clapping, tapping, and slapping 
to aooompany much of their singing. However, in the 
third year there is suggested use of the piano, sticks, 
triangles, drums, tone bells, and stringed instruments 
for pentatonic improvisation.
Creative opportunities include improvising 
rhythmic and melodic ostinati, making words for rhythmic 
and melodic patterns, constructing a song with familiar 
elements, and changing the meter of familiar songs to 
other meters.
The use of experience charts facilitates the learning 
of elements of music reading. Beginning with the Intro­
duction of the quarter note and the quarter rest, the 
charts proceed through the introduction of the eighth 
note, sixteenth note, pitches of the pentatonic scale, 
repeat sign, triplet, slur, key sign, tie, half note, 
intervals, meter, whole note, time signature, measure, 
anacrusis, octave, six-eight time, eighth rest, dotted 
quarter note, and dotted half note. Later, the children 
are introduced to the rondo form, £ •£• £ !  fine, 
synoopation, two-two time, twelve-eight time, the great 
staff, 0 clef, P clef, key of C, key of 0, and key of P. 
Many elements of music reading are first related to speech
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patterns through rhymes and sayings. Elements presented 
for reading practice are also used as writing exercises.
Content for the curriculum presented was determined 
in the following way. Threshold is divided into sections, 
each representing one year's expectations. The sections 
are not designed for a particular grade-level, but 
rather are designed for a particular experience sequence. 
During the 1972-73 school session, the pupils involved in 
this project were presented the first twenty charts in 
the Threshold program. It was decided that these first 
charts should be thoroughly reviewed before progressing 
into the charts beyond them. It was also decided that 
pacing and the amount of work presented should be deter­
mined on the basis of the students' reception of the 
material. This was in recognition of the fact that 
the experimental group was older and more mature than 
students who are sometimes presented the same material.
The procedure just described resulted in a week-to-week 
reappraisal of the amount of work to be covered. An 
average of four charts per lesson was determined to be 
the amount of material that could be covered sufficiently 
in one lesson.
Traditional
A discussion of the accepted activities of a 
general music program for elementary schools as they are 
defined in the content of Making Muaic Your Own will
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provide the reader a parallel comparison with the 
Threshold program. The teaoher's manual for MMYO.
Grade kt was analysed to obtain the following information.
The fourth grade volume of MMYO contains unison 
songs, two-part songs, and rounds for the children's 
singing activities. There are cumulative songs, echo 
songsv patriotic songs, seasonal songs, and songs with 
suggested descants. Several of the songs are printed 
with words in other languages— Spanish, French, and 
Japanese. Although the book does not have as its 
primary goal the study of songs from around the world, 
nearly thirty countries are represented by their songs in 
the book, along with American folk songs, sea shanteys, 
Negro spirituals, and cowboy songs.
The students studying MMYO are given opportunity 
to move to music by playing instruments! marching! 
conducting in twos, threes, fours, and sixes! dramatizing 
songsi square danoing! following the melodic oontour with 
the hands! playing musioal games! jumping ropei stepping 
the beati clapping! and finger snapping. Other dances 
besides square dances include the performance of an 
English country dance, a Hawaiian dance, a Japanese dance, 
as well as the waltz, the schottische, and the polka.
Listening activities are correlated with the study 
of various songs and elements of music. Selections of 
songs by many famous composers are included in the 
recordings whioh accompany the text. Ten composers are
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represented in the integrated listening selections.
Three other composers are discussed more extensively, and 
their works are given even more prominence in the 
program. Eighteen other composers are mentioned through­
out the text, and their works are cited for additional 
listening suggestions. Through the listening activities 
planned in MMYO. the students are expected to learn to 
recognise form, meter, sequence, instruments of the 
orchestra, various instrumental techniques, high and low 
sounds, like and unlike phrases, accent, tonal center, 
rhythmic patterns, chordal changes, dynamics, difference 
in major and minor, melodic oontour, scales, and 
intervals.
Playing instruments has a more prominent role in 
MMYO than in Threshold. Various instruments are used to 
accompany the singing with ostinati or rhythmic phrases. 
Among these are drums, tambourine, maracas, finger 
cymbals, sticks, and sand blocks. Melodic instruments 
suggested for use are the keyboard, where the students 
study intervals of the fifth and octave, the pentatonic 
scale, and the major scalei tuned bells, which sometimes 
substitute for the keyboard instrumenti recorder, which 
is used for descantsi autoharp, on which the students learn 
to play several three-chord songs in different keyst and 
the violin, on which simple arrangements and melodic 
patterns are played.
ko
Creativity is encouraged through opportunities to 
compose rhythm patterns, pantomime songs* write 
original verses to songs* improvise pentatonic songs* and 
show expression through varying dynamics. The children 
may improvise a tune with the voice while playing an 
autoharp chordal progression. They may play instrumental 
accompaniments of their own composition. Some may choose 
to make up a story to tell through music.
Music reading is taught within the context of 
whatever singing selection is being studied. The 
children are introduced to dynamics* repeat sign, bar 
line, measure, meter, intervals, melodic contour, tonal 
center, phrase, quarter note, half not* eighth note, 
half rest, quarter rest, phrase, fermata, musical 
sentence, dotted half note, accent, sixteenth note, whole 
note, key signature, dotted quarter note, and dotted 
eighth note.
Content for the curriculum presented was determined 
in the following way. Since MMYO was the adopted textbook 
for each of the schools involved, it was the textbook 
chosen for use in the experimentation. Assuming that the 
total textbook represents one year's total work for any 
given grade, half the textbook material was taken to 
represent one semester's work. MMYO has a unique feature 
of designating the amount of work for a minimum program 
of study. This "minimum music-learning program" is 
marked with a code for the teacher's convenience. Only a
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minimum amount of time* one half-hour music lesson per 
week* is scheduled for each class in the schoolsi 
therefore* it was estimated that the "minimum music- 
learning program" would provide all the material 
expected to be covered in the time allotted for study. In 
consequence to the above reasoning* the investigator 
planned lessons which enoompass the "minimum music- 
learning program" for half the textbook.
g1T X r Y  Comparison of Methods
The above discussion having presented the two 
teaching methods in a general way for the entire 
fourth-grade year* the following discussion will present 
a summary of what was actually taught to the two 
experimental groups during the one-semester experiment.
A listing is found on the following pages to enable the 
reader to see similarities and differences in the 
content of the two methods.
Singing
Kodalyi Traditionali
Pentatonic folk songs Songs from around the world
in unison, two parts* in unison* two parts, and
four parts, and round
rounds
Canons in two* four, Rounds in two and four voices
and eight voices
Ostinati 
Tone syllables 
Principles of posture, 
breath control, and 
articulation 
Intervals of the 
major second, minor 
third, perfect fourth, 
perfect fifth, major 
sixth, and octave 
Major triad
Expression Expression
Pedal point or drone
Dynamics— j> and 1 Dynamics— p, £, and
Foreign languages— Spanish 
and French
Moving
Kodalyi Traditional*
Clapping
Marching Marching
Arm singing 
Hand singing 
Stepping
Bending the knees 
Turning phrases 
Swaying
Tapping
Playing rhythm gamaa 
Slapping the knees 
Jumping rope 
Conducting in twos and 
threes
Performing ostinati 
Dancing
Condueting in twos and 
fours 
Dramatising
Listening
Kodalyi
Recorded selections to 
reinforce under­
standing of the beat 
and meter, to recog­
nise rhythmic and 
melodic motives, and 
to distinguish instru­
ments of the 
orchestra
Inner hearing
Traditional*
Recorded selections to 
recognise form, meter, 
sequence, instruments of the 
orchestra, various instrumental 
techniques, high and low 
sounds, like and unlike 
phrases, accent, tonal center, 
rhythmic patterns, dynamics, 
difference in major and minor, 
and melodic contour
Listening for chordal changes 
while playing the autoharp 
Listening for melody while 
playing melodic instruments
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Playing
Kodalyi Traditional i
The body is its own 
instrument
Rhythm instruments 
Autoharp (three-chord songs) 
Recorder 
Tuned bells
Keyboard (pentatonic melodies 
and intervals of the fifth 
and octave)
Creating
Kodalyi
Ostinati
Traditionali
Words to rhythmic and Words for additional verses
melodic patterns 
Songs with familiar
to songs 
Songs with pentatonic melodies
elements 
Familiar songs with
different meter 
Rhythmic patterns 
Pantomime movements Pantomime movements
Rhythmic patterns
Reading
Kodalyi
Beat
Traditionali
Beat
Quarter rest Quarter rest
Quarter note 
Eighth note
Quarter note 
Eighth note
Sixteenth note 
Pentatonic pitches 
Triplet 
Slur
Key sign (clef)
Tie
Half note Half note
Intervals of the major Intervals of the fifth,
second, minor third, octave, and third
perfect fourth, perfect 
fifth, major sixth, 
and octave 
Changing meter 
Whole note
Time signature Time signature
Measure Measure
Anacrusis 
Eighth rest 
Dotted quarter note 
Dotted half note
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Phrase Phrase
Half rest
Tonal cantor Tonal cantor
Rapaat sign 
Dynamics--p and f
MoIodic contour 
Bar
Rapaat sign
Dynamics— p, and af
Writing music
Tha above juxtaposition of musical elements and 
concepts shows tha many similarities in content of the 
two methods. It also shows differences found between 
Threshold and MMYO.
CHAPTER 4
PROCEDURES AND SOURCES USED IN OBTAINING EVIDENCE
Evaluation
Since the measure of gain made by all the students 
participating in this research project was to be deter­
mined, it was necessary to choose a tool that would 
adequately measure musical achievement. It was decided 
that Richard Colwell's Music Achievement Tests (Tests 1, 2, 
and 3) would serve as this tool for both pretest and 
posttest.
Tests of Musical Achievement
Several tests other than Colwell's were considered 
for use in this investigation. Judgment of their 
appropriateness was based on commentaries of Paul Lehman 
and Richard Colwell, both recognized authorities in 
music testing.
Musical achievement tests written for fourth-grade- 
level general music evaluation, but not chosen for this 
study, include the following.
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Achievement Teats in Music. 1966, by William A.
Knuth, actually only measures "the ability to associate 
musical notation with aural stimuli.”^
Beach Music Teat. 1939, by Prank A. Beach, is 
considered out of date and of historical significance 
only.2
Iowa Tests si Music Literaoy. 1970, by Edwin Gordon, 
was not reviewed by Lehman or Colwell but was reviewed by 
the investigator. Its reliability data are impressive, and 
it was considered for this investigation. However, the 
test consists of six subtests as opposed to the eleven 
subtests in the battery chosen for use in this study.
It was felt that a greater diversity of question types 
and subtest areas would give a more accurate measure of 
total achievement. Reliability estimates were slightly 
lower for the Iowa Test than for MAT.
Kwalwasser-Ruch Test si Musical Accomplishment.
1927, by Jacob Kwalwasser and G. M. Ruch, only measures 
understanding of notation since there is no actual music 
played.^
Music Recognition Eggtg, 1949, by Arohie Jones, is 
unstandardized and lacks information on validity and 
reliability.^
*Paul R. Lehman, Teats and Measurements in Music 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J. i rren^lce-Hall, inc. ,~96B), p. 60.
2Ibid., p. 58 3Ibid. ^Ibid., p. 63
Musiault. 195^. by William Avar* has no norms and 
measures only the ability to identify specific musical 
selections.^
Strouae Music Teat. 1937* by Catherine E. Strouse, 
has as its most serious limitation "the arbitrary and 
ambiguous nature of some of the true-false and multiple- 
choice items."^
Colwell Achievement Tests
MAT is a battery of four tests* each with three or 
four Bubtests* designed to measure music achievement. 
(According to Colwell*^ Test 4 measures learnings which 
are probably not consistent with fourth-grade expectations. 
Therefore, norms for this level were not presented in the 
Interpretive Manual. Test k is not used at all in this 
experimentation.) Test items are presented with the aid 
of a recording and answers are marked on special answer 
sheets which can either be machine scored or scored by 
using acetate masks showing the correct answer blanks. 
Actual testing time as reported on the record jackets are 
as followsi Test 1, 16 minutest Test 2, 28 minutest and
^Richard Colwell* The Evaluation of Music Teaching 
and Learning (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.i Prentloe-Hail* Inc.,
W O T *  p. 150.
^Lehman, Tests gjrg Measurements in Music, p. 60.
7
'Richard Colwell* Music Aohiaye^nt Tests 3 and 4i 
Interpretive Manual (Chicago) Polleti Educational ~ 
Corporation, 1976), p. 181.
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Test 3» 32 minutes. The above tines do not include 
preparation and instruction tine needed to adninister 
the tests.
Content validity for MAT is based upon the objectives 
of elenentary general nusic programs as deduoed fron six 
leading elementary nusic textbook series. (MMYO was one 
of the series used to detemine these objectives.) 
Criterion-related validity was found to be a high correla­
tion of .92 when test scores were compared with teacher
g
ratings of students with high and low ability.
Reliability for the separate tests were computed 
using various methods. Test 1 reliability is .9** computed 
by split-half and .88 when oomputed by KR-21. Test 2 
reliability was also computed by split-half and KR-21 
with coefficients of .9^2, and .935 on the respective 
computations. Test-retest and KR-14 were the two methods 
for computing reliability on Test 3i *925 and .896 are the 
reported reliability estimates.^ Tables of norns giving 
the percentile and standard score for each raw score on 
the separate test parts are included in the Interpretive 
Manual-
Six purposes of MAT as cited by its author include 
the followingi
8Lehman, Xggtg Hemgffttfltg In MUftiS* P- 68.
9
'Colwell, The Evaluation of Music Teaching and 
Learning, p. 1<*9.
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(1) To allow the teacher to determine how well the 
student has mastered the objectives of the music programi
(2) To procure for instrumental teachers information 
regarding pupils who will most likely benefit from their 
programs t
(3) To yield information to all concerned with pupil 
guidancei
(*r) To supply information to teachers and administra­
tors for use in program evaluation and improvementi
(5) To furnish a teaching device for students to see 
some of the objectives of the music program so comparisons 
oan be made with individual progressi and
(6) To provide an adequate evaluative tool for use 
by curriculum researchers.*0
As an example of authoritative opinion regarding 
MAT, the following quotation by Paul Lehman is citedi
The Elementary Music Achievement Tests have 
been carefully constructed. They reflect con­
temporary thinking with respect to the content of 
the elementary music program. As the author 
recognises, they measure only a limited number of 
the skills and understandings that comprise the 
elementary music curriculum. Nevertheless, the 
Elementary Music Achievement Tests represent 
a most promising attempt to provide an objective 
measure of the extent to which pupils are 
acquiring some of the basic skills and concepts 
music teachers presume they are teaching.il
Richard Colwell, Mualc Achievement Tests 1 and 2i 
Interpretive Manual (Chicagoi Pollett Educational 
Corporation. 1969). pp. 27-29.
11Lehman, Xjgjg agd Measurements in Music, p. 68.
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In the present study, eleven of the subtests in MAT
were given to the experimental groups. These include the
followingi
Pitch Discrimination 
Interval Discrimination 
Meter Discrimination 
Major-Minor Mode Discrimination 
Feeling for Tonal Center 
Auditory-Visual Discrimination (Pitch)
Auditory-Visual Discrimination (Rhythm)
Tonal Memory 
Melody Recognition 
Pitch Recognition 
Instrument Recognition
The succeeding paragraphs describe each of the 
subtests used in comparisons for this experiment.
Pitch Discrimination! Test 1, Part 1— In Subtest a, 
the respondent is asked to compare two tones and decide 
which is the higher pitch. Subtest b involves the compari­
son of three tones. In contrast to Subteart a, the student 
is asked to mark the number corresponding to the lowest 
pitch.
Interval Discriminationi Test 1, Part 2— After 
hearing a three-tone pattern from the recording, the 
student must decide if the pattern is scalewise or if the 
pattern leaps. In Subtest £, a phrase of music is played 
and the student must decide whether it is scalewise or if 
it leaps.
Meter Discriminationi Test 1, Part 3— The instructions 
for this test part direct one to listen to a phrase of 
music and decide if it moves in duple or triple meter.
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j&ior-MinSg Modi P.UgriltflgiUgfti Teat 2, Part 1 ~  
There are two subteeta in Part 1 of Teat 2. In either 
case, the 8tudent ia asked to diaoriminate between the 
major or minor qualities of the recorded item. Two 
chorda are played for each queation in Subteat a. The 
student must decide whether the chorda are major or 
minor. A phrase of music ia played for each queation in 
Subteat b. The student ia direoted to determine if the 
phrase is entirely in the major mode, entirely in the minor 
mode, or partly in one mode and partly in the other.
Feeling for Tonal Center» Teat 2, Part 2— In the 
first aubteat, a cadence of four chords is played, after 
which three individual tones are sounded. The student 
must decide which of the tones ia the key tone of the 
cadenoe played. In Subteat £, a phrase of music ia 
substituted for the cadenoe aa in Subteat a. After the 
phrase ia played, three individual tones are sounded. The 
student must deoide which of the tones ia the key tone of 
the phrase played.
Audltory-Vlaual Discrimination (Pitch)i Test 2,
Part 3a--One is instructed to listen to four measures of 
musio, and decide if the pitches he hears match what is 
written on his answer sheet.
Discrimination (Rhythm)i Test 2,
Part 3b— While listening to four measures of music, one 
must decide if the rhythm of the music played corresponds to 
the rhythm in the example printed on his answer sheet.
5*
Tonal Memoryi Test 3, Part 1— After hearing £ solid 
chord and an arpeggiated chord, ona Bust dacida if thara 
ara diffarancas in tha four notas soundad in aach.
Mtlftfly Hacognition; Tast 3, Part 2— A monophonic 
malody is playad on tha recording, followed by a 
harmonized version of tha same malody. Tha student is to 
dacida if tha malody is in tha highest, middle, or 
lowest part of tha harmonized version.
Pitch Recognitioni Test 3* Part 3— Given tha key 
tone, tha student must decide which of three other tones 
is tha correct sound for tha note shown on tha answer 
sheet.
Instrument Recognitioni Tast 3* Part U--In Subteat a, 
tha student must identify tha solo instrument on tha 
racording. In Subteat b, tha student must name tha 
instrument featured with orchestral accompaniment on tha 
racording.
Prtttgt
During the weak of 27 August 1973* MAT (Tests 1, 2, 
and 3) was administered to the entire researeh-project 
population. Students' scores on tha separata subtests 
ware compared with tha published norms found in the 
Interpretive Manual accompanying the tests. Since norms 
for the total of all the subtests ware not given, a 
comparison could not be made considering the totals 
made by the students.
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Poette st
During the week of lk January 197^* aftar eighteen 
laasong using two diffarant mathods of taaching two 
diffarant groups of students, MAT was usad as a posttast 
to measure tha students' achievement during tha semester. 
Studants' scores on tha individual subtests ware again 
compared with tha published norms for tha tests.
Using an analysis of covariance, posttast scores ware 
than adjusted for pretest, thereby making a valid compari­
son between tha achievement of tha two groups possible. 
Using tha facilities of tha Computer Research Canter, tha 
personnel in tha Department of Experimental Statistics at 
Louisiana State University were able to run a program of 
statistical computation using tha Statistical Analysis 
System which yielded the data needed for this study. The 
process of analysis of covariance was used because the 
scores of the individual subjects varied on the pretests. 
"Least squares" analysis of covariance was used because 
there were unequal numbers in the two groups being com­
pared. An attempt was made at pairing the groups within 
each school. That is, in the schools with multiple 
sections of fourth grade, the classes were divided between 
the two treatments. Although every effort was made to 
obtain two balanced groups, it was decided that analysis 
of covariance should be used to eliminate statistically any 
differences which might exist between the classes in 
pretest scores.
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The null hypotheses were tested using the numerical 
results. Conclusions and recommendations were based 
upon the findings.
Treatment
It was not necessary to contrive a situation for the 
experimentation reported in this paper since the investi­
gator was already employed as a helping music teacher in 
the schools in which the research was conducted. As a 
part of his regular duties the investigator was respon­
sible for the music instruction in four elementary schools 
in Bast Baton Rouge Parish, Louisianai Zion City,
Wyandotte, Red Oaks, and Shenandoah Elementary Schools.
It was decided that all fourth-grade olasses in each of 
these sohools would participate in the project and that 
the investigator would teach all the lessons, Kodaly and 
traditional, for the duration of the study period.
The four schools named in the preceding paragraph 
have students which represent a cross section of the 
citizens of Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Zion City Elementary School is a school of Jflif pupils 
located in the northern sector of the oity. Average
family income in the area surrounding the school is
12$8,000-$12,000 per year. The sohool population itself
12City Planning Commission, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 
map, September 1973*
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consists of 95 percent black students and 5 percent 
white students.^ The two fourth-grade sections in the 
school were assigned different treatments* one, Kodalyi 
the other, traditional.
Wyandotte Elementary School is one of the oldest 
and smallest schools in the system, having only 191 
pupils. Sixty-four percent are black, and 36 peroent are 
white.^ It, too, is located in the northern sector of 
the city, but south of Zion City. Lower socio-economic 
conditions are prevalent in the area served by the school. 
Family income is $5*000-$8,000 per year.1^ There is only 
one fourth-grade class in the school, so it was arbi­
trarily assigned to the Kodaly group.
Red Oaks Elementary School is located in the eastern 
sector of the city in a neighborhood where the families 
have an annual income of $12,000-$15»000.*^ Racially the 
make-up of the 482-pupil school is 1 percent black and 99 
percent w h i t e . T h e r e  are two and one-half seotiona of 
the fourth grade, one being combined with the fifth grade. 
For experimental purposes, one and one-half sections were 
assigned to the Kodaly group. The other class was assigned 
to the traditional group.
telephone interview with Dr. Robert Gaston, 
Assistant to the Superintendent, Bast Batcn Rouge Parish 
School Board, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, March 1974.
14 isIbid. ''City Planning Commission map.
*^Ibid. Robert Gaston, telephone interview.
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Shenandoah Elementary School is a large* one-year-old 
school in the southeastern corner of the district.
Although the City Planning Commission reports an average 
yearly income of $8,000-$12*000 for the total area
served by the school* the immediate subdivision surrounding
18the school reflects more affluence. Of the 615 pupils 
enrolled* 8 percent are black and 92 percent are white.^ 
Three sections of the fourth grade exist in the sohool.
One of these was assigned to the Kodaly group, and two 
were assigned to the traditional group.
Kodaly
Four and one-half classes comprised the Kodaly 
group used in this project. An attempt was made to 
distribute the assignment to this group among the various 
schools participating. One hundred thirty-seven pupils 
made the total population for the group.
Eighteen lessons were presented during the semester 
duration of the projeot. Plans for the Kodaly lessons 
are in the Appendix to this report.
No attempt was made to correot* modify* or adjust the 
method, materials* or techniques projected in the 
Threshold program. It was felt that a faithful rendition 
of the published currioulum was mandatory for an accurate 
comparison as attempted in this experiment.
18City Planning Commission map.
*%r. Robert Oaston, telephone interview
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Traditional
Pour classes comprised tha traditional group uaad in 
thi8 project. Aa can ba aean in tha abova descriptions, 
an attaapt waa aada to diatributa tha aaaignmant to thia 
group among tha variou8 schoola participating. Ona 
hundred thirty-two pupils aada tha total population for 
the group.
Eighteen lessons ware presented during tha seaeater 
duration of tha projset. Plans for tha traditional 
lessons are in tha Appendix to thia report.
Content for tha traditional curriculua waa taken 
literally from tha teacher's edition of tha fourth-grade 
volume of MMYO. Tha investigator felt that tha most valid 
measure of tha differences in two methods could ba 
ascertained best by rigid compliance to the published 
outline for the method used.
CHAPTER 5
PRESENTATION OP PRETEST AND POSTTEST DATA
Tha purpose of this chapter was to compare pretest 
data with the published norms for each subtest in the test 
battery, to compare posttest data with the published norms 
for each subtest in the test battery, and to compare 
pretest and posttest scores.
With the assistance of Louisiana State University's 
Department of Experimental Statistics, a statistical 
program was prepared to convert raw scores into useable 
data.
Two hundred sixty-nine students took part in the 
experiment. Por some reason or other, sixty-five of the 
students were absent for a part of the pretest or a part 
of the posttest, leaving 204 complete observations. These 
204 students' scores were used in the comparative data.
One hundred ten students were in the Kodaly group, and 
ninety-four were in the traditional group.
Profit Data
The pretest data given in this section were 
derived from scores of fourth-grade students on MAT 
before the students were exposed to the different
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treatments used In this study. Ths information allowed 
the investigator to relate the prior achievement of the 
test students to that of students in the MAT population.
It also allowed the determination of the relative 
achievement of the two groups involved in this study as 
well as the influence of the school attended on the test 
scores. Tables 1-5 are relevant to this section. Figures 
given in Tables 1 and 2 show the mean scores as published 
in the MAT manuals for fourth grade and the mean scores 
achieved by the experimental groups on the pretest.
In Table 1 are simple statistics for the pretest 
compared with the published norms for the fourth grade. A 
comparison of the two mean score columns shows that the 
test students in general were below the MAT population in 
overall music achievement. The margin of difference was 
less than one point on the three subtests measuring 
major-minor mode discrimination, feeling for tonal center, 
and tonal memory. The scores of the pitch recognition 
subtest were much higher for the experimental students than 
for the MAT population. A study of the columns listing the 
standard deviations shows that, in general, the scores for 
the experimental students deviate from the means to a 
muoh lesser degree than for the MAT population. This 
indicates that the test students were a more homogeneous 
group than the MAT population.
Mean scores for the separate experimental groups 
(Kodaly and traditional) are juxtaposed with the
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TABU! 1.— Simple Statistics for Pretest Coopered with 
Published Norms for Pourth Grade
Subtest
MAT
Mean
MAT
sTd:
Pretest
Mean
N*204
Pretest
S.D.
Pitch Die. 14.97 5.5* 9.76 4.83
Interval Dis. 14.71 3.83 12.17 3.*5
Meter Dis. 15.3* 5.67 12.36 4.35
Mode Dis. 14.40 4.31 14.34 4.14
Tonal Center 6.24 2.68 5.65 2.42
AV (Pitch) 7.96 4.68 6.54 3.50
AV (Rhythm) 8.26 4.69 6.65 3.26
Tonal Mem. 5.86 3.02 5.24 2.80
Melody Recog. 7.42 2.71 6.37 3.49
Pitch Recog. 2.31 1.04 5.26 2.73
Instr. Recog. *.51 1.92 3.18 1.75
Total Test (Not available) 87.18 16.54
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published norma for MAT in Table 2. Since the students 
were assigned to the two groups in a random manner as 
described elsewhere, the means for the groups on the 
total test should be very close. The Kod&ly group did 
excel in the areas of pitch discrimination, meter 
discrimination, major-minor mode discrimination, 
auditory-visual discrimination (pitch), auditory-visual 
discrimination (rhythm), instrument recognition, and 
total test. Traditional students excelled in interval 
discrimination, feeling for tonal center, tonal memory, 
melody recognition, and pitch recognition.
Data from a statistical procedure to determine the 
£ values and the levels of significance between scores 
for the Kodaly group and scores for the traditional 
group are reported in Table 3* Although the Kodaly group 
soored higher on a majority of subtests, there was not a 
statistically significant difference in the scores for the 
two groups.
Although it was not an initial purpose of this 
study to compare the four schools talcing part in the 
experiment, the statistics revealed a highly significant 
contrast in the performance leveli. among the students in 
the separate schools. Table if was prepared so the reader 
oould see these differences. The differences in the 
scores from the pretest were statistically significant on 
five of the subtests and highly significant on six other
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TABLE 2.— Summary of Moans Comparing Kod&ly and Traditional 
Group Results from Pretest with Published Norms for Fourth
Grade
MAT Kod. Trad.
Subtest Means Means Means
N-110 N-94
Pitch Die. 14.97 9.44 9.27
Interval Dis. 14.71 11.81 12.71
Meter Dis. 15.3* 12.30 11.57
Mode Dis. 14.40 14.05 13.26
Tonal Center 6.24 5.56 6.16
AV (Pitch) 7.96 6.21 6.20
AV (Rhythm) 8.26 6.94 6.10
Tonal Mem. 5.86 4.95 5.22
Melody Recog. 7.42 6.05 6.83
Pitoh Recog. 2.31 4.80 4.92
Instr. Recog. 4.51 3.18 2.95
Total Test (Not available) 84.84 84.70
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TABU! 3.— Group Means, £ Values, and Levels of Significance
(Pretest)
Subtest
Kod.
Means
N-110
Trad.
Means
N«9*
£ Values Prob. 1
Pitch Dis. 9.** 9.27 0.02079 0.8855
Interval Dis. 11.81 12.71 1.50312 .2217
Meter Dis. 12.30 11.57 0.30155 .5835
Mode Dis. 1*.05 13.26 0.5098* .*761
Tonal Center 5.56 6.16 0.9*197 .3330
AV (Pitch) 6.21 6.20 0.0127* .9103
AV (Rhythn) 6.9* 6.10 0.75*32 .3862
Tonal Mem. *.95 5.22 0.05*88 .8150
Melody Recog. 6.05 6.83 0.76938 .3815
Pitch Recog. *.80 *.92 0.03779 .8*61
Instr. Recog. 3.18 2.95 0.17262 .6782
Total Test 8*. 8* 8*. 70 0.00*3* 0.9*76
TABLE 4.--School Moans, £ Values, and Levels of Significance (Pretest)
Subtest School #1 
N«51
School #2 
N*24
School #3 
N*58
School #4 
W*71
£ Values Prob. £
Pitch Dis. 6.63 9.42 8.84 12.50 19.13046 0.0001
Interval Dis. 10.23 13.08 12.28 13.46 9.97323 .0001
Meter Dis. 11.18 11.31 11.68 13.58 3.56669 .0150
Mode Dis. 11.32 12.18 15.61 15.57 16.95491 .0001
Tonal Center 4.81 6.45 5.62 6.55 5.31299 .0019
AV (Pitch) 5.42 5.49 7.25 6.64 2.86089 .0373
AV (Rhythm) 5.70 6.36 6.42 7.60 3.57854 .0148
Tonal Mem. 3.76 4.58 5.72 6.28 9.71032 .0001
Melody Recog. 6.25 6.33 6.45 6.72 0.21234 .8880
Pitch Recog. 4.36 3.89 5.46 5.70 2.73016 .0442
Instr. Recog. 2.67* 2.67* 3.65 3.29 2.96293 .0327
Total Test 71.60 81.05 88.95 97.50 35.69358 0.0001
Means for School #1 and School #2 appear to be the same on the instrument 
recognition subtesti however, when carried to further decimal places, the computation 
shows the School #1 mean to be 2.6749 and the School #2 mean to be 2.6681.
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of the subtests in the test battery. On a majority of 
the subtests, students at School 0k scored highest. On 
three of the subtests, students at School #3 scored 
highest. The means for School #2 were most often ranked 
third) and the means for School #1 were most often lowest.
In Table 5 are presented data showing the interaction 
of school and treatment. Mean scores for each experimen­
tal group are shown for each of the four schools. £ 
values and levels of significance are presented for each 
of the subtests. By observing all the different schools 
with the different treatments, it can be seen that the 
traditional groups most often surpassed the Kodaly 
groups in pretest scores. However, at School #3» the 
Kod&ly group total was higher. Only on three of the 
twelve points of comparison was there a consistency of 
scores in which all the schools were led by one particular 
group. In the other nine cases, one of the schools 
showed an opposite order from the others regarding the 
group which scored highest within that particular school.
In four of these cases the reverse scores were at 
School #1, and in four other oases the reverse scores 
were at School #3. School 0k scores were reversed only 
once. These inconsistencies in the scores for each of the 
groups at each of the schools were apparently due to ohanoe 
since there was no significant statistical difference in 
school by treatment. Therefore, it was concluded that
TABLE 5.—  School by Treatment Keans, £ Values, and Levels of Significance (Pretest)
School #1 School #2 School #3 School #4
£ Values Prob. PSUDtCBt
Kod.
N*23
Trad.
N»28
Kod.
N»24
Trad.
N*0 j
Kod.
N*36
Trad.
N*22
Kod.
N«27
Trad.
N-44
Pitch Dis. 6.85 6.40 9.82 8.96 8.71 12.10 12.89 0.38941 0.6837
Interval Dis. 9.70 10.76 12.37 11.91 12.54 13.11 13.84 0.03384 .9671
Meter Dis. 10.86 11.50 12.67 12.06 11.28 13.56 13.60 0.29096 .7521
Mode Dis. 10.74 11.91 13.90 .... 15.95 15.30 15.64 15-53 0.85673 .5707
Tonal Center 4.92 4.70 5.27 5.36 5.84 6.64 6.46 0.58968 .5607
AV (Pitch) 4.63 6.20 6.68 7.25 7.29 6.33 6.92 0.76999 .5315
AV (Rhythm) 5.64
i
5.76 6.86 6.87 5.94 8.35 6.86 0.87475 .5784
Tonal Mem. 3.96 3.55 4.27 5.53 5.98 6.13 6.44 0.28429 .7570
Melody Recog. 5.94 6.55 5.61 6.12 6.71 6.43 7.00 0.03030 .9707
Pitch Recog. 3.97 4.74 4.88 5.45 5.42 4.83 6.55 1.19438 .3049
Instr. Recog. 2.66 2.69 2.78 3.76 3.53 3.52 3.07 0.23710 .7921
Total Test 68.42 74.78 84.88 89.17 88.50 96.60 98.45 0.70145 0.5016
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there was no school by treatment interaction on the 
pretest. The reader should keep In mind that in School #2 
only one treatment was presented.
Posttest data revealed in this section were derived 
from scores of fourth-grade students on m .  after the 
students' exposure to the different treatments used in 
this study. The information allowed the investigator to 
relate the achievement of the test students to that of 
students in the MAT population. It also allowed the 
determination of the relative achievement of the two 
groups involved in this study as well as the influence of 
the school attended on the test scores. Tables 6-11 are 
relative to this section. Tables 6-8 were prepared to 
show the mean scores as published in the MAT manuals and 
the mean scores achieved by the experimental groups on 
the posttest.
In Table 6 are simple statistics for the posttest 
compared with the published norms for the fourth grade.
A comparison of the two mean score columns shows that 
the test student8 in general were still below the MAT 
population in overall music achievement. However, in 
addition to exceeding the norm for pitch recognition, the 
scores now also exceeded the norm for the subtests on 
major-minor mode discrimination and feeling for tonal 
center. The standard deviation for the test students was
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TABLE 6.— Simple Statistics for Posttest Compared with 
Published Norms for Fourth Grade
Subtest
MAT
Mean msTdT
Posttest
Mean
N*204
Posttest
S.D.
Pitoh Dis. 14.97 5.54 11.10 5.92
Interval Dis. 14.71 3.83 11.93 3.35
Meter Dis. 15.34 5.67 13.25 4.42
Mode Dis. 14.40 4.31 14.49 3.69
Tonal Center 6.24 2.68 6.25 2.51
AV (Pitch) 7.96 4.68 6.67 3.64
AV (Rhythm) 8.26 4.69 7.64 3.51
Tonal Mem. 5.86 3.02 5.57 3.16
Melody Recog. 7.42 2.71 5.88 2.40
Pitch Recog. 2.31 1.04 5.59 2.10
Instr. Recog. 4.51 1.92 3.76 1.66
Total Test (Not available) 91.83 15.99
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still less, in most cases, than the standard deviation 
published for MAT.
In Table 7 is a summary of the mean scores of the 
entire experimental population. The columns of figures 
show the mean scores from the pretest and mean scores 
from the posttest. Subtest scores and total scores are 
given. It can be seen that the posttest mean was 4.65 
points better than the mean for the pretest. Improvement 
was registered in all areas except interval discrimination 
and melody recognition. Mean scores for these areas were 
lower on the posttest than on the pretest. The standard 
deviation for the posttest total mean score was .0399 
less than the standard deviation for the pretest total 
mean.
Mean scores for the separate experimental groups 
(Kod&ly and traditional) were compared with the published 
norms for MAT in Table 8. The mean scores were better 
than the scores made on the pretest. Both groups showed 
some gain. The total mean score for the Kodaly group 
rose 5.11 points. Traditional group improvement was 
5*38 points. On the separate test areas, regression was 
registered for the Kod&ly group in only two areas— inter­
val discrimination and melody recognition. These two 
areas of regression were common to both groups. Regression 
was registered for the traditional group in interval 
discrimination, feeling for tonal center, melody recog­
nition, and pitch recognition. Improvement was registered
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TABLE 7.— Summary of Moans froa Protest and Posttost
(H«204)
Subtest
Pretest 
Mean t S.D.
Posttest 
Mean + S.D.
Pitch Dis. 9.76 0.3382 11.10 0.4144
Interval Dis. 12.17 .2418 11.93 .2345
Motor Dis. 12.36 .3046 13.25 .3095
Mode Dis. 14.34 .2898 14.49 .2582
Tonal Center 5.65 .1694 6.25 .1757
AV (Pitch) 6.54 .2449 6.67 .2547
AV (Rhythm) 6.65 .2282 7.64 .2457
Tonal Mom. 5.24 .1959 5.57 .2211
Melody Recog. 6.37 .2443 5.88 .1679
Pitoh Recog. 5.26 .1910 5.59 .1469
Instr. Recog. 3.18 .1224 3.76 .1161
Total Test 87.18 1.1580 91.83 1.1181
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TABLE 8.— Stannary of Meana Comparing Kod&ly and Traditional 
Group Rosulta froa Poattost with Publiahad Norma for Pourth
Grade
Subteat
MAT
Meana
Kod.
Meana
N*110
Trad.
Meana
N-94
Pitoh Dia. 14.97 10.90 11.38
Interval Dia. 14.71 11.54 11.63
Meter Dia. 15.3* 13.12 14.61
Mode Dia. 14.40 14.34 13.44
Tonal Center 6.24 6.17 6.03
AV (Pitch) 7.96 6.77 8.27
AV (Rhythn) 8.26 7.48 6.66
Tonal Mem. 5.86 5.29 5.61
Melody Reoog. 7.42 5.62 5.49
Pitch Reoog. 2.31 5.56 4.11
Inatr. Reoog. 4.51 3.76 3.43
Total Teat (Not available) 89.95 90.08
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in all other areas. Araas of axeallanoa for tha Kod&ly 
atudanta vara major-minor moda discrimination, faaling 
for tonal oenter, auditory-visual diacrimination (rhythm), 
melody recognition, pitch racognitiont and inatrumant 
recognition. Traditional atudanta excelled in pitch 
discrimination, interval discrimination, matar discrimina­
tion, auditory-visual discrimination (pitch), tonal 
memory, and total.
Data from a statistical procedure to determine tha 
£ values and tha levels of significance between scores for 
the Kodily group and scores for the traditional group are 
reported in Table 9. The Kodaly group scored higher on 
six of the subtests and the traditional group scored higher 
on five of the subtests and the total. In only one case 
was the difference between the scores of the Kodaly group 
and the scores of the traditional group statistically 
significant. For the pitch recognition subtest, there was 
a highly significant statistical difference between the 
Kodaly score of 5*56 and the traditional score of if.11. 
Pitch recognition is the area in which the total mean 
score had exceeded the norm in pretest and posttest. On 
the posttest the Kodaly group showed additional achievement 
in this area while the traditional students showed 
regression.
Table 10 was prepared to show the differenoes in the 
scores from the posttest in the four schools participating. 
In seven of the twelve comparisons, a highly significant
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TABLB 9.— Group Meana, £ Valuee, and Levels of Significance
(Poatteat)
Subteat
S
I
M
i 
e 
o *
K»3
 
•
0
8
Trad.
Meana
N-94
I Valuea Prob. £
Pitch Die. 10.90 11.38 0.08131 0.7758
Interval Dia. 11.5* 11.63 0.03322 .8556
Mater Dia. 13*12 14.61 1.17665 .2794
Mode Dia. 14.34 13.44 1.18099 .2785
Tonal Center 6.1? 6.03 0.01484 .9032
AV (Pitch) 6.77 8.27 2.43366 .1204
AV (Rhytha) 7.48 6.66 0.89803 .3445
Tonal Men. 5.29 5.61 0.15892 .6906
Melody Recog. 5.62 5.49 0.01234 .9116
Pitoh Recog. 5.t>6 4.11 8.29015 .0044
Inetr. Recog. 3.76 3.43 0.56293 .4540
Total Teat 89.95 90.08 0.00749 0.9311
TABLE 10.— School Means, £ Valuee, and Levels of Significance (Posttest)
Subteet School #1 
N-51
School #2 
N*24
School #3 
N«58
School #4 
N-71
£ Values Prob. £
Pitch Die 7.79 12.73 10.07 13.95 12.34559 0.0001
Interval Dis. 11.13 11.08 11.39 12.75 3.08067 .0280
Meter Die. 11.78 15.29 14.42 13.97 4.50226 .0048
Mode Die. 12.81 12.25 15.01 15.50 7.08108 .0003
Tonal Center 5.46 6.04 6.02 6.86 3.17533 .0248
AV (Pitch) 6.21 10.45 6.53 6.85 1.95048 .1213
AV (Rhytha) 6.20 5.74 8.78 7.58 6.27831 .0007
Tonal Mea. 3.96 5.22 5.30 7.29 13.10966 .0001
Melody Recog. 5.56 5.01 5.62 6.03 0.65772 .5827
Pitoh Reoog. 5.23 2.65 5.67 5.80 4.53168 .0046
Inetr. Recog. 3.88 3.08 3.84 3.60 0.64347 .5918
Total Teet 79.91 87.33 92.61 100.12 19.51840 0.0001
s iOv
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statistical difference axistad between tha scoras attainad 
in tha saparata schools. Thara was also a significant 
diffarsnca batwaan tha scoras in two othar comparisons.
The thraa areas showing no significant differences ware 
auditory-visual discrimination (pitch), melody recognition, 
and instrument recognition. As on tha pretest, School 
students scored highest on a majority of tha subtests. On 
one of tha subtests, students at School #3 scored highesti 
on two of tha subtests, students at School #2 scored 
highest/ and on one of tha subtests, students at School #1 
scored highest. Tha ranking of sooras among tha four 
schools on the posttest was not as consistent as on tha 
pretest.
In Table 11 are presented data showing tha interac­
tion of school and treatment. Mean scores for each 
experimental group are shown for each of the four schools. 
£ value8 and levels of significance are presented for 
each of the subtests. In one school the Kodaly group 
attained the higher mean total, while in two other schools 
the traditional group attained the higher mean total. On 
none of the twelve points of comparison was there a 
consistency of scores in which all the schools were led 
by one particular group. In all twelve cases, one of the 
schools showed an opposite order from the others regarding 
the group scoring highest within that particular sohool.
The highest number of inconsistencies was in School #1 
where the soores were reversed from the scores in the
TABU 11.—  School by Treatment Ha ana, £ Values, and Lara la of Significance (Posttest)
Subtest
School #1 School #2 School #3 Sohool #b
£ Values Prob. £
Kod.
N-23
Trad.
N«28
Kod.
N-2b
Trad.
N*0
Kod.
N-36
Trad.
N-22
Kod.
N«27
Trad.
N-bb
Pitoh Dis. 7*79 7.79* 12.21 9.83 10.32 13.77 lb.11 0.02091 0.9801
Interval Dis. 11.08 11.18 11.88 11.39 11.32 11.75 13.76 1.6b995 .1928
Meter Dis. 13*15 10. *1 12.10 13.58 15.38 13.82 lb. 10 3.112bo • Ob53
Mode Dis. 13*22 12.39 13.50 15.36 lb. 77 15.bb 15.56 0.b650b .63b7
Tonal Center 5*05 5.86 6.5b 6.ib 5.86 6.88 6.83 0.5597b .5777
AV (Pitch) 6.35 6.07 7.92 5.89 7.09 6.81 6.86 1.02880 .3606
AV (Rhythm) 6.08 6.31 7.80 9.12 8.51 7.00 8.16 1.39191 .2b98
Tonal Mem. 3*87 b.05 b.65 5.18 5.bo 7.b2 7.1b 0.2b715 .78b5
Melody Reoog. *.9* 6.18 6.25 5.70 5.50 5.53 6.5b 1.11789 .329b
Pitch Reeog. 5*08 5.37 5.07 6.29 5.17 5.9b 5.65 2.98295 .051b
Instr. Reoog. 3.87 3.89 3.67 3.97 3.73 3.56 3.6b 0.28013 .7600
Total Test 80.30 79.52 89. *8 92.b2 93.03 97.87 102.28 0.55580 0.5800
Maana for both groups in School #1 appear to be the same on the pitch discrimi­
nation subtesti however, when oarried to further deoimal places, the eonputation shows 
the Kodaly mean to be 7*7898 and the traditional mean to be 7*7o7b.
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other schools six times. In School #3, the scores wore 
reversed from the other schools’ sooros four times.
School M  sooros wore roYorsod two times. The total 
scores for the two croups varied little within each 
sohool. At School #1 the traditional group soored higher 
than the Kodaly group in sewen of twelve cases, but the 
Kod&ly total mean soore was higher. At School #3 the 
Kodaly group soored higher than the traditional group in 
seven of twelve cases, but the traditional total mean 
soore was higher. The differences in the scores were 
significant statistically on the meter discrimination 
subtest. Differences approached significance on the 
pitch recognition subtest. The reader should again keep 
in mind that in Sohool #2 only one treatment was presented.
Posttest Adjusted lar Erftfgt
Analysis of covariance is a statistical procedure 
which allows one to compare groups on one variable when 
data are adjusted for a correlated variable. In this 
project, analysie of covariance was used to establish, in 
effect, a statistical point of equal beginning tram which 
achievement gain could be measured.
Data in this section were derived from the posttest 
soores adjusted by the pretest scores. They represent the 
results which would have been obtained on the posttest if 
all the subjects had been paired and equal from the
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beginning of tho experiment. Tables 12-19 are pertinent 
to this sootion.
Moan sooros for tho soparato experimental groups 
(Kod&ly and traditional) woro compared with tho publishod 
norms for MAT in Tablo 12. Through analysis of eovarianee, 
adjustod sooros woro derived which allowod an aocurato 
comparison of tho two groups involvod in this study.
Tablo 13 contains figuros which show that tho difforoncos 
in tho total moan sooros of tho two groups woro not 
statistically significant. An aroa of highly significant 
statistical difforonco was pitoh recognition. Tho findings 
rovoalod in Tablos 12 and 13 *ro summarized in tho fol­
lowing paragraphs.
Tho Kodaly group oxoollod in tho areas of interval 
discrimination, major-minor mode discrimination, fooling 
for tonal center, auditory-visual discrimination (rhythm), 
melody recognition, pitch recognition, and instrument 
recognition.
Tho traditional group oxoollod in tho areas of 
pitoh discrimination, motor discrimination, auditory- 
visual discrimination (pitoh), tonal memory, as well as 
tho total for tho entire battery of tests.
Tho Kodaly group excelled in more of tho subtost 
areas than tho traditional group, but did not score a 
higher moan total.
Sohool moans, £ values, and levels of significance 
are listed in Tablo Ik, In two of tho twelve comparisons,
TABU 12.— Stmaery of Meana Coapariag Kodaly and 
Traditional Group Roaulta froa Poattoat Adjueted for 
Protoat with Publiahod Noraa for Pourth Grade
Subtoat
m
Meana
Kod.
Meana
N-110
Trad.
Meana
N-9**
Pitoh Ola. 1**.97 11.12 11.73
Interval Dia. 14.71 11.61 11.52
Meter Dia. 15.3** 13.13 1**.69
Mode Dia. 14.40 1**.**1 13.70
Tonal Center 6.24 6.19 5.88
AV (Pitoh) 7.96 6.80 8.30
AV (Rhytha) 8.26 7.**7 6.67
Tonal Mea. 5.86 5. **2 5.62
Melody Reoog. 7.42 5.67 5. **2
Pitoh Reoog. 2.31 5.61 **.15
Inatr. Reoog. **.51 3.76 3.**7
Total Teat (Not available) 90.86 91.04
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TABUS 13.—  Group Means* 2 Values, and Levels of Signifi 
eanoo (Poattoat Adjusted for Pretest)
Subtest
Kod.
Means
N-110
Trad.
Means
11*94
2 Values Prob. 2
Pitoh Dis. 11.12 11.73 0.18527 0.6674
Interval Dis. 11.61 11.52 0.00368 .9517
Meter Dis. 13.13 14.69 1.30523 .2547
Mode Dis. It. 41 13.70 0.87051 .3520
Tonal Center 6.19 5 .88 0.16673 .6835
AV (Pitoh) 6.80 8 .30 2.47016 .1177
AV (Rhythm) 7.47 6.67 0.86249 .3570
Tonal Mea. 5.42 5.62 0.10761 .7432
Melody Reoog. 5.67 5.42 0.10320 .7484
Pitoh Reoog. 5.61 4.15 8.56704 .0038
Instr. Reoog. 3.76 3.47 0.47064 .4935
Total Test 90.86 91.04 0.01427 0.9050
TABUS 14.— School Mums, £ Valuaa, and Love Is of Signifi oaneo (Poattaat Adjusted for
Prataat)
Subtaat School #1 
N*51
Sohool #2 
N*2*
School #3 
N-58
School #4 
N-71
£ Values Prob. £
Pitch Dia. 10.01 12.97 10.72 12.01 1.62123 0.1843
Intarr&l Dia. 11.52 10.89 11.36 12.49 1.51872 .2096
Matar Dia. 11.90 15.39 1*.*9 13.85 4.23771 .0066
Moda Dia. 13.5* 12.78 1 *.7 0 15.21 2.28*29 .0789
Tonal Cantar 5.70 5.81 6.03 6.59 1.3**37 .2602
AY (Pitoh) 6.32 10.5* 6.47 6.84 2.03*38 .1090
AV (Rhythm) 6.22 5.75 8.79 7.55 0.852*9 .3570
Tonal Man. *.66 5.53 5.07 6.79 7.28579 .0003
Malody Raeog. 5.58 5.02 5.60 5.^8 0.53252 .6649
Pitoh Raoog. 5.32 2.80 5.65 5.75 3.8*455 .0106
Inatr. Racog. 3.97 3.16 3.76 3.58 0.71199 .5492
Total Taat 85.96 89.71 91.92 96.11 3.57518 0.0149
00u
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a highly significant statistical diffsrsncs sxistsd 
batwaan tha aeoraa attainad in tha aaparata schools.
Thasa araas of high significanoa wara aatar discrimination 
and tonal asaory. Coaparisons of pitoh recognition and 
total also showed significant differences. In seven 
oases students at School #4 scored highest among tha 
four schools. This included tha aohiayaaant of tha 
highest total score, 96.11. School #3 students scored 
highest only on one subtest and achieved a total mean 
score of 91.92 to rank just under Sohool #4. Students at 
School #2 were the aost inconsistent of the four schools* 
three times scoring highest, but often scoring lowest.
With a total mean score of 89.71» students at School #2 
achieved a rank of third place. School #1 pupils 
achieved a fourth-place rank, although in the area of 
instrument recognition, the students scored highest of all 
the students in all the participating schools. Total Bean 
soore for School #1 was 85.96.
Table 15 was prepared to exhibit data showing the 
interaction of school and treatment. Mean scores for 
each experimental group are shown for each of the four 
sohools. £ values and levels of significance are given 
for each of the subtests. There was significant school by 
treatment interaction only in the area of meter discrimina­
tion. At School #1 the traditional group scored higher 
than the Kodaly group in seven of twelve cases, but the 
Kodaly total mean score was higher. At School #3 the
TABUS 15.-- Sohool by Treatment Moans, £ Valuos, and Levels of Significance (Posttost
Adjusted for Pretest)
Subtest
Sohool #1 School #2 School #3 Sohool #4
£ Values Prob. £
Kod.
N*23
Trad.
N-28
Kod. Trad. 
N«24 N-0
Kod.
N*36
Trad.
N-22
Kod.
N-27
Trad.
N-44
Pitch Dis. 9.85 10.16 12.16 .... 10.40 11 .06 12.11 11.89 0.11914 0.8876
Interval Dis. 11*57 11.46 11.84 .... 11.45 11.25 11.56 13.42 1.80415 .1653
Meter Dis. 13.30 10.50 12.07 .... 13.61 15.49 13.70 13.98 3.30315 .0377
Mode Dis. 14.10 12.99 13.61 .... 14.97 14.54 15.12 15.27 0.52115 .6004
Tonal Center 5.27 6.14 6.65 .... 6.22 5.80 6.59** 6.59" 0.81200 .5508
AV (Pitch) 6.53 6.10 7.90 .... 5.82 7.02 6.83 6.82 1.15741 .3165
AV (Rhythn) 6.10 6.34 7.79 .... 9.12 8.53 6.96 8.16 1.40690 .2461
Tonal Men. 4.48 4.85 5.11 .... 5.04* 5.04* 6.99 6.57 0.52891 .5958
Melody Reoog. 5.01 6.15 6.37 .... 5.74 5.45 5.52 6.44 1.26153 .2849
Pitch Recog. 5.22 5.42 5.11 .... 6.27 5.15 5.98 5.51 2.72848 .0660
Instr. Recog. 3.96 3.98 3.74 .... 3.87 3.67 3.50 3.66 0.31343 .7360
Total Test 87.60 84.33 90.38 .... 91.65 92.51 94.21 97.91 0.92712 0.6002
Meana for both groups in School #3 appear to be the sane on the tonal aeaory 
subtest1 however, when carried to further deciaal plaoes, the ooaputation shows the 
Kodaly nean to be 5*0376 and the traditional aean to be 5.0413.
Means for both groups in School #4 appear to be the sane on the tonal center 
subteetf however, when carried to further deciaal plaoes, the eoaputation shows the 
Kodlly aean to be 6.5902 and the traditional aean to be 6.5944.
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Kodily group soored higher than tha traditional group in 
seven of twelve cases, but the traditional total aean 
score was higher. The differences in the soores were 
significant statistically on the aeter discrimination 
subtest. Observing all the different schools with the 
different treatments, it was found that the traditional 
groups most often showed more advanoeaent than did the 
Kod£ly groups. On none of the subtests did the same 
group soore higher than the other in all the schools. In 
each case, one of the schools showed a reverse from the 
others with regards to which group scored highest within 
that particular school. The highest number of inconsis­
tencies was in School #3 where the scores were reversed 
froa the other schools five times. In School 0k, the 
scores were reversed four tinesi and in School #1( the 
scores were reversed three tines. The reader should 
again keep in nind that in School 02 only one treatment 
was presented.
Tables 16 and 17 are a summary of the mean scores 
for eaoh of the separate groups. The columns of figures 
show the mean scores from the pretest, mean scores from 
the posttest, and mean scores froa the posttest adjusted 
for pretest. Subtest scores and total scores are given.
Using pretest scores as a dependent variable, £ 
values and levels of significance as computed using 
analysis of covariance were presented in Table 18. These 
data show the significance in the relationship between
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TAB12 16.—  SuHMury of Moans for Kodaly Group froa Protost, 
Posttost, and Posttost Adjusted for Protost (N*110)
Subtost Protost Posttost Protost/
Posttost
Pitch Dis. 9.** 10.90 11.12
Interval Dis. 11.81 11.5* 11.61
Motor Dis. 12.30 13.12 13.13
Mods Dis. UK 05 1*.3* 1*.*1
Tonal Contor 5.56 6.17 6.19
AV (Pitoh) 6.21 6.77 6.80
AV (Rhythm) 6.9* 7.*8 7.*7
Tonal Mom. *.95 5.29 5. *2
Molody Rooog. 6.05 5.62 5.67
Pitoh Rooog. *.80 5.56 5.61
Instr. Roeog. 3.18 3.76 3.76
Total Tost 8*.8* 89.95 90.86
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TABLS 17.— Suaaary of Moans for Traditional Group froa 
Protost, Posttost, and Posttost Adjustod for Protost
<N«9*)
Subtost Protost Posttost Protost/
Posttost
Pitoh Dio. 9.2? 11.38 11.73
Intorral Dis. 12.71 11.63 11.52
Motor Dis. 11.57 1*. 61 1*. 69
Mods Dio. 13.26 13.** 13.70
Tonal Cantor 6.16 6.03 5.88
AV (Pitoh) 6.20 8.27 8.30
AV (Rhytha) 6.10 6.66 6.67
Tonal Mo b. 5.22 5.61 5.62
Molody Rooog. 6.83 5**9 5.*2
Pitoh Rooog. *.92 *.11 *.15
Instr. Rooog. 2.95 3. *3 3.*7
Total Tost 8*. 70 90.08 91.0*
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TABLB 18.— Significance of Protoot Adjustment on Poottoot
Moons
Subtost Z Yaluoo Prob. Z
Pitch Dio. 79.67057 0.0001
Intorrol Dio. 7.83483 .0056
Motor Dio. 2.00411 .1585
Modo Dio. 13.17663 .0004
Tonml Contor 16.46090 .0001
AY (Pitch) 1.46886 .2270
AY (Rhytha) 0.10666 .7443
Tonal Mon. 47.02474 .0001
Molody Reeog. 10.90736 .0011
Pitch Rocog. 3.80418 .0526
Inotr. Rocog. 6.11886 .0142
Total Tost 31.21139 0.0001
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pretest and posttest soores. It ean be aaan that in 
seven oaaaa this relationship proved to ho highly 
significant. In ono other case this relationship 
showed significance, and in another oese this relation­
ship approached significance. Only in the areas of 
meter discrimination, auditory-visual discrimination 
(pitch), and auditory-visual discrimination (rhythm) 
did there not appear to be any statistically signifi­
cant relationship between pretest and posttest scores.
CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
S ' i w r v
Experimental research reported in this paper was 
conducted to determine if there were statistically 
significant differences in ausioal achievement between 
students taught for eighteen lessons by the Kodaly 
method and students taught for eighteen lessons by the 
traditional method as measured by MAT.
Threshold to Muaio was used as a representative 
of the Kodily method, while Making Muaio Your Own 
was used for the traditional method. Subjects of the 
investigation were fourth-grade students in four different 
sohools in East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana. A total 
of 269 students participated in the experiment. Two 
hundred four complete observations were used in the 
comparative analysis of data.
Colwell's Music Achievement Teats (Tests 1, 2, and 3) 
were used to test music achievement before and after the 
experimental treatment period. Statistical Analysis 
System, a computer program, was used to compare methods of
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instruction as aeasured by posttsst scorss using protsst 
scorss as an indapandsnt variable in an analysis of 
covarianoe.
Five hypotheses were tested using data derived 
froa the above procedure.
The first null hypothesis for this projeot stated 
that there are no statistical differences in ausieal 
achieveaent of fourth-grade students taught by the 
Kodaly aethod froa those taught by the traditional 
aethod. Based on statistical calculations using analysis 
of covariance which adjusted the posttest scores using 
pretest scores as an independent variable, the data 
showed that there is a highly signifioant difference in 
achieveaent only in the area of pitoh recognition. All 
other subtest soores and total soores showed no signifioant 
statistical differences. Research showed that pupils in 
the Kodaly group attained higher adjusted soores in the 
areas of interval discriaination, aajor-ainor node 
discriaination, feeling for tonal center, auditory- 
visual discriaination (rhytha), aelody recognition, pitoh 
recognition, and instruaent recognition. Pupils in the 
traditional group attained higher adjusted scores in the 
areas of pitch disoriaination, aeter discriaination, 
auditory-visual discriaination (pitch), and tonal aeaory. 
The traditional group achieved a higher score on the
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total tart battary than tha Kodaly group although thay 
axoallad In only four of tha alaran aubtaata. Neverthe­
less, alnoa tha probability of £ ahowad aignifieanoa in 
only ona araa, it can not ba oonoluaivaly datarainad on 
tha baaia of thia experiaent that ona aethod ia totally 
battar than tha othar. Hence, tha inraatigator haa 
failad to reject tha null hypothaaia on tha baaia of tha 
avidanea.
Brary affort was aada to achieve a balanea batwaan 
tha two experimental groups. It was recognised that 
thara would ba sons diffaranoaa as to sise of tha groups, 
but it waa fait that thara would ba no statistically 
significant diffaranoaa ragarding aohiavsmant on tha 
prstsat. Data provad that thara wars no significant 
statistical diffaranoaa on any of tha subtasts or on tha 
total aaan acoraa for tha two groups. Tha Kodlly group 
had a total naan aoora of 84.84 and sxcallsd in pitoh 
discriaination, actor discriaination, major-minor mods 
discriaination, auditory-risual discriaination (pitch), 
auditory-visual discriaination (rhytha), and instrument 
raoognition. Tha traditional group had a total aaan 
aoora of 84.70 and axoallad in interval discriaination, 
feeling for tonal center, tonal aaaory, aalody recognition, 
and pitoh recognition. Evan whan calculations ware aada 
considering tha interaction of school and treataent, 
thara ware no significant statistical diffaranoaa. Tha 
investigator failad to reject tha null hypothesis that
9^
there were no significant differences between the groups 
on the pretest.
The third null hypothesis stated that there would 
be no statistically significant differences between scores 
for the experimental population and the standardised 
norms published in MAT. Analysis of scores and 
comparison with the published norms established the 
fact that the experimental students generally scored less 
than the MAT norms. Only on one subtest, pitoh recog­
nition, did the experimental score (5*26) exceed the MAT 
norm (2.31)* The margin of difference was less than one 
point on the subtests measuring major-minor mode 
discrimination, feeling for tonal center, and tonal 
memory. The standard deviation was less for the test 
students showing them to be a more homogeneous group than 
the MAT population. This is an anticipated conclusion 
since the students had been taught by the same music teaoher 
and were from a smaller total population group than the MAT 
population. After the experimental period, posttest 
scores were still generally lower than the MAT norms 
except in the areas of pitch recognition, major-minor 
mode discrimination, and feeling for tonal center. The 
standard deviation was even lower on the posttest than on 
the pretest. Evidence supported the investigator's 
rejection of the null hypothesis that there would be 
no statistically significant differences between scores
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for the experimental population and the standardised 
norms published in MAT.
It was stated as a null hypothesis that there would 
be no statistically significant differences among the 
scores of the four schools involved in this research.
Using scores for the entire experimental population, the 
following information was found. On the pretest, the 
differences in the total mean scores at each of the four 
schools were highly significant. Differences in the 
separate areas of musical achievement were significant 
on five subtests and highly significant on five other 
subtests. The only area showing no significant 
differences among schools was melody recognition. The 
Schools #1, #2, #3t and #if, achieved respective totals 
of 71*60, 81.05* 88.95* and 97*50 on the pretest. 
Differences in the mean totals of the posttest scores 
also proved to be highly significant statistically. In 
the separate areas the posttest differences among schools 
were highly significant on six subtests* significant on 
two other subtests* and not significant on three other 
subtests. Those areas which showed no significant 
statistical differences were auditory-visual discrimination 
(pitch), melody recognition, and instrument recognition. 
Although the individual areas did not show the same 
consistency in relation to the total scores for each 
school as on the pretest, the total mean scores for 
Schools #1, #2, #3, and #*t, were 79*91, 87*33, 92.61, and
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100.12, respectively. The sohools ranted in tha same 
order they did on tha pretest, but the aaount of 
iaproveaent over pretest soores was in inverse proportion 
to the total soore. When the posttest soores were 
adjusted for pretest soores, there was found to be a 
significant statistical difference in total wean soores 
among the four sohools. Additionally, there was found to 
be highly significant differences in the water discrimina­
tion and tonal aeaory areas. Signifioance was found to 
exist in differences between soores on the pitoh recog­
nition subtest. No signifioant statistioal differences 
existed in the areas of pitoh discrimination, interval 
discriaination, najor-ainor aode discrimination, feeling 
for tonal center, auditory-visual discriaination (pitch), 
auditory-visual discrimination (rhytha), melody recog­
nition, or instrument recognition. It can be seen that 
the nuaber of differences regarded as signifioant were 
far less after analysis of eovariance adjusted the 
posttest scores for pretec;t scores. Respective totals for 
Schools #1, #2, #3, and #4, were 85.96, 89.71, 91.92, 
and 96.11. Analysis of covariance had the effect of 
raising scores for Schools #1 and #2 and lowering soores 
for Sohools #3 and #4. Nevertheless, throughout the 
above discussion the schools were ranted in the sane 
relative positions. The research showed there to be 
conclusive evidence that signifioant differences existed 
aaong total mean scores of the four schools, although
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the individual aohieveaent areas showed differing larala of 
significance. Tha writar rejected tha null hypothaeia 
that thara would ba no statistically significant differ- 
ancaa among tha seoras of tha four sohools.
That thara would ba no statistically signifioant 
nsasurs of gain for tha groups batwssn tha pratast and 
tha posttast was a null hypothssis tastad by oos^ paring 
diffaranoaa batwaan pratast and posttast scorss. Thase 
diffaranoaa proved to ba highly significant in tha araas 
of pitoh discriaination* interval discriaination* major- 
ainor aoda discriaination* faaling for tonal cantor* 
tonal asaory* and aalody recognition. They ware signifi­
cant on tha instruaent recognition subtast. Significance 
was approaohad in pitch recognition. No significance was 
found in aster discriaination* auditory-visual discrimi­
nation (pitch)* nor auditory-visual discriaination 
(rhytha). Tha diffaranoaa in total aaan scores on 
pratast and posttast wars highly significant. For tha 
total of all tha students* iaproveaent was aada in all 
soores azoapt those aeasuring interval discriaination 
and aalody recognition. In these araas* regression 
resulted. Tha posttast aaan total score was Jf.65 points 
higher than tha pratast aaan total score. That 
difference was determined to have a .0001 level of 
signifioanoe. Overall* tha Kodaly group iaproveaent on 
total aaan scores was 5*11* while tha traditional group 
iaproveaent on total aaan scores was 5*38. Regression
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was found in tha Kodaly group in interval discrimination 
and malody rsoognition. Regression was found in tha 
traditional group in intarral discrimination, feeling for 
tonal oenter, malody recognition, and pitoh recognition. 
Sinoa two of tha araas of regression ware oosmon to both 
groups, it was suspected that tha oausa was unrelated to 
methods of teaching. Both groups did show measureable 
gain in total mean soores but not consistently through 
all the subtests. The investigator chose to reject the 
rull hypothesis on that basis.
In summary to the above disoussion the following 
list displays the appropriate disposition of eaoh of the 
hypotheses testedi
1. There will be no statistical differences in 
musioal achievement between fourth-grade students taught 
by the Kodaly method and those taught by the traditional 
method.— failed to reject.
2. There will be no statistically signifioant 
differences between the groups on the pretest.— failed 
to reject.
3. There will be no statistically signifioant 
differences between scores for the experimental popula­
tion and the published norms for MAT.— re jected.
k. There will be no statistically significant 
differences among the soores of the four schools.—  
rejected.
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5* There will be no statistically signifioant 
measure of gain for tha groups batwaan tha pratast and 
tha posttest.— re jeoted.
In riaw of tha fact that Aaeriean taaehars ara 
oonstantly being introducad to naw aathods of teaching, 
it is inoraasingly important that tha naw idaas ba 
tastad for validity and that tha oldar aathods ba 
raassassad for thair worth. It should ba furthar 
atatad that all aathods axaainsd for potantial use 
should ba judged in ralation to tha spacifio usa and 
spaeifio group involvad.
Tha invastigator faals that his rasaareh daaonstratas 
tha naad for furthar study and tasting in ausieal 
aohiavaaant to datsraina avan aora conclusively tha 
valuas of not only tha two aathods prasantad here but 
other aathods taaehars may ba axpaotad to usa.
Thara is a naad to deteraine what spaeifio faotors 
acoount for tha wide variation in scores among different 
sohools. Having this information would help administrators 
upgrade those schools currently achieving low standards.
Tha scope of this project did not include tha 
determination of why oertain araas showed aora improve- 
sent than others. Nor did it cover tha determination of 
why oertain groups showed aora iaproveaent in certain 
araas than others. Baeh of these faotors needs to ba
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researched in other projects to show strengths and 
waaknasaaa in methods of teaching.
The extension of this projeot to coapare other 
faotors of raoe, sex, instrumental experience, age, and 
maturation, would further justify or nullify olains 
aade by any one interest group as far as teaching methods 
are ooneerned.
It is the hope of the investigator that adminis­
trators and music ourrieulum planners will find the 
information cited in this report useful.
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APPENDIX A
EIGHTEEN THIRTY-MINUTE IZSSON PLUVS FOR TEACHING 
GENERAL MUSIC PROM THRESHOID 
MUSIC IN THE FOURTH GRADE
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THRBSHOID IZSSON 1
Musical objective Coamantary Teacher activity |Pupil activity Resource
Recite rhymes in 
chorus.
Distinguish 
bstwssn tha 
bast and tha 
rhythmic 
pattern by 
clapping and/or 
stopping aaoh 
in several song 
songs.
*Codes usin 
hand-aade charts 
rafarrad to by mi
On tha charts* 
acoantad words 
ara underlined.
Tha Carman Suite 
was written by 
Georges Bizet.
1 a latter and a nui 
used to taaoh vario 
■bars only designate
Show tha class tha 
difference in tha 
beat and the 
rhythaic pattarn. 
Discuss accents 
and acoantad 
beats.
Teach "Tha Bear 
Vent Over tha 
Mountain."
iber in this fashion 
is songs as wall as 
i charts in tha Thr
Chant tha 
following*
"Eenie, Meenie" 
"Engine* Engine" 
"Hickory* Dlckory* 
Dook"
"Sing a Song of 
Sixpence"
Clap or aaroh to 
tha beat on Tha 
Carman Suita.
Sing "Tha Bear Want 
Over tha Moun­
tain." Emphasise 
strong beats.
Band tha knees on 
tha accented 
beats. Clap and 
step tha beats 
and tha rhythaic 
pattern.
, (A-l)* refer to su 
tusioal concepts. C 
ahold prograa.
_____________
Chart A-l* 
Chart A-2 
Chart A-3
Charts A-4 
and A-5 
Raoording 
of The 
Carman
535s
Charts 
A-6 and 
A-7
jpleaentary
tarts
THHBSHOU) LESSOlf 1 (continued)
Muaioal objective Coaaentary Toaohor activity Pupil activity Resource
Show feeling for 
tha aotor of 
tho song by 
bodily aove- 
aent.
Point out phraoas 
by turning tha 
phrasa.
Sine in eanon.
Motor io rolatod 
to tho nuabor 
of boato froa 
ono aceontod 
noto to anothor 
acoontod noto.
Phrasos aro 
ausioal 
aantancao.
Toaeh "Tide©."
Show arm signals
for tho ai-aol- 
do aotivo siaply 
as actions to thi 
song without 
explaining thoir 
aoaning relative 
to ara singing. 
Discuss aotor.
Discuss phrasos.
Explain canon. 
Toaoh "Row, Row, 
Row Your Boat."
Sing "Tidoo." Uso 
ara signals on 
tho word "tidoo" 
whon it sounds 
tho al-sol-do 
aotivo.
Sing "Row, Row,
Row Your Boat." 
Stop tho boat. 
Liap tho aotor. 
Clap tho
rhythaio pattern 
Turn tho phrasoa 
Sing in eanoni 
(1) Liap tho 
aotor, (2) Turn 
phrasos, and 
(3) Clap tho 
rhythaic pattern.
Chart A-8 
Chart A-9
THRRSHOID IZSSOIf 1 (continued)
Musical objective Cosaentary Taachsr actirity Pupil activity Resource
•The Stars and 
Stripss Forever* 
is by John Riilip 
Sousa.
"Sleeping Beauty 
Walts" is by 
Pstsr
Tchaikovsky.
Play "The Stars and 
Stripss Forever" 
and "Sleeping 
Beauty Walts” to 
contrast duple 
and triple aster.
Clap rhythaic 
patterns of 
faniliar songs 
for the children 
to identify.
Ask the children to 
perform various 
notions in many 
combinations. 
Sometimes* ask 
the children to 
hear a song in­
side their heads 
while performing 
the activities.
Clap beats in 
groups with 
accents to show 
the aster of the 
recorded song.
In each of the 
following eongs* 
clap the beat and 
the rhythmio 
pattern* turn the 
phrases* and feel 
the accent of the 
auaic by dipping 
the body on the 
accented notes.
Sifg the followingi 
"Here We Go 
'Round the 
Mulberry Bush" 
•Are You 
Sleeping?"
---Y§Sslrrani°fea"
Reoordif^s 
of "The 
Stars and 
Stripes 
Forever" 
and
"Sleeping
Beauty
Walts"
Chart A-10
Chart A-ll 
Chart A-12
THHBSHOID LESSOR 1 (oontinuad)
Musical objaotiva Coanantary Taachar activity Pupil activity Rasourca
"Clap Tour Hands” 
"I'va Baan 
Working on tha 
Railroad”
Chart A-13 
Charts A-lb 
and A-15
THRBSHOIP LBSSON 2
Muaioal objective CoaaMntary Teacher activity Pupil aotivity Reaouroe
Clap and atap 
baata in 
rhyttan.
Sing a song whila 
clapping an 
oatinato of a 
different 
rhythn.
Chart 1 atraaaaa 
ragular baata.
Tha rhythaic 
pattarn of tha 
aong and tha 
clapping do not 
coincide. Tha 
atudanta will 
experience tha 
perforaance of 
an oatinato to
Introduce Chart 1 
Point to tha 
pioturea on tha 
ohart whila tha 
atudanta—
Point to tha 
pioturea on tha 
chart whila tha 
atudanta—
Point to tha 
pioturea on tha 
chart whila tha 
atudanta—
Sing tha following! 
"The Bear Vent 
Over tha 
Mountain" 
•Tidao"
"Row, Row, Row 
Your Boat"
"Ara You 
Sleeping?”
"You Turn for 
Sugar and Tea” 
"I * vo Bean 
Marking on tha 
Railroad"
Clap ragular baata.
Sing "Tidao.”
Clap ragular baata 
and aing "Tidao."
Charta A-6 
and A-7
Chart A-8 
Chart A—9
Chart A-il
Chart A-12
Charta A-lh 
and A-15
Chart 1
wnrenmin I2SS0H 2 (continued)
Musical objective Cosnentarj Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Recognise marking 
on charts which 
designate boats
on which there 
is a sound and 
those whieh are 
silent.
Write signs
whieh designate 
heats on whieh 
there is a
sound and those 
whieh are 
— silent.
aeeompany their 
singing.
The beats that 
sound are desig­
nated by straight 
vertical lines. 
On these beats 
the students 
will olap and 
say "ta." On 
all other beats 
the students 
should bring 
the hands apart 
to show a 
silent beat.
Point to the 
pictures on the 
chart while the 
students—
Introduce Chart 
A-16. Discuss 
beats that sound 
and those that 
are silent.
Point to the 
symbols on the 
chart while the 
students—
Say the words» 
"Tiok-took, tick- 
to'jk, swing­
eing, swing- 
swing, jump-jump, 
juup-jump.”
Clap the
rhythmic pattern.
Sing "Tideo" while 
one ohild marks 
beats on the 
chalkboard.
Read the chalk 
marks in rhythm
. n u m . . .
Chart A-16
vimenmTn ussSON 2 (continual)
Muaioal objective Coaaontary Toaohor activity Pupil activity Roaoureo
Road rhytha
ayllabloa vhilo 
clapping or 
ateppiiMC a 
rhytha pattern.
•To* aigna and
ailont boat 
aarka aro intro­
duced on Chart Z
For Chart 3» a 
pioture of a 
drua on which 
tho druaatieka 
appear to hit 
call for tho 
reaponae, "ban*" 
•boat," or 
"boon." Tho 
laat picture on 
each lino repro- 
aonta a ailont 
boat and ealla 
for tho 
appropriate 
goaturo.
Introdueo Chart 2.
Call apodal
attention to tho 
ailont boata 
whioh occur.
Introdueo Chart 3.
»
*
Show Chart A-18.
Road tho ehart by 
clapping tho 
boata and aaying 
tho appropriate 
rhytha ayllabloa.
Sing "Jia Along, 
Joaio." One 
atudent will aark 
tho boata on tho 
chalkboard.
Road Chart 3» 
aaking tho 
appropriate 
geaturee and 
aaying tho proper 
rhytha ayllabloa.
Road Chart A-18 
in rhytha 
ayllabloa.
Road tho worde to 
•Poaao Porridge 
Hot."
Chart 2 
Chart A-l7 
Chart 3
Chart A-18
THwugHftTD IZSSON 2 (continued)
Musical objective Cosswntary Taachar activity Pupil activity Resource
Chart 4 shows 
pictures that 
danota baata 
which sound and 
baata which arc 
ailanti appro- 
priata rhythm 
symbols ara 
shown.
Show Chart A-19.
Point to tha 
picturaa of tha 
dogs on Chart 4 
while tha 
students—
Divide tha olaas 
into two groups.
Say "Pease Porridge 
Hot" whila 
tapping Chart 3*
Imitate tha ocean 
by rooking back 
and forth on tha 
baata.
Make a barking
sound for each 
dog picture.
Hake barking sounds 
as tha chart is 
read in rhythm 
without tha 
benefit of tha 
teacher's 
pointing.
Clap all tha charts 
covered to this 
point.
Step all tha charts 
corerad to this 
point.
Bach group will 
perform alternate 
lines on tha 
first four charts
Chart 3 
Chart A-19
Chart 4 
Charts 1-4
THRESHOID IZSSOH 2 (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Perform a song in 
two parte— on# 
singing part 
and an ostinatcw
"Where, Oh Where
Has My Little 
Dog Gone?" aoves 
in three while 
Chart 4 suggests 
quadruple aeter. 
When perforned 
simultaneously, 
two aeten are 
perforaed con­
currently.
Divide the class
into two groups.
Sing "Bingo" while 
clapping Chart 4. 
Sing the words to 
"Bingo” only 
where there is a 
"ta" sign. Omit 
words on the 
silent beats.
Sing "Where, Oh 
Where Has My 
Little Dog Gone?” 
One group will aake 
barking sounds 
following Chart 4 
while the other 
group sings 
"Where, Oh Where 
Has My Little Dog 
Gone?"
Sing "Where, Oh 
Where Has My 
Little Dog Gone?" 
while clapping 
Chart 4.
Charts A-20 
and A-21 
Chart 4
Chart A-22 
Chart 4
THRESHOID LESSON 2 (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary feaeher activity ’upil activity iesource
Hear and remember
a rhythmic 
pattern long 
enough to 
write it.
Gaaei Four children 
are seated on 
the floor. The 
children will in 
turn say one 
line of the poe* 
slapping their 
knees and 
clapping their 
hands alternately 
while keeping 
the beat of the 
rhyne. At the 
end of each line, 
the child 
performing will 
show a silent 
beat sign as a 
signal for the 
next ohild to 
begin.
Dictations | ) ) |
\ X 11 I XX i
* xrs: XXX X
Explain the
directions to the 
gaae.
Give eaoh ohild a 
pieoe of manu­
script paper.
Give dictation.
tecite the rhyme, 
"One, Two, Buckle 
My Shoe."
?lay a rhythm game 
of the rhyme.
Write dictation.
Chart A-23
Manuscript
paper
THRESHOID LESSON 2 (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary Teaoher activity IPupil activity Resource
Steps for giving 
rhythaic 
dictation!
(1) Teacher claps 
a rhythaic 
pattern.
(2) Students 
echo the pattern,
(3) Student8 say 
the rhytha 
syllables.
(4) Children 
write the 
correct 
notation.
LESSON 3
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Show an under­
standing of 
beat, rhythaic 
pattern, and 
phrase by 
performing 
Charts 5-8 
accurately.
Distinguish 
between sounds 
which occupy aia 
entire beat and 
those which 
receive half a 
beat by per­
forming and 
writing "ta’s"
Pictures denoting 
beats with one 
sound and beats 
with two 
rhythmically 
equal sounds are 
on Charts 5 and 
6.
Two small pictures 
occupying one 
space on the 
ohart call for 
two sounds on 
the beat.
Introduce Charts 5 
and 6.
Relate the
pictures to the 
rhythm symbols 
shown.
Use Chart A-24 for 
additional 
practice on 
rhythmic patterns
Sing the followingi 
"Tideo"
"Row, Row, Row 
Your Boat"
"Are You 
Sleeping?"
"You Turn for 
Sugar and Tea" 
"Jim Along, Josier 
"Bingo"
"Where, Oh Where 
Has My Little 
Dog Gone?"
Read Charts 5 and 
6 without 
interruption.
Chart A—8 
Chart A-9
Chart A-11
Chart A-12
Chart A-17 
Charts A-2C 
and A-21 
Chart A-22
Charts 5 
and 6
Chart A-24
THRESHOLD LESSON 3 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
and "ti-ti's" 
accurately.
Choose from three 
rhythm pattern! 
which rhythm 
pattern is 
being 
performed.
Write four-beat 
rhythmic 
patterns of 
the student's 
own invention.
Relate rhythm 
symbols to 
words of 
chants by
Dictation! 11 1 1
urn inti 
m  * i nnni
Chart 7 is for 
review or for 
testing to see 
if the children 
can relate the 
sound they hear 
to what they see 
on the chart.
Chart 8 shows a 
jump rope chant 
with its 
rhythm pattern.
Give dictation.
Introduce "Two 
Bonnie Black­
birds."
Use Charts A-27 and 
A-28 for 
additional 
praotiee.
Introduce Chart 7.
Introduce Chart 8.
Write dictation.
Read "Two Bonnie 
Blackbirds."
Step the rhythmic 
pattern.
Turn the phrases.
Identify by number 
the pattern 
performed by the 
teacher.
Write other four- 
beat patterns.
Read the chant.
Read the chart 
using rhythm 
syllables.
Manuscript
paper
Charts A-2f 
and A-26
Charts A-2; 
and A-28
Chart 7
Manuscript
paper
Chart 8
THKESHOID LESSON 3 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
reading rhymes 
in the rhythm 
Ox printed 
patterns.
Write four-beat 
patterns at the 
teacher's dic­
tation using 
"ta's," "ti- 
ti's," and 
silent beats.
Sing a two-part 
oanon.
Dictation* 1 r ) 1
i m  \x k x
XXX X
The rhythms of this 
song are 
familiar.
The rhythas of 
this song are 
faailiar.
Use "Wee Willie 
Winkle" and 
"Goosey Goosey 
Gander” for 
additional 
exercise.
Give additional 
dictation.
Teach "Riddle 
Canon."
Teach "Hi-Ho for 
Mary-Oh."
folk the beat and 
chant the 
rhythmic pattern.
Clap the beat and 
chant the 
rhythmic pattern.
Walk the rhythmic 
pattern and clap 
the beat.
One child will jump 
rope, turning the 
phrase, while 
jumping.
Write dictation.
Sing "Riddle Canon" 
as a two-part 
canon.
Sing "Hi-Ho for 
Mary-Oh" as a 
two-part canon.
Jump rope
Chart B-l 
Chart B-2
Manuscript
paper
Ditto 
Songs 1
Ditto 
Songs 1
THRBSHOID LESSON 4
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Chant one part of 
a two-part 
exercise 
independently.
Execute the 
repeat sign 
properly.
Read and perfora 
two parts 
siaultaneously.
Chart 9 shows a 
speaking rhythm 
in two partsi it 
introduces the 
repeat sign.
An ostinato is a 
repeated melodic 
or rhythaic 
pattern.
On Chart 10 are 
rhythm patterns 
to be performed 
by the two hands 
siaultaneously.
Introduce Chart 9. 
Explain ostinato.
Explain the repeat 
sign.
Introduce Chart 10.
Use Charts B-3 and 
B-4 for additional 
exercise.
Sing the followings 
"Riddle Canon" 
"Hi-Ho for Mary- 
Oh"
Using "worry, 
worry" as an 
ostinato, read 
the other chant 
words in 
rhythm.
Tap the left hand 
part with the 
hand and the 
right hand part 
with a pencil.
At the bottoa of 
the chart, tap 
both parts 
siaultaneously.
Ditto 
Songs I
Chart 9
Chart 10
Charts B-3 
and B-4 121
THRKSHOIP IZSSON k (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Read and perfora 
rhytha canons.
Sing in four-part 
canon.
Clap an echo of a 
rhythaic 
pattern.
Begin one hand at
(1)i begin the 
other hand at
(2).
"Clap an Echo" is 
the caption on 
Chart 11.
Explain the rhytha 
canon on Chart 
B-5.
Teach "My Goose."
Teach "My Dame Hath 
a Crane."
Introduce Chart 11.
Clap eaoh line of 
the chart for the 
children to echo.
Clap the chart 
while saying the 
rhytha syllables.
Guide the children 
to—
Sing "My Goose" as 
a canon (two and 
four parts).
Sing "My Dame Hath 
a Crane" as a 
canon (two and 
four parts).
Clap eaoh line of 
the chart in echo 
of the teacher's 
clapping.
One child will clap 
each line of the 
chart while the 
other children 
eoho.
Clap the chart only
Say the rhytha 
syllables.
Fold a piece of 
paper in fourths 
and nuaber each 
section on the 
back of the paper 
as illustrated on 
Chart B-6.
Chart B-5
Ditto 
Songs I
Ditto 
Songs I
Chart 11
Blank 
paper 
Chart B-6
THRESHOID LESSON 4 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity ?upil activity iesource
Write four-beat 
rhythmic 
patterns at the 
teacher's 
dictation.
Invent four-beat 
rhythmic 
patterns for 
the other class 
members to echo.
Dictation! \ | ( \
u n i  w u  
i\» s'
Grive dictation. frite dictated 
patterns.
Invent other 
patterns for the 
classmates to 
echo.
lanuscript
paper
THRESHOID LESSON 5
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Respond to 
notation of 
high and low 
notes with the 
appropriate 
high and low 
sounds.
High and low 
sounds are 
introduced on 
Chart 12.
The falling minor 
third is some­
times called the 
"natural
childhood chant." 
When calling to a 
friend or a pet, 
children will 
often sing the 
interval.
Introduce Chart 12.
Ask several chil­
dren to call a 
friend or a pet 
until a falling 
minor third is 
sung.
Sing the 
followingi 
"Riddle Canon" 
"My Goose"
"My Dame Hath a 
Crane"
"Hi-Ho for 
Mary-Oh"
Use voices in 
experimentation 
of high and low 
sounds. Hear an< 
feel the 
difference.
Sing the first 
rhythm exercise 
on the chart on 
any pitoh.
Sing the second 
rhythm exercise 
using high and 
low sounds. 
Several children 
will pretend to 
call a friend or 
a pet.
Ditto 
Songs I
Chart 12
THRESHQip LESSON 5 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Hand-sing and 
arm-sing the 
sol-ml melody 
while vocally 
singing the two 
notes
accurately.
Write sol-ml 
groups on 
different lines 
and spaces of 
manuscript 
paper.
Chart 13 shows 
notation and 
hand signals for 
the minor third.
On Chart 14 is a 
four-line 
exercise calling 
for pitch and 
rhythmic response.
Introduce Chart 13.
Show how sol and ml 
are sung with arm 
signals and hand 
signals.
Ask the children to-
Relate the sounds 
of sol and ny, to 
hand signals, the 
arm signals, the 
lines of the 
staff, the spaces 
of the staff, and 
to degree numbers.
Use Chart B-7 for 
further 
explanations.
Explain the bar 
line.
Introduce Chart 14. 
Explain the mark­
ings on the chart 
and how they 
should be
Hear the sound 
inwardly as the 
motions are made.
Hand-sing, arm-sing, 
and sing vocally 
the sol-mi 
interval.
Write some sol-mi 
groups on staff 
paper. Separate 
each group with a 
bar line.
Chart 13
Chart B-7
Manuscript
paper
Chart 14
THRE§HOU) LESSON 5 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Inwardly hear an 
ostinato and 
verbally execute 
it at a given 
signal without 
missing a beat.
Independently 
perform a pitch 
and rhythaic 
ostinato while 
other class 
aembers sing a 
familiar song.
Toy SvmDhony is 
Introduced on 
Chart 15*
Frani Joseph Haydn
(1) lived two 
hundred years 
ago
(2) lived in 
Austria
performed— " sing, 
tap, clap, and 
feel." Explain 
the whole rest.
Suggest that the 
children—
Introduce Chart 15*
Tell facts about 
Haydn.
Think the sounds.
At a given signal, 
everyone should 
begin making 
audible sounds 
called for at the 
place he is then 
reading.
Perform the chart 
three timesi once 
in unison and 
twice with one 
group singing 
"Tideo" while the 
other group 
performs the 
chart.
Chart 15
THRESHOLD I£SSON 5 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Identify, by 
raising hands, 
certain
printed musical 
motives when 
they occur in a 
reoorded 
selection.
Read and perfora 
a rhythm canon.
(3) worked for 
Prince 
Esterhasy
(4) composed and 
conducted all 
the palace 
music
(5) loved 
children
(6) composed Toy 
Symphony for 
the
children* 8 
toys
Discuss the rhythm 
and melodic 
patterns on 
Chart 15.
Play recording of 
Toy Symphony.
Listen to the 
recording.
Identify with 
raised hands the 
places where the
chart patterns 
occur.
Clap the rhythm 
canon, set 3*
Recording 
of Toy 
Symphony
Chart B-8
THKBSHOID LESSON 5 (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher activity ’upil activity Resource
Sing the rhytha 
pattern "ti 
ti-di" in two 
new songs as 
well as 
recognise the 
saae rhytha in 
print.
Sing in canon.
•Tain't Gonna 
Rain" emphasises 
the new rhytha, 
"ti ti-di."
"Love Canon"
contains the new 
rhytha, "ti 
ti-di."
Teach "Tain't Gonna 
Rain."
Teach "Love Canon."
Sing "Tain't Gonna 
Rain." After 
singing in unisorv 
soloists will sine 
the different 
verses.
Sing "Love Canon" 
in two- and four- 
part canon.
)itto 
Songs 1
Ditto 
Songs I
THRESHOLD LESSON 6
Musical objactive Coaaentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Sing, vocally, 
sol-mi motives 
accurately.
Hand-sing and 
arm-sing sol-fll 
motives.
Chart 16 shows sol 
and si with 
familiar 
rhythaic 
patterns.
Chart 17 coapares 
sol and sk with 
up and down.
Chart B-10 shows 
an echo exercise.
An echo exercise 
is on Chart 18.
Introduce Chart 16.
Review the rhythm 
and the pitch 
symbols on the 
chart.
Introduce Chart 17.
Use Chart B-9 for 
further exercise.
Introduce Chart 
B-10, After the 
teacher sings the 
first side of 
each line the 
students will—
Use Chart 18.
Sing the following* 
"Riddle Canon" 
"Love Canon"
"My Goose"
"My Dame Hath a 
Crane”
"Hi-Ho for 
Mary-Oh"
"Tain't Gonna 
Rain"
Sing the words 
given on the 
pitches shown on 
the staff.
Sing the words 
printed under the 
notes. Use hand 
signals and arm 
signals.
Echo the same 
pattern.
)itto 
Songs I
Chart 16
Chart 17
Chart B-9 
Chart B-10
Chart 18
THWRSHQiD IZSSON 6 (continued)
Musical objectivi Coaaentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Sine tunes using 
sol and Ml wiMi 
words to 
faailiar 
rhyaes.
Writs four-boat 
patterns 
designating 
rhytha and 
pitoh.
Chart B-ll shows 
"Star Light*
Star Bright.”
Dictation* 1 fl 1X  
Mslodio dictation*
Dietatlon with 
rhytha and 
aslodya
i n  ix i n  k
s a  s a as a
Divide the class 
into two groups.
Refer to Chart 
B-ll.
Give dictation.
One group will 
sustain sol while 
the other group 
reads the chart.
The first group 
will sing the 
chart while the 
second group 
sustains Mi.
Perfoxa nursery 
rhyaes in the 
saae fashion.
Hand-sing the 
chart as it is 
read aloud. 
Hand-sing the 
chart and read 
it silently* 
aentally hearing 
the sounds 
written.
Write diotation.
Write aelodio 
diotation in 
whole notes.
Chart B-ll
Manuscript
paper
THRBSHOID I2SS0N 6 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Tsaohsr activity Pupil activity Resource
Locate li on tha 
staff whsn sol 
is given.
Choose, from 
thrss pattsmsv 
whioh melodic 
motive is bting 
sung.
Psrfom a song in 
whioh ths meter 
changes during 
ths eourss of 
ths sorut.
On Chart 19* sol 
is given. Ths 
ohildrsn art to 
looats Sol 
is shown at 
ssrsral differsrrt 
pitch IstsIs to 
help ths ohil­
drsn remember 
sol-mi as a 
relationship.
Chart 20 is for 
review or for 
tasting to sss 
if ths ohildrsn 
can relate ths 
sound they hoar 
to what they sss 
on ths chart.
Ths astsr changss 
froa four-four 
to thrss-four 
during ths song.
Suggsst ths writing 
of original 
charts using 
familiar rhymes 
and demonstrating 
"ta's," "ti—ti *s," 
silent beats, 
sol»s. and mi’s.
Introduce Chan 19.
Sing sol, and ask 
ths children to—
Introduce Chart 20.
Teach "There Was An 
Old Man."
Hear jd with inner 
hearing.
Sing, with hand 
signals and ths 
voice, ths sol-ml 
interval.
Identify by number 
ths pattern per­
formed by ths 
tsaohsr. Hold up 
ths number of 
fingers corre­
sponding to ths 
oorreot response.
Sing "There Was An 
Old Man.”
Chart 19
Chart 20
Ditto 
Songs I
THR$2HQip LESSON 7
Musical objective Conaentary feacher activity 5upil activity Resource
Are-sing, hand- 
sing, and 
vocally sing a 
new note, la.
Chart 21 shows the 
sol-la interval.
Children aost 
often respond 
with this tunei
Introduce Chart 21. 
Ask the children to*
Lead the children
Sing the following! 
"Riddle Canon" 
"Love Canon"
"My Goose"
"My Daae Hath a 
Crane"
"Hi-Ho for 
Mary-Oh"
"There Was An Old 
Man"
"Tain't Gonna 
Rain"
Sing the rhyae, 
"Hark, Hark, the 
Dogs Do Bark."
Use are signals.
Ditto 
Songs I
Chart 21 
Chart B-13
to— Discover that they 
are singing a new 
tone for which 
they have learned 
no ara signal.
/TV
I % rf i lil ~al Show the new note\ +.f + f V*1 
it £r\-^A— i— i=^
on Chart 21 and 
teaoh the ara 
signal for Jg.
THKPSWtf) IZSSON 7 (continued)
Musical objective Cosmentary Teacher activity Pupil aetivity Resource
Writs on manu- 
script paper 
ths relation­
ship of la to 
other notes 
already 
learned.
Clap and
recognise the 
notation of the 
triplet.
The major second 
on lines and 
spaces is shown 
on Chart B-14.
Chart 22 introduces 
the triplet.
The rhytha syllable 
for the triplet 
is ■triple-ti."
Teach sol-la as a
major second 
interval.
Review the number 
names of the 
three pitches in 
the rhyme.
Ask the ohildrsn to-
Give eaoh child a 
piece of paper on 
whioh to draw a 
staff.
Review Charts 
13-21.
Introduoe Chart 22.
Sxplain the triplet.
Clap the rhythmic 
pattern to "Hark, 
Hark, the Doga 
Do Bark."
Sing the rhyme 
again using arm 
signals.
Sing the rhyme 
using number 
names.
Raise a hand eaoh 
time the new 
tone ocours.
Draw a staff. On 
a space, write 
the word sol. 
Then draw a red 
sol, a yellow Jg, 
a red sol, and a 
a blue mi.
Read Charts 13-21 
using arm 
signals and 
hand signals.
Read Chart 22 
without missing 
a beat.
Chart B-l*t
Blank
paper
Charts
13-21
Chart 22
THRESHOIP IZSSON 7 (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher aotivity Pupil activity iesouroe
Write the 
rhythaic 
notation for 
the triplet.
"Georgia Porgie 
Pudding and Pie” 
is about George I 
of England* con- 
posed by a 
political party 
in 171^. People 
who did not like 
the king called 
hin a beggar. He 
is said to have 
liked girls* but 
ran away when th« 
boys oaas around.
Chart 23 gives 
practice 
exeroises in 
Iftl-Jg-lSl-aL.
Ask the class to—
Lead the ohildren 
to—
Introduce Charts 
B-15 and B-16. 
Tell the story 
of "Georgia 
Porgie Puddii^ 
and Pie.”
Introduoe Chart 23*
Decide what rhyme 
is being 
clapped.
Hear the triplet 
in the rhythaic 
pattern.
Write triplets on 
paper for 
praotioe.
Read the oharts 
showing "Hark, 
Hark* the Dogs 
Do Bark” and 
"Georgia Porgie 
Pudding and Pie."
Read the chart.
Manuscript
paper
Charts B-15 
and B-16
Chart 23
1 t o m s h o t h LESSON 7 (continued) |
Musical objective Cosmentary Teacher activity Pupil aotivity Resource
Sight-read a new 
song by 
analysing its 
rhythmic and 
pitch 
structure.
Sing a two-part 
song in canon.
Choose from 
three patterns, 
which melodic 
motive is 
beii¥ 
performed.
Chart B-17 shows a 
two-part song,
"I Am Singing to 
the Sheep.”
Chart 2k is for 
review or for 
testing to see 
if the children 
can relate the 
sound they hear 
to what they see 
on the chart.
Show Chart B-17.
Introduce Chart 2k, 
Sing the chart 
using tone 
syllables and 
have the 
children to—
Perform the
patterns on the 
chart using hand 
signals only and 
have the 
children to—
Read the song in 
rhythm syllables.
Read the song with 
tone syllables 
and hand signals.
Sing the song in 
oanon.
Tell whioh pattern 
has been sung.
Tell whioh pattern 
has been 
performed.
Individual members 
of the olass will 
execute one of 
the patterns with 
tone syllables, 
hand signals, or 
arm signals. The
other nltM
Chart B-17 
Chart 2k
TinragHrvm USSSON 7 (continued)
Musical objective Coaasntary Tsaohsr activity ^upil activity Resouroe
Sine a new son*.
If a problem of 
recognition 
exists, (1) sing 
ths chart in 
tons syilablss 
and sustain saoh 
note, (2) sing 
ths chart using 
rhythm syllable* 
or (3) 1st ons 
group sustain 
ons pitch while 
ths chart is 
rsad.
Sing ons of ths 
tunss using a 
nautral syllable 
and ask ths 
children to—
Teach "Whistling 
Girls and 
Crowing Hens."
■sabers will 
decide which 
pattern has been 
perforued.
Tell whioh pattern 
has been sung.
Sins "Whistling 
Girls and 
Crowing Hens."
Ditto 
Songs I
THRESHOIP LESSON 8
Musical objective Coaaentary Teaoher aotivity Pupil activity Resource
Sine an eight- 
part canon.
Sing a perfect 
fourth aelodio 
interval using 
tone syllables
tones 
ai and la on 
the stan and 
respond with 
the proper 
vocal pitohes.
Sing two-part 
exercises at
the direotion 
of a leader 
using two-part 
hand singing.
All the rhythas in 
"Halloween" are 
faailiar.
Chart 25 shows the 
ai-la interval.
The children have 
had the la 
sound already.
Teach "Halloween."
Naae the interval 
on Chart 25 a
rerfeet fourth, ng Chart B-18, show the line- 
space relation­
ship of the 
perfect fourth 
interval.
Divide the olass 
into two groups.
Using Chart B-19» 
hand-sing the 
pitches shown.
Charts 26 and 27 
aake one
exercise. They 
shew the song 
"Bobwhite.”
Introduoe Charts 26 
and 2?.
Sing "Halloween" in 
two-, four-, and 
eight-part oanon.
Begin with Chart 21 
and sing through 
Chart 25 without 
stopping.
Ditto 
Songs II
Charts 21 
through 
25.
Chart B-18
One group will 
respond audibly 
to the right hand 
notions, while 
the second group 
responds to the 
left hand 
notions.
Speak the rhytha 
syllables.
Read the tune 
thinking tone 
syllables and
urtay « i  nlnrlnri
Chart B-19
Charts 26 
and 27
THRBSHOID IZSSON 8 (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher activity Pupil aotivity Rasourca
Dietatiom
Tsaohsr olaps—
m x  m i x
Children clap—
irir inir
Braryoaa elapa 
and epeake—  
•ta - ta - ta 
tlti ta - • 
Childran write—
i x i x  m i x '
Taaehar sings—
Qiva diotation.
Ask tha ehildran 
if thay haard a 
perfect fourth.
Draw a ataff on 
tha ehalkboard 
and indioata tha 
poaition of aol. 
Tall tha elaaa 
that tha first 
tons of a now 
song is J&.
Sing tha song 
audibly using 
ara signals and 
tons syllablss.
Sing tha song 
using words.
Writs diotation.
Ons voluntssr will 
plaoa in its 
propsr position.
Manuscript
papar
TKKRSHOID I2SSON 8 (continued)
Musical objective Cosmentary Teacher aotivity Pupil aotivity Resource
Dictation!
urn i i r r
nnnn w ir
The exeroise is on 
__fihirt fi-li______
Sing (rest 
notion) sol (rest 
notion)."
Guide the children 
to—
Continue with the 
first phrase of 
"Hey Ho, Nobody 
Hone.”
Teaoh the children 
to—
Direct the 
children* s 
attention to the 
fact that they 
have already 
written the first 
phrase of their 
new song.
After the song has 
been learned, add 
an ostinato (la- 
aol) to the song.
Give dictation.
Use the diotation 
exeroise as a 
rhythn oanon.
Plaee the notation 
on the staff.
Sing "Hey Ho, 
Nobody Hone" by 
rote.
Sing the tune with 
the ostinato.
Sing as a round.
Write dictation.
Clap the rhythn 
oanon.
Ditto 
Songs 11
Manuscript
paper
Chart C-l
TH3PSH0I# LESSON 8 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil aotivity Resource
Sing notes in a 
smooth, 
connected 
sanner when a
slur oeoura on 
the susioal 
score.
Vrite a la-mi 
patters in 
several
positions on 
the staff.
Chart 28 shows an 
interval of the 
perfect fourth.
The slur means to 
sing smoothly 
without a break 
between the 
notes.
Introduce Chart 28.
Point out the 
perfect fourth 
Interval.
Discuss the slur.
Show the charts 
with the song* 
"Halloween."
Using arm singing 
and tone syllables 
read Chart 28.
Sing the interval 
again with hand 
or arm signals 
and tone 
syllables.
Sose students will 
sing and 
sustain it while 
the others sing 
the perfect 
fourth interval.
Vrite the perfeot 
fourth on 
different posi­
tions on tne 
staff. Seas 
students will use 
the chalkboard 
while the others 
use paper.
Sing each of the 
vocal parts using 
tone syllables 
and arm singing.
Chart 28
Manuscript
paper
Charts C-2 
and C-3
THRBgHOID I2SSON 8 (continued)
Musical objective CoBSMntary Teacher activity !>upil aotivity Resource
Invent
accompanying 
sounds for a 
Halloween song.
Divide the class 
into two groups.
Lead the class with 
two hands giving 
hand signals.
falk the rhythmic 
pattern of the 
ostinato while 
singing the 
vocal parts.
Sing "Halloween* in 
two parts.
Make up other 
typical
Halloween sounds 
to acoonpany the 
song.
I HfflBSHOID I2SS01V 9 1
Musical objective Cosmentary Teacher aotivity Pupil aotivity Resource
Use proper posture 
while singing.
Control tho 
expulsion of 
breath for 
sixtaan baata.
Chart 29
emphasises good 
singing posture 
and good braath 
control. Tha 
body should ba 
erect, both faat 
on tha floor.
Tha haad should 
ba tiltad 
forward slightly 
and tha jaws 
rslaxad. This 
chart will halp 
relax tha jaws 
and enoourage 
daap breathing 
and good 
posture.
i
Introduce Chart 29* 
Explain tha 
principles of 
good breathing, 
good posture, and 
good braath con­
trol. Show tha 
■arkings on tha 
ohart which 
direct tha 
students to 
breaths and to 
expel tha braath. 
Deaonstrate 
these procedures 
before having 
tha children to 
read tha ohart. 
Direct tha 
children in 
reading tha 
chart.
Divide tha olass 
into four groups.
Direct, with hand 
signals, tha 
groups to sing 
different lines.
Bxpel tha air firom 
tha lungs. Than 
inhale as tha 
taaohar moves hit 
finger along tha 
line on tha ohart 
leading upward tc 
tha picture of a 
nan with good 
posture. Read 
tha ohart naking 
an "a" sound to 
tha rhythm 
pattern printed. 
Gradually exhale 
tha air evenly 
during the 
entire length of 
tha ohart.
Repeat tha above 
exercise two or 
three times.
Sing each line of 
tha ohart on a 
different tons 
syllable.
Baoh group will 
sing a different 
line on its own
__ tone syllable.
Chart 29
THRBSH01D LESSON 9 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Feacher aotivity Pupil activity Resource
Sing songs with a 
relaxed jaw and 
a forward 
projection of 
sound.
Chart 30 stresses 
artieulation.
The purpose will 
be to exercise 
throwing the 
vowel sound 
forward in the 
resonance 
chambers of the 
face.
for additional 
practice, use 
Chart C-4.
Dse Chart 30.
Insist that the 
words are 
exaggerated for 
best results. 
Insist that the 
mouth is open 
sufficiently when 
singing.
Read Chart 30.
Using good posture 
and good singing 
habitsi sing the 
following review 
8ongsi
"Riddle Canon" 
"Love Canon"
"My Goose"
"My Dame Hath a 
Crane"
"Hi-Ho for 
Mary-0h"
"There Was An 
Old Man" 
"Whistling Girls 
and Crowing 
Hens"
"Tain*t Gonna 
Rain"
Chart C-if 
Chart 30
Ditto 
Soim;8 I
THBMHOTH I2SS0N 9 (continued)
Musioal objective Conaentary Toaohor aotirity Pupil activity Resource
Sine 4ft firon 
notation on tho 
oh&rta and on 
signal froa 
tho toaohor.
Show tho hand and 
a n  signals for 
high and low 
do.
Charts 31 *nd 32 
introduce do.
Tho ohildron hare 
usod tho a n  
signal for tho 
uppor 4tt while 
singing "Tideo."
Tho rhythaio 
pattorn for 
-Hush, Littlo 
Baby* is on 
Chart C-5» Tho 
ontiro song is 
writton on a 
ditto shoot.
<
Show Chart 31*
Quickly flip to 
Chart 32 to show 
tho hand signal 
for £& and sing 
do in rhythn.
Show hand and a n  
signals for do 
and discuss tho 
foot that tho 
elonehod fist 
indieatos tho 
strongth of tho 
noto. Tho uppor 
do nay bo 
explained at this 
tins.
Teach "Hush, Littlo 
Baby" by roto. 
After tho song 
has boon loarnod, 
lot soae of tho 
ohildron—
Sing sol-ai using 
a n  signals or 
hand signals.
Sing Chart 32 with 
hand signals, 
a n  signals, and 
tons syllables.
Sing "Hush, Littlo 
Baby."
Vrito tho rhythaio 
pattorn on tho 
chalkboard whilo 
others use 
manusoript paper 
at their desks.
Chart 31 
Chart 32
Ditto 
Songs II
Manusoript 
paper 
Chart C-5
THRBSHOIfl LESSON 9 (continued)
Musical objective Coanentary Feaoher activity Pupil aotivity Resource
Show hand and ara 
signals for
lol-j£-Ag»
and 
■oi-do. aach 
XUMthese 
patterns occur 
in a song.
Chart C-6  shows the 
rhytha for 
"We're Going 
'Round the 
Mountain."
Show Chart C-6.
Show Chart C-7 
picturing the 
first two aeasurei 
of the song.
Teach the rest of 
the song by rote.
Use Chart C-8 to 
eaphasise ai-do 
and Chart C-9 to 
enphasise go1-do.
Read the rhytha 
syllables froa 
Chart C-6.
Read the first two 
aeasures of the 
song froa Chart 
C-7.
Sing "We're Going 
'Round the 
Mountain." Each 
tine sol-ni-do 
occurs, sake 
ara signals.
Sing "The "Crawdad 
Song" froa the 
ditto sheet.
Sing the rhytha 
with hand 
signals for the 
pitches already 
learned.
Sing the song with 
words.
Sing with words 
and clap the 
rhythaio 
pattern.
Chart C-6  
Chart C-7
Chart C-8  
Chart C-9
Ditto 
Songs 11
THKESHOIP IZSSOH 10
Nusioal objoetivo Coanontary Toaohor activity Pupil aotivity Rosouroo
Find do on tho 
oto.fr by 
rolating it to 
tho now koy 
sign.
Writo dft, il, u L  
and u  on tho 
otaffon which 
a koy sign has 
boon plaood.
"Tho Koy Sian" io 
on Chart 33. 
Previously, ool 
has boon narked 
on tho chartb to 
help tho 
ohildron find a 
starting pitoh. 
Do will now bo 
used to show tho 
koy to no.
Tho ohildron know 
four tonos of 
tho tons laddor.
Nano tho sign at
tho top of Chart 
33 as a koy sign. 
Explain that sol 
aakos tho top or 
tho koy and that 
tho prongs of tbs 
koy show whoro 
is looatod. Tho 
do prongs unlook 
tho door to tho 
tono laddor or 
scalo. Explain 
that only tho 
prongs of tho koy 
will bo usod to 
loeato tho £& on 
tho seoro.
Sing "do-ni-sol-la 
Sovoral students 
will oono to tho 
ohart ons at a 
tiao to show 
whoro j|o would 
bo looatod for 
tho four koy 
signs given.
Sons will also 
toll whoro nl. 
sol, and la 
would bo 
looatod.
Draw koy sis» in 
sovoral dlfforont 
positions on 
nanusoript paper. 
Looato, jo, jl, 
ool. and la.
Chart 33
Nanusoript
papor
THHBSHOU? LESSON 10 (continued)
Musical objoetivo Coaaontary Toaohor activity Pupil aotivity Resource
Sustain a tons 
whilo two 
othor toma aro 
boing soundid 
siaultanoously.
▲ aajor triad is 
shown on Chart 
3*.
Introduos Chart 3*K 
Bsfors beginning 
to sing tho ohord, 
bars tho ohildron 
to—
Aftor disoussinf 
tho position of 
tho throo tonos 
on tho staff, 
oxplain how tho 
studonts will 
sine tho ohord in 
throo partsi
Fora an "oo” sound 
with tho lips.
Say sol with tho 
lips still in 
this position. 
Without changing 
tho lip positiont 
say a^. Than 
say £o with tho 
lips in tho saao 
position.
(1) All studonts 
will sing sol.
(2) At tho hand 
signal for
part of tho olass 
will roaain on 
sol whilo tho 
othors sing jrt.
(3) At tho hand
rtmsl ftr da»
Chart Jk
THJffgHQIP IESSON 10 (continued)
Musical objective Coanexrtary Teacher aotivity Pupil aotivity Resouroe
Bxercises using 
the major triad 
appear on Chart
35.
Bach line of the 
song is a phrase.
Explain that when­
ever a triad is 
written as on the 
ohartt it is a 
sajor ohord.
Introduoe Chart 35.
Have the children—
part of the class 
will still be 
sounding sol, 
part of the olass 
will remain on 
mi. and the 
others will sing 
the sound.
Sing the ohart 
very softly.
(1) Step the beat* 
clap the
rhythmic pattern, 
and read the 
rhythm syllables.
(2) Clap the beat 
while reading 
and stepping the 
rhythaio pattern. 
Turn the phrases.
(3) Bead the 
rhythm syllables 
and make the arm 
signals.
(4) Sing the tone 
syllables. Make
Chart 35
THRESHOID IZSSON 10 (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary reacher activity Pupil activity Resource
)ivide the class 
into two groups.
)ivide the class 
into three groups.
hand or ara 
signals.
(5) with the class 
divided, let one 
group sing one 
side of the ohart 
to be followed 
by the other 
group singing 
the other side oi 
the ohart.
(6) Using the saae 
two groups, let 
the groups alter* 
nately sing ons 
line of the 
chart at a tiae.
(7) With the class 
divided into 
three groups, 
sing the ohart 
these wayst
(a) While one 
group sustains 
do. the others 
will sing the 
ohart.
(b) While a 
different 
group sustains 
ai. the others 
sine the ohart
THMSHQic IZSSON 10 (continued)
Musical objective Cosnsntary Feaoher activity Pupil activity Resource
Sins a new song 
by sight- 
rsading it with 
tons syllablss.
Sing a now game 
song.
Sing a perfect 
fifth.
"Telephone" is ths 
title of Chart 
?6.
Using Charts C-10 
and C-ll, tsaoh 
ths class to sing 
"Ths Cuckoo and 
ths Huntsr” with 
tons syllablss.
Fsaoh "Ths Old Brasi 
Wagon" by rots. 
Thsn guids ths 
class asabsrs te­
leview Chart C-9 
showing ths 
psrfset fifth. 
Introduce Chart 36.
(c) While a 
third group 
sustains sol, 
ths others wii: 
sing ths ohart.
Sii£ "The Cuckoo 
and ths Huntsr" 
with tons 
syllablss. For 
ths unfamiliar 
pitches, use a 
neutral sound 
"loo."
After ths students 
can sing ths soaj 
with tons 
syllables, sing 
the entire song 
froa a prepared 
ditto sheet.
Sing "The Old 
Brass Wagon."
Play ths gams
while singing 
ths song.
Perform Chart 36 
in ths following
__ ESZSi___________
Charts 
C-10 and 
C-ll
Ditto 
Songs II
Ditto
sheet
Chart C-9 
Chart 36
THRESHOLD LESSON 10 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity (Resource
A typical 
telephone 
conversatloni 
"Hello! " "Hello!" 
"How are you?"
"I am fine." 
"That is good." 
"Thank you." 
"Good-by." 
"Good-by."
(1) Read and 
clap the 
rhythmic 
pattern.
(2) Read the 
rhytha
syllables and 
make ara 
signals.
(3) Sing the 
tone syllables 
and make ara 
signals.
(4) Sing the 
tone syllables 
and make hand 
signals.
(5) Make up 
words to 
accompany the 
telephone 
conversation 
on the ohart.
(6) Make a 
telephone 
conversation 
using Chart 
C-12 as a 
guide. Make 
up words to 
accompany the
---- chart-----
Chart C-12
THRESHOID LESSON 10 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary reacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Divide the class 
into two groups.
(7) Each group 
will sing one 
side of Chart
?6*(8) Each group 
will sing one 
side of the 
chart and 
sustain the 
last sound 
while the 
other group 
performs
the other side 
of the chart.
Chart 36
| XBRBSiHOID I2SS0N 11 |
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity » Pupil aotivity Resource
X«eocnii« a 
written these 
when it oecure 
on a recording.
Haydn became dis­
gusted at those 
who would sleep 
during his music. 
The loud chord 
in this compo­
sition was to 
awaken these 
people out of 
their drowsiness.
Surprise Symphony 
is introduced 
on Chart 37.
Play a recording of 
the seoond move­
ment of Haydn's 
Surprise Symphony.
Tell something about 
the composition. 
Remind the chil­
dren of another 
of Haydn*s 
compositions they 
have heard, Toy 
Symphony.
Show Chart 37 to 
the class and ask
the students to—
Play the recording 
again. Ask the 
students to—
Call attention to 
the faet that 
another tune is 
playing in the 
baekground while 
the theme sounds.
Listen to the 
recording.
Read the music and 
hear it with 
inner hearing. 
Hand-sing the 
notes.
Raise hands eaoh 
time the theme
ooeurs.
Reoording 
Chart 37
THRESHOU) I2SSON 11 (oontinuad)
Musical objsetivs Costantary fsaehar aotivity ’upil aotivity Issourca
Tha violin la 
playing tha 
thsas.
Charta 38 and 39 
show tha aooci 
"Tha Town Crisr.*
Tha town erlar waa 
a Ban who 
walksd about tha 
town shouting 
tha tins to 
avsryons in a 
saall Tillaga.
Ha oftan oarriad 
a ball to ring 
to gathar tha 
psopls to haar 
tha nawa.
Play tha raeording 
and ask tha 
studonts to—
Ask what instru- 
■ant la playing* 
This say offsr a 
chanoa to disoust 
sons of tha 
instruBsnts of 
tha orohaatra.
Introduea Charts 38 
and 39 aa ona 
axarcias.
Slap tha aubordinata 
thana. 
frits tha rhythmic 
pattarn of tha 
aubordinata 
thana.
Road tha charts in 
tons syllablss* 
thinking tha 
sounds and 
haaring with 
innar haaring.
danuscript 
papar
Charts 38 
•nd 39
THKBSHOID IZSSON 11 (continued)
Musical objective Cosaentary Tsaehsr activity Pupil aotivity Resource
Sine a half not* 
and two tiad 
quartar notaa 
as tha saae
rhytha.
Find a starting 
piteh whan 
given tha 
sound of
Parforw an 
effective 
dlalnuando.
Tha half nota will 
ba hald for two 
boats. It aay 
ba thought of as
J J.
Explain tha half 
nota.
Ask what tons 
syllabla bagins 
tha song. Oiva 
do and 1st tha 
students—
Sat tha boat and 
bagin tha 
axaroisa by 
singing tha firs* 
lino aloud.
Diraet tha olass 
with hand 
signals.
Taaoh axprsssion 
by diraeting 
tha ohildron to
Find tha starting 
piteh.
Foal tha boat and 
■aka ara signals 
whila reading 
tha song 
silently.
Road tha rhythaio 
pattern aloud 
and walk tha 
boat.
Clap tha rhythaio 
pattern and 
walk tha beat.
Clap tha beat and 
say tha words ta 
tha song.
Sing tha aelody, 
using tone 
syllables.
Sing tha aelody, 
using words.
THMCSHOU) USSON 11 (continue)
Musical objective Cosaantary Taaehar activity Pupil aotivity Re so urea
Sing a padal 
point or drona 
below a 
familiar 
■elody.
Sing an ostinato 
while a
■alody is baing 
performed.
Sing a aalody 
whila a padal 
point or 
ostinato is 
baing 
parforaad.
Holding ona 
singla nota 
throughout tha 
piaea Bakes a
padal point or 
drona.
■aka a diainuando 
on tha and of tha 
song as tha town 
criar walks away.
Divida tha class 
into two groups.
Introduce "padal 
point” and 
"drona” to tha 
children* s 
vocabulary.
Divide tha olass 
into three groupa
Ona group will sing 
tha aalody whila 
a second group 
holds a singla 
note* do. through 
tha entire pieee.
Ona group will sing 
tha Melody whila 
tha other group 
sings an ostinato 
consisting of 
sol-do.
Sing the words 
"ding-dong” for 
an ostinato using 
the sol-do 
pitohes.
Group ona will sing 
a sol-do ostinato 
with the words 
"ding-dong."
Group two will 
sing a do-sol 
ostinato with 
tha words "ding-
— d w . "  Qrom>
THRRSHOIP LESSOIf 11 (continued)
Musical objective Coanerrtary Teacher aotivity Pupil activity Resouree
Sing a round and 
play a gaae
siaultanaouoly.
Chart *K) shows a 
Dutch round,
"Do Boson."
Gaao dirootionsi 
(1) Tho ohildron 
stand in a 
circle, child 
nuaber one
Introduce Chart 40.
three will sing 
the aelody of 
the song using 
words.
Read the rhytha 
syllables and 
step the beat.
Clap the rhythaio 
pattern and step 
the beat.
Clap the beat and 
step the
rhythaio pattern
Speak the words, 
clap the beat, 
and step the 
rhythaio 
pattern.
Using era signals, 
read the tone 
syllables 
silently and 
hear the tune 
with inner 
hearing.
Sing the tune 
using words.
Play the gaae as 
the song is 
sung.
Chart 40 
Brooa
TWUKgHOTJi LBSSON 11 (oonftinuad)
Musical objective Cosaentary Taaehar activity Pupil aotivity Rasourca
holding a 
brooa.
(2) As tha first 
ohild begins t< 
sing, ha 
bouneaa tha 
brooa tvioa on 
tha floor vlth 
hia right hand.
(3) Shifting tha 
broom to his 
laft hand* ha 
bounoas it 
tvioa as ha 
sings9 ”brsoasi 
brooas."
(t) As ha 
finishas tha 
first phrase, 
ha hands tha 
brooa to tha 
parson to his 
laft and oon- 
tinuas to sing.
(5) Tha saeond 
ohild than 
begins ta sing 
and bonnoos 
tha brooa as 
tho first 
ohild did.
THRBSHOIP IZSSON 11 (continued)
Musical objactivs Coansntary Tsaohsr aotivity Pupil aotivity Rssoures
(6) This 
oontinuss 
around ths 
circls, saoh 
child sntaring 
ths round in 
his own tins.
Sing as aany of 
thsss songs as 
time paraitst 
"Ths Old Brass 
Wagon"
"Hay Ho, Nobody 
Hobs"
"Hush, Littls 
Baby"
"Wa'ra Going 
'Round ths 
Mountain"
"Ths Crawdad 
Song"
"Ths Cuckoo and 
ths Huntsr"
Ditto 
Songs II
THRBSHOIP LESSON 12
Musical objective Cosasntary Toaohor aotivity Pupil activity Resource
Sine ob*
parts whila ths 
lsadsr girss 
hand signals.
Psrfora a four- 
part song.
Chart hi shows 
"Two-Hand 
Singing."
Charts 42 and 43 
show "Rain* Rain 
Go Away" in four 
parts.
VhsnsTsr a lino 
joins all parts* 
they art all to 
ho performed 
simultaneously.
Introduce Chart 41.
Divide the class 
into two groups* 
and direot singla 
in two parts 
using two-hand 
singing.
Ask a student 
volunteer to—
Introduce Charts 
42 and 43*
Explain the way the 
parts are
performed.
Read the pitches 
indicated in the 
left hand part. 
Make hand signals 
while singing.
Read the right hand 
part. Make hand 
signals while 
singing.
Sing the chart in 
two parts.
Lead the class by 
using two-hand 
singing as 
indicated on the 
ohart.
Chart 41
Charts 42 
and 43
THRBSHOIP LESSON 12 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil aotivity Resource
There are four 
parts on Charts 
k2 and *3.
Chart C-13 ia for 
additional 
practice in 
reading parts.
Ask how many parts
are written on 
the charts.
Introduce Chart 
C-13.
Instrumental 
sounds may be 
introduced, 
especially the 
pitches of the 
pentatonic scale.
Read each of the 
four parts 
separately.
Read all the parts 
together using 
rhythm syllables 
only.
Read the chart as 
written.
Perform Chart C-13*
Make other
exercises» using 
other sounds.
Review these songs 
as time permitsi
"The Old Brass 
Wagon”
"Hey Ho, Nobody 
Home"
"Hush, Little 
Baby”
"We're Going 
'Round the
Chart C-13
Ditto
Songs II
■wnwgHOTfl LESSOR 12 (continued)
Musical objective Cosaentary Taaohsr activity Pupil activity Rosouroo
Mountain"
"Tho Crawdad 
Sons"
"Tho Cuckoo and 
tho Hunter"
THRBSHOIP LESSON 13
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil aotivity Resource
Using familiar 
songs such as 
"Throo Blind 
Mice," "Brother 
John," "Row, Row, 
Row Your Boat," 
"Yankee Doodle," 
and "I've Been 
Working on the 
Railroad," see if 
the children can-
Review hand and arm 
signals for £&, 
ml. sol, and 1§. 
Hand-sing or ari­
sing a familiar 
sona for the
Reoognise the
rhythmic patterns 
of the songs.
Perform the rhythm 
patterns of 
familiar songs 
with hands and 
feet.
One child should 
ehoose a familiar 
song. After he 
has clapped the 
rhythmic pattern, 
the other chil­
dren should name 
the song.
| THRBSHOID LESSON 13 (continued) |
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Sing a major 
second, a minor 
third, a perfect 
fourth, and a 
perfect fifth.
Charts 44 and 45 
present "Dr. 
Poster" and 
should be per­
formed as one.
children to 
identify.
Introduoe Cherts 
44 and 45* (Do 
not point out 
the rhythmic 
pattern but 
allow the 
children to 
follow the chart 
independently.)
Lead the class 
with hand 
signals.
(1) Use 4a for 
the first 
phrase, £i for 
the seoond, 
sol for the 
third, and <to 
for the fourth,
(2) Divide the 
class into 
four sections.
Review the 
relationship 
(major seoond).
Read the rhythmic 
pattern using 
rhythm syllables.
Read the words of 
the rhyme to the 
rhythmic pattera
Speak the words 
and clap the 
beat.
Step the rhythmic 
pattern and clap 
the beat.
Follow hand
signals and sing 
the rhyme.
Sing the song as 
a round.
Sing a major 
second.
Charts 44 
and 45
THRBSHOID LESSON 13 (continued)
Musioal objective Coamantary Taaohar activity Pupil activity Resouroe
Conrtruet a song 
(rhythm and 
piteh) con­
taining 
familiar 
elements of 
musie.
Review tha aol-mi 
ralationahip 
(minor third).
Raviaw tha la-mi 
as a perfect 
fourth.
Raviaw sol-do as a 
perfect firth.
Guida tha studants 
to—
Sing a minor third.
Sing a parfact 
fourth.
Sing a parfaot 
fifth.
Praetioa writing 
tha raviaw 
intarvals on 
papar or on tha 
chalkboard.
Construct "Dr. 
Poster” (rhythm 
and pitoh).
(1) Think tha 
words and tha 
tuna.
(2) Maks hand 
signals while 
thinking tha 
words.
(3) Work at tha 
chalkboard 
together with 
one child 
doing tha 
aotual writing. 
(One child 
oould write tha
Manusoript
paper
Manusoript
paper
THRESHOLD I2SS0N 13 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resouree
Perform a rhytha 
canon with tha 
two hands 
tapping 
different 
entries.
The completed 
exercise is 
shown on Chart 
C-lh.
Diotation (shown 
on Chart C-15)»
n u  n n n n  
i x m  n n n n
i n \  ixxx 
ixr» wxx
Chart 1*6 shows a 
rhytha exercise 
using "Ply the 
spade" as a 
rhyme.
Give dictation.
Introduce Chart h6.
If the children 
have limited 
successf try the 
following 
procedures Have 
the students to—
rhythai and 
another could 
write the 
pitches.
Construct another 
rhyme in the same 
way, waking a 
tune for it.
Write dictation.
Perform the
diotation exer­
cise as a
rhytha canon.
Read the words to 
the rhythmic 
pattern.
(1) Read the 
rhythaio pattern 
using rhytha 
syllables.
(2) Read the words 
in rhytha.
Chart c-ie
Manuscript
paper
Chart C-15 
Chart h6
TJttJSSHOID LESSON 13 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Actionst
(1) -Ply the 
spade- - Pre­
tend to push 
the spade into 
the ground.
On the rest, 
throw dirt 
over the 
shoulders.
(2) -Ply the 
hoe- - Pretend 
to hoe the 
ground. On 
the rest, wipe 
sweat from tne 
brow.
(3) -Plant the 
seed and- - 
Plaoe a seed 
in the ground.
(4) -It will 
grow" - Move 
hands up from 
the ground and 
jump into the 
air.
Show actions that 
might be used for 
this rhyme.
(3) Stand and step 
the rhythmic 
pattern and clap 
the beat at the 
same time.
(4) Act out the 
words.
TIJRESHQIJ) LESSON 13 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity * Resource
Chart 47 shows 
rhythmic 
patterns with 
rhymes. In the 
course of 
reading Charts 
44 through 47, 
the children
Review Charts 44 
through 46 with­
out stopping or 
missing a heat. 
(Vary reading the 
charts by clap­
ping, stepping* 
and singing. 
Usually it is 
good to go 
through several 
charts* then sing 
a song the 
children know 
well. Let the 
children step the 
rhythmic pattern* 
olap the beat* 
and turn the 
phrases of a 
song. Then go to 
another chart or 
to writing 
activities.)
Introduce Chart 47. Read Charts 44 
through 47 with­
out missing a 
beat. (Use the 
rhythm syllables 
if there is a 
problem.)
Charts 44 
through
46
Charts 44 
through
47
THRE5HQIP LESSON 13 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Follow the
leader's direc­
tion as he 
conducts 
entries and 
releases.
Read a chart 
silently, 
hearing the 
sounds inwardly 
Audible per- 
— formanoe of the
will be
changing meter.
The children must 
learn to follow 
the director.
Starting again at 
Chart 44, have 
the children do 
the followingi—
Practice starting 
and stopping the 
class.
Establish a beat 
and ask the 
children to read 
silently.
Walk the rhythmic 
pattern only if 
necessary.
Read words to the 
rhythmic pattern 
on Chart 47.
Clap the beat.
Read the rhythnio 
pattern with the 
words.
Step the rhythmic 
patterns, turn 
the phrases, and 
bend the knees 
at each accent.
To learn effective 
silent reading, 
read the chart 
silently through 
part of the way, 
keeping the beat
Chart 44
THKBSHOID LESSON 13 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity >upil activity Resource
chart will 
begin at a 
predetermined 
signal.
Recognise and 
perform tied 
notes as one 
combined note.
Sing two beats on 
a half note.
Although not 
called "augmen­
tation,” Chart 
48 introduces 
the augmentation 
concept.
Half notes are 
sung the same as 
tied quarter 
notes. The 
violin piotures 
represent the 
relationship of 
notes to each 
other. The 
violins at the 
bottom of the 
chart represent 
the same 
relationship as
— at the ton (but
Give a predeter­
mined signal for 
the children to 
read aloud.
Introduce Chart 48.
Point to the second 
line of music and 
introduce the tie,
Explain and name 
the half notes. 
(Refer to Chart 
39 for earlier 
half notes.)
that has been set. 
At the signal 
from the teacher, 
begin reading 
aloud to see if 
all are in the 
same plaoe.
Read rhythm
syllables for the 
first line of the 
chart.
Read the tied notes 
as ”ta-a.”
Read Chart 48 using 
the words given.
Clap patterns for 
both sets of 
violin pictures.
Clap the entire 
chart.
Chart 48
Chart 39 
Chart 48
THRBSHOID LESSON 13 (continued)
Musical objactive Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
in augmenta­
tion).
The two rhythmic 
patterns from 
Chart 4*8 appear 
as a hand- and 
pencil-tapping 
exercise on 
Chart C-l6.
Perform the rhythm 
canon on Chart 
C-17.
Chart C-16 
Chart C-17
THRESHOIfl IZSSON 14
Musical objective Cosmentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resouroe
Sing In parts 
with tons 
syllables and 
ars signals.
Identify thirds 
and fourths by 
holding three 
or four fingerc 
up when these 
intervals 
occur in an 
exercise.
Sing a whole 
note twice as 
long as a 
half note.
Chart 49 intro­
duces the tie.
The seoond phrase 
contains a 
whole note.
Introduce Chart 49.
Divide the class 
into two groups.
Ask how the second 
phrase is 
different fro* 
the first.
Relate the whole 
note to two half
One group will read 
part 1 of the 
first phrase.
The other group 
will read part 2.
Make a m  signals 
and read the 
parts in tone 
syllables.
Sing the parts 
using a m  
signals.
Sing the chart 
without a m  
signals.
Listen for the 
interval of the 
sinor third.
When this inter­
val occurs, hold 
up three fingers. 
At the interval 
of the fourth• 
hold up four 
f ingem.
Chart 49
THRBSHOID 1ZSSON 14 (continued)
Musical objective Consentary Taaohar activity Pupil activity Resource
&  to Jft aakes the 
interval of a 
fourth.
notas tiad 
together and eall 
it "ta-a-a-a."
Ralata tha tiad 
notas to thosa on 
Chart 48.
Saa if tha class 
can identify tha 
interval of sk 
to 1ft.
Sing Chart 48.
Sing tha whole note 
on Chart 49.
Sing tha two whole 
notas tiad 
togathar.
Sing tha first two 
phrases in two 
parts.
In part lt listen 
for to Jft.
Sing tha last 
phrase on tha 
chart.
Sing Charts 48 and 
49* feeling tha 
beats( using 
tone syllables 
and hand signals.
Read through Chart 
49 using inner 
hearing. Make 
hand signals for 
part 1 with right 
hands and hand
Chart 48 
Chart 49
THRBSHOID IZSSON 14 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
The rhythm
patterns are the 
same on each 
line of Chart 
C-18 although 
there are 
different kinds 
of notes.
Chart 50 is
entitled "Clear 
Singing.”
Show the rhythm 
canon on Chart 
C-18.
Ask what makes 
each line similar 
on Chart C-18.
Introduce Chart 50.
Divide the class 
into two 
sections.
Direct the class 
with two-hand 
singing.
signals for part 
2 with left hands,
A volunteer may 
lead the class in 
two-hand singing.
Perform the rhythm 
canon on Chart 
C-18.
One group will sing 
part 1 (almost 
always upper 
tones). The 
second group 
will sing part 2 
(almost always 
lower tones).
Sing the chart in 
two parts.
Listen for
familiar inter­
vals and show by 
the number of 
fingers
Chart C-18 
Chart 50
THRBSHOID LESSON 14 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Sing the interval 
of the sixth.
Sing a song
emphasizing the 
accented beats.
Part 2 is like a 
pedal point or 
drone.
The fifth and the 
sixth will re­
mind the childrer 
of the sounds of 
the fourth and 
the third in the 
previous charts.
Do to la is a 
major sixth.
Chart 51 pictures 
a downbeat. The 
conduotor makes 
his hand oome 
down regularly 
on the downbeat 
of the music.
Review pedal point 
and drone.
Call special
attention to the 
sounds of the 
fifth and the 
sixth.
Conduct Charts 44 
through 50 with 
varying dynamics.
Drill the children 
in starting and 
stopping one or 
two parts.
Introduce Chart 51*
Explain downbeat 
in music.
which interval ii 
being sounded.
Sing Charts 44 
through 50 in 
two parts.
Sing "Row, Row,#
Row Tour Boat” 
and tap with the 
hand on the
Charts 44 
through 
50.
Chart 51
THRK§HpyD IXSSON 14 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity ?upil activity Resouroe
Sing and conduct 
in dupls meter.
Define tiae 
signature.
On Chart C-19 the 
accented words 
of the song are 
underlined.
Whenever a song 
aoves with a 
"heavy-light, 
heavy-light" 
pattern, it is 
in duple aeter.
Tiae signature 
tells how aany 
of what kind of 
note are in each 
aeasure.
Show Chart C-19* 
Call attention to 
the bar lines 
which divide the 
accented and 
unaccented beats 
into aeasures. 
Point out the 
tiae signature 
and call it by 
name. Explain 
tiae signature.
desk, feeling the 
accent. First, 
there is a heavy 
accented beat, 
then a light 
beat.
Step the rhytha of 
the chart, while 
singing the song.
Sing the song and 
conduct duple 
tiae.
Write the rhythaio 
pattern for "Row, 
row, Row Your 
Boat” using "ta" 
as the beat note.
Chart C-19
THRPSPQfl) IZSSON lk (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity [Pupil activity Resource
Construct ths 
rhytha of a 
familiar song 
in different 
meters.
The time signature 
in this case 
should be 
two-four.
There should be 
eight measures.
There is nearly 
always an even 
number of 
measures in folk 
songs.
Chart C-20 shows 
"Row, Row, Row 
Your Boat” in 
four-four time.
Chart 52 shows 
three phrases
for the children 
to identify.
Let the children—
Encourage someone 
to—
Show Chart 52.
Ask the children 
these questions*
(1) "What is the 
time signature?”
(2) "What does 
the time 
signature 
mean?'
(3) "Which tune 
do you hear?”
Discover what the 
time signature 
should be.
Divide the
rhythmic pattern 
into measures.
Count the measures.
Direct the class in 
singing the song.
Write the song 
again and divide 
it into measures 
with four-four 
time.
Tell what the time 
signature is.
Tell what the time 
signature means.
Identify the
ohrases by motor.
Chart C-20 
Chart 52
THRBSHOID LESSON (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Sing one of the 
numbered phrases*
using a neutral 
syllable.
Sing this tune of 
five notesi do- 
sol-mi-mi-soTT 
Ask the class to-
Chart C-21 gives 
some suggested 
combinations.
Identify the phrase 
performed by 
number as being 
one of those 
shown on the 
chart.
A class member aay 
sing one of the 
tunes for the 
other olass 
members to 
identify.
Arrange the notes 
into as many 
rhythmic 
combinations as 
possible.
Sing "The Cuckoo 
and the Hunter."
Chart C-21
Ditto 
Songs II
THRBSHOID I2SSON 15
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity ?upil activity Resource
Sing xt» nnd make 
hand or arm 
signals for the 
new note.
Show the interval 
sounding by 
holding up a 
corresponding 
nuaber of 
fingers.
Chart 53* intro­
ducing re. 
features "Three 
Blind Mice.”
£l is a new tone. 
It lies between 
do and 3^. The 
children now 
have had all the 
tones of the 
pentatonic 
scale.
Show Chart 53•
Tell where ra is 
and show the a m  
signals for the 
new note.
Use Charts C-22 and 
C-23 for two-hand 
singing.
Sing "Three Blind 
Mice." Clap the 
beat, step the 
rhythmic pattern, 
feel the meter 
with the knees, 
sing the song as 
a round, then 
look at the 
chart.
Substitute tone 
syllables for the 
first three notes 
of the song and 
make a m  signals 
while singing.
Sing the descending 
scale starting on 
la. Make a m  
signals while 
singing.
Sing the soog 
again and use 
hand signals.
Determine the
interval sounding 
and raise a 
corresponding 
number of fingers 
to indicate the 
sise of the 
interval.
Chart 53
Charts 
C-22 and 
C-23
THRBSHOID I3SSON 15 (continued)
Musical objective Coament&ry Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Conduct triple 
aster.
Chart 5^ intro­
duces triple 
aeter.
Play a recording 
of "The Blue 
Danube" by 
Johann Strauss.
Ask the class to—
Show the class 
Chart
Show how a conduc­
tor beats triple 
aeter. Call 
attention to the 
accented beat, or 
downbeat.
Play the record 
again and let the 
children—
Peel the beat, 
stepping with the 
ausic and bending 
the knees on each 
accent.
Peel the aeter by 
aaking the 
conducting 
notions.
To help feel aeter, 
use the exeroise 
on Chart C-2*t. 
Read the chart, 
tapping with 
pencils and 
hands.
Peel the aeter by 
coning down heavj
Recording 
of "The 
Blue 
Danube"
Chart &  
Chart C-2k
THRBSHOID IESSON 15 (continued)
Musical objective Coanentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Distinguish 
between duple 
and triple 
aeter by 
singing the 
saae song in 
either aeter.
"Row, Row, Row 
Your Boat" is 
written in 
triple aeter on 
Chart C-25.
Write "Row, Row, 
Row Your Boat" 
in triple aeter 
and ask the 
class to—  
Conpare this 
version with 
Chart C-19 on 
which the song 
is written in 
duple tiae.
with the right 
hand on the 
accented beat, 
hitting the 
wrist and fingers 
on the desk.
Tap the second 
and third beats 
with the fingers, 
springing upward 
on the third 
beat.
Read the song.
Sing "Row, Row,
Row Your Boat,” 
conducting in 
duple tiae.
Sing these
faniliar songs 
in three. Con­
duct the 
singings 
"Inerica"
"There Was An 
Old Man”
Chart C-25 
Chart C-19
THRBSHOID U5SSON 15 (continued)
Musical objective Coastentary reacher activity >upil activity Resouroe
¥•11 the tine 
signature of a 
new song.
Sight-sing a 
now song.
Chart 55 shows 
"Vs Aro All 
Nodding."
The song is in 
four-four tine.
Introduce Chart 55*
Ask what the tins 
signature of the 
song is.
Lead the children 
to—
Show the music to 
the entire song 
on Charts D-l and 
D-2.
Beat the aeter with 
hands on the 
desks and say the 
words in rhytha.
Hand-sing and 
vocally sing the 
tune using tone 
syllables.
Discover that hand 
singing is aore 
appropriate than 
ara singing on 
this song because 
of its quiet 
oharaoter.
Sing the song 
using words.
Read the song with 
rhytha syllables.
Sing the song with 
hand signals only* 
using inner 
hearing.
Read the song with
— hand aianals and
Chart 55
Charts D-l 
and D-2
THRBSHOU) LESSON 15 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Read separated 
eighth notes 
the same as
paired eighth 
notes*
The chart contains 
only three 
different 
pitches.
Chart 56 shows 
separate eighth 
notes equated 
with paired 
eighth notes.
Until now, the 
quarter note has 
been used as the 
beat note.
When "ti" is used 
as the beat note, 
eighth notes 
must sometimes 
be separated and 
used alone.
The chart is readi 
"ti-ti-ti-ti-ta 
equals ti-ti-ti- 
tf-ta."
Refer to the in­
complete first 
measure as an
anacrusis.
Show Chart 56.
Explain that ”tiM 
is sometimes used 
as the beat note.
Show how one side 
of the chart 
equals the other 
side.
tone syllables.
Read the song with 
words.
Sing the song as a 
round, first 
using words, then 
clapping the 
rhythm, and 
ending with word*
Read the chart.
Chart 56
THRB5HQIB IZSSON 15 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity ie source
"Festival" is in 
two parts.
Use Chart D-3 as 
further exercise 
in reading with 
rhythm syllables.
Introduce
"Festival."
Ask how many parts 
are in the song.
Explain the D.£. 
al Fine which 
appears in the 
song.
Wait until another 
lesson to put 
the parts 
together.
Read part 1 
rhythmically, 
using rhythm 
syllables.
Sing part 1 with 
tone syllables 
and hand signals.
Sing part 1 with 
words.
Read part 2 with 
rhythm syllables.
Sing part 2 with 
tone syllables 
and hand signals.
Sing part 2 with 
words.
'hart D-3
>itto 
Songs II
THRBSHOU) I2SSON 16
Musical objectire Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Sing ’•Festival" 
in two parts 
fro* open 
score 
notation.
Charts 57 and 58 
show "Suzanni," 
a German folk 
song.
Review the work 
done at the last 
lesson on 
"Festival."
Divide the class 
into two parts.
Show Charts 57 and 
58.
Read part 1 with 
rhythm syllables.
Sing part 1 with 
tone syllables 
and hand 
signals.
Sing part 1 with 
words.
Read part 2 with 
rhythm syllables,
Sing part 2 with 
tone syllables 
and hand 
signals.
Sing part 2 with 
words.
Read the two parts 
with rhyth* 
syllables.
Sing the two parts 
with tone 
syllables and 
hand signals.
Sing the two parts 
with words.
Feel the beat by 
stepping or 
clapping.
Read the charts 
with hand 
signals and 
inner hearing.
Ditto 
Songs II
Charts 57 
and 58
THRBSHOID I2SSON 16 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Sing piano or 
force as the 
song indicates.
Sight-sing three 
new songs.
The beat must be 
gentle and 
fairly slow.
The dynamic
markings indicate 
to sing the 
fourth and fifth 
lines loud the 
first time and 
soft the second 
time.
There is one
passing tone, fa, 
in the fifth 
measure.
Show Chart8 D-4 and 
D-5 for the words 
and music to "Go 
Tell Aunt Rhody.”
Teach the second 
part of the song 
after Chart 59.
Sing the song, 
still using hand 
signals and tone 
syllables.
Sing the seng using 
words.
Substitute other 
names for 
"Suxanni."
Read the melody of 
the first part 
with tone 
syllables and arm 
signals.
Use rhythm
syllables only if 
there is trouble 
with the rhythm.
Sine the same part 
with hand signals 
and tone 
syllables.
Sing the part with 
words.
Sing the passing 
tone, fa. very 
softly and never 
with an accent.
Charts D-*t 
and D-5
TJffffiSHOID LESSON 16 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil aotivity Resource
Sing notas that 
are an octave 
apart.
Indicate with 
raised hands 
whenever the 
octave sound 
occurs on a 
recording.
Chart 59 pictures 
an octave leap.
Chart 60 intro­
duces The
Symphony.
This piece has an 
anacrusis.
Explain the octave.
Show how octaves 
are written.
Explain do, sol, 
and la in the 
lower octaves.
Show the arm
signals for this 
chart.
Introduce "Mister 
Prog" from Charts 
D-6, D-7, D-8, 
and D-9.
Show Chart 60.
Play a recording of 
"The Gavotte* 
from Prokofiev's
2 M  glSMlcal 
Svaohonv.
Play the recording 
again.
Play the recording 
once more.
Sing the chart 
using arm 
signals.
Listen for the 
repetition of 
the octaves.
Read the rhythm 
from the chart 
together. Note 
that in the first 
phrase the octave 
jump is upwardi 
in the last 
phrase it is 
downward.
Read the rhythm 
syllables while 
the song is 
being played.
Raise hands when- 
ever the
Chart 59
Charts D-6, 
D-7, D-8, 
and D-9
Chart 60 
Recording
THRBSHOID IZSSON 16 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Taachar activity Pupil activity Resource
Sing a song with 
an addad 
anacrusis.
Explain how folk 
singers often add 
an anacrusis to 
a song whenever 
it begins on a 
strong beat.
Ask the children 
to—
recording plays 
a rhythmic 
pattern that is 
printed on the 
chart.
Sing the melody to 
"Go Tell Aunt 
Rhody.” Then 
sing it again 
adding an 
anacrusis before 
the first word.
Search songbooks to 
find folk songs 
beginning on 
strong beats to 
which one may 
add an anacrusis.
THRESHOLD I2SSON 17
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Sing an octave 
leap in a song.
Sing several 
two-part songs.
Read charts in 
six-eight 
meter.
Charts 61, 62, and 
63 illustrate 
six-eight meter.
The time signature 
says that there 
are six eighth 
notes to each 
measure.
The "ti's” get the 
beat* "Ta»s" 
will receive two 
beats.
Six-eight time 
sometimes has a 
faster pulse 
than other 
meters.
Review "Go Tell 
Aunt Rhody."
Review part 1 which 
was introduced in 
the previous 
lesson.
Introduce part 2, 
calling attention 
to the octave 
leap.
Review "Mister 
Frog."
Introduce Charts 
61, 62, and 63.
Have the class to—
Sing "Festival” in 
two parts.
Sing "Go Tell Aunt 
Rhody" in two 
parts.
Sing each part 
separately.
Sing in two parts.
Read the rhythmic 
pattern of the 
charts. Do not 
use "triple-ti."
Read the chart 
again making sure 
to accent the 
first note of 
each group.
Stand and walk the 
beat in place 
and read the 
charts faster 
than usual. Bendl
Ditto 
Songs II 
Charts D-if 
and D-5
Charts D-6, 
D-7* D-8, 
and D-9 
Charts 61, 
62, and 
63
THRESHOU) I£SSON 17 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Conduct six- 
eight meter in 
two.
Whenever there is 
a feeling of two, 
there is a duple 
meter. A triple 
meter comes when 
there is a feel 
for three. When* 
ever both duple 
and triple meter 
are felt at the 
same time, there 
is a compound 
meter.
The voices should 
also refleet the 
crescendo.
Explain compound 
meter.
the knees with 
each accent.
In reading the 
chart, feel a 
beat of three 
and a beat of 
two simultaneous­
ly.
Read the chart 
again. Feel 
three with the 
feet and beat a 
duple conductor's 
beat with the 
hands.
Read the rhythmic 
pattern on 
Charts 0-10 and 
D-ll.
Fit the above 
rhythmic pattern 
with the poem on 
Charts D-12 and 
D-13.
Using a oresoendo, 
tap a galloping 
rhythm on the 
desks as the 
poem is read.
Write rhythmic 
patterns for 
---other rhvmes.
Charts 
D-10 and 
D-ll
Charts 
D-12 and 
D-13
Manuscript
paper
THttRgHOTJ) I2SS0N 17 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
The pitches shown 
on Chart D-15 
make the melody 
for the song.
Teach "The Peacock 
That Lived in the 
Land of King 
George." Have 
the students to— Read the rhythmic 
pattern from 
Chart D-14.
Read the pitches on 
Chart D-15.
Read the rhythmic 
pattern with tone 
syllables from 
Charts D-16 and 
D-17.
Sing the entire 
song from Charts 
D-lo, D-19, and 
D-20.
Chart D-14
Chart D-15
Charts D-16 
and D-17
Charts
D-18,
D-19.
anil
D-20
THRESHOM IZSSON 18
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resouroe
Sine songs in 
six-eight 
meter.
Observe the 
proper silence 
for an eighth 
rest.
Charts 64 through 
67 show a poem 
in six-eight 
meter. The 
reading should 
reflect the 
season mentioned. 
The voices 
should reflect 
the words being 
read. Chart 67 
introduces the 
"ti" rest.
Review six-eight 
meter by having 
the children to—
Show Chart 61.
Explain the eighth 
rest.
Sing "The Peacock 
That Lived in 
Land of King 
George."
Read Charts 61, 62, 
and 63* Without 
stopping or 
missing a beat, 
go through Charts 
64, 65* 66, and 
67.
Repeat Chart 67* 
Read slowly and 
feel six beats.
On the rest, take 
a small oatoh 
breath.
Read the chart 
again. Instead 
of taking a 
breath at the 
rest, feel the 
"tiN rest inside.
Read the charts 
again in a 
feeling of two.
Charts 
D-18, 
D-19, and 
D-20 
Charts 61- 
67
THRESHOID IZSSON 18 (continued)
Musical objectire Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Choose from
three patterns, 
the one per­
formed by the 
teacher.
Chart 68 shoers 
three patterns 
for the 
children to 
identify.
NTa” is the beat 
note for nunber 
1.
"Ti" is the beat 
note for number 
2.
”Ta" is the beat 
note for number 
3.
Set the beat to 
this chart.
Ask "What is the 
beat note for 
number 1?"
Ask the beat note 
for number 2.
Ask the beat note 
for number 3.
Tap the rhythmic 
pattern for one 
of the lines. 
The children 
will—
Read Charts 64-6? 
once more.
Read the chart with 
rhythm syllables.
Tap the beat for 
number 1.
Read the first 
line.
Keep tapping the 
same beat.
Read the second 
line.
Keep tapping the 
same beat.
Read the third 
line.
Indicate by 
raising the 
appropriate 
number of finger* 
which line the 
leader is 
tapping.
The children should 
sing the melody 
for each phrase. T»P fr«at__
Chart 68
THRE?HQI£ I2SS0N 18 (continued)
Musical objective Conmentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Sing songs in 
two parts.
The three phrases 
show rhythmic 
differences 
only.
Ask the difference 
in the phrases.
while singing 
the tone 
syllables.
Take the same 
tones on the 
chart and write 
other rhvthmic 
combinations of 
three, four, cr 
six beats.
Sing "Festival" in 
two parts.
Sing "Go Tell 
Aunt Rhody" in 
two parts.
Sing "Mister Prog” 
in two parts.
Manuscript
paper
Ditto 
Songs II
Charts D-lf 
and D-5
Charts D-6, 
D-7. D-8, 
and D-9
APPENDIX B
EIGHTEEN THIRTY-MINUTE UESSON PLANS FOR TEACHING 
GENERAL MUSIC PROM MAKING MUSIC YOUR 
OWN IN THE FOURTH GRADE
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MMYO I2SSON 1
Musical objective Commentary Taaohar activity Pupil activity Resource
Beooming aware of 
aaquanet in 
music
Beooming avara of 
dynamlos
"Rarakatoml• 1b a 
Hungarian folk 
song. Tha titla 
naans "welcona."
AB fora has two 
contrasting 
saotions.
Saquanea is tha 
rapatition of a 
tonal pattarn or 
a short aalody 
starting on a 
different pitoh.
® aeana soft.
2 aeana loud.
af aaans aediua 
loud.
Introduce 
"Baraka tout"
Discuss rapatition 
on tha recording.
Play tha recording.
Explain AB fora.
Point out two 
phrases in 
section A.
Lead tha children 
to—
Define saquanea.
Call attention to 
tha echo part in 
section B.
Discuss dynamic 
aarkings on tha 
score.
Play tha recording.
Listen for tha 
repeated section.
Discover
(1) the 
similarity of 
rhythm and 
melodic contour 
of tha first 
two phrases and
(2) tha higher 
pitoh in tha 
second phrase.
Sing with tha
recording._______
SECS. p. * 
Recording
Recording
MHO IESSON 1 (continued)
■usioal objective Coaaentary Toaohor activity Pupil activity Resource
Peeling steady 
beats and
strong boats in 
too-four aotor
Discovering tho 
funotion of 
bar linos
Identifying tho 
strong boat as 
tho downbeat
"Tho Ooraan Band" 
is a Ooraan
folk song.
Villago bands, 
popular in 
Geraany, aro 
aado up of tho 
citisens of tho 
town.
Boats aro in 
quarter notes, 
grouped in twos.
Tho aeoont is on 
tho first noto 
after tho bar 
lino. It is 
oallod tho 
downboat.
A bar lino always 
appears before 
tho downboat.
Tho drua aajar's 
a m  will eoao 
down on tho 
downboat.
Introduce "Tho 
Ooraan Band.”
Discuss tho 
character of 
village bands.
Play tho recording.
Explain tho drua 
part to bo used 
for an intro­
duction and 
ostinato.
Explain accent and 
downboat.
Instruct students 
to aarch in stop, 
to play tho drua 
boats, and to 
act as a drua 
aaior.
Play tho drua 
port.
Chant "loft-right” 
four tinesi 
aoeont tho word 
"left."
Take turns being 
drua aajor.
Take turns playing 
tho drua.
Sing tho song.
March in stou.
MMYO. p. 6
Recording
Drua
Baton
Drua
MUYO LESSOR 2
Musioal objeetira Coaaantary Taaohar aotivity Pupil actirity Reaouroe
Diacorering the 
ootara and tha 
fifth "by oart" 
riaually, and 
kineathetiealls
Black kaya ara in 
groups of twos 
and thraaa.
Tha arrangeaent of 
tha tuned balla 
aiaalataa tha 
arrangement of 
tha piano.
Tha diatanea 
batwaan tha two 
C# pitohaa ia 
an ootara.
Show similarities 
batwaan tha piano 
kayboard and tha 
tunad balla.
Play C# in two 
octarea on tha 
tunad balla.
Play D# in two 
ootaras on tha 
tunad balla to 
again daaonatrata 
tha diatanoa of 
an ©etare.
Show how far tha 
notaa of tha 
ootara ara from 
aaeh othar whan 
thay ara writtan 
on tha staff.
Lsad tha ohildran 
to—
Sing ”Rarakatoml*
Sing "Tha German 
Band.”
Turn to "Finding 
Tour Plaea on a 
Kayboard.”
Play C# in two 
ootaras on tha 
tunad balls.
Sing tha two 
pitohaa.
Play D# in two 
oetavas on tha 
tunad balls.
Pind ootaras on 
tha lowar row of 
kaya.
Find tha ootara in 
-Tha Rattlin* 
Bog.”
Experience tha 
distance of a 
fifth in tha saw
« $ •  p- *1Y0. p. 6
mto.
p. 10
Tunad belli 
Plastic 
ailant 
kayboard
Tunad belli 
for
taaohar 
and soaa
students
MCfO. p. 8
MfYO I2SS0N 2 (continued)
Musical objective Cosaentary Taaohar aetirity Pupil aetirity Resource
Identifying 
riaually tunas 
that sore up or 
down to tha 
tonal oantar 
by stops
Hearing harmony 
in a part 
song
"Hand Ha Down” is 
a "call and 
response" style 
Negro spiritual.
Tha lower part 
begins an ootara 
below tha upper 
part.
Tha parts more to 
tha tonal oantar.
Tha experiment in 
tha Appendix 
says to begin on 
any white key on 
tha piano axeapt 
C and play up­
wards. Tha 
students should 
be able to say 
whan tha tonal 
oantar, or C, 
has bean reached.
Introduce "Hand Me 
Down.” Identify 
tha starting tone 
as tha fifth of 
tha soala.
Explain tonal 
canter.
Discuss moreueixt 
to tha tonal 
oantar.
Try tha experiment 
as giren in tha 
Appendix.
Play tha recording.
way they hare 
experienced tha 
ootara.
Find tha phrases 
that more toward 
tha tonal oantar.
Tall whan tha tonal 
oantar has bean 
reached.
Raisa hands whan
two singing parts 
sound together in 
harmonr.
MGCfi,
p. 12
Tunad belli 
Reeerdiag
MCfO LESSOR 3
Kusioal objective CoMentary foaohor activity Pupil activity IRosouroo
Following the 
notes on the 
staff to •••
tho melodic 
contour of a 
phraao
Finding tho 
starting noto 
from tho tonal 
eentor
Hoaring hamony 
in a round
"Co m , Lot's 
Daneo" is a 
thirtoonth 
oentury Fronoh 
round.
Introduoo "Co m , 
Lot's Danoo." 
Play tho recording.
tfrito tho tonal 
eontor on tho 
chalkboard.
Load tho children 
to~
Lead tho children
to—
Sing "Rarakatoml"
Sing "The Ooraan 
Band."
Follow tho rise and 
fall of tho two 
phrases and point 
to oaoh noto in 
tho Mlody as it 
is sung.
Identify tho soalo 
degree of tho 
starting note.
Determine that tho 
notes at the 
beginning of oaoh 
phrase move down 
to tho tonal 
eontor by stops.
See that in tho 
second phrase, 
unlike tho first 
phrase, there is 
a return to tho 
tonal center at 
tho end.
Sing "C om , Lot's 
Daneo" as a 
round.
BHXQ, p. 4 
■Bfi, p. 6
P. 13 
Recording
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mnro I2SSON 3 (continued)
Nuaieal objective Commentary roaehor aetirity >upil aetirity Reaouroe
Identifying like 
phruti
Peeling the 
relative 
duration of 
half notoa. 
quarter notea. 
and eighth 
notooi half 
roota and 
quarter roata
Thio la a Ooraan 
folk aong.
Introduce "Tho 
Journeyman*a 
Song."
Play tho recording, 
ink tho number of 
phraaoa in the 
aong. 
iak which phraaoa 
aro alike.
Play tho recording 
again.
Diaouaa the relative 
duration of half 
notea and roata. 
quartor notoa and 
roata. and eighth 
notea.
fell the number of 
phraaoa in the 
aong. 
fell which phraaoa 
are alike.
Sing with the 
recording.
Uee rhythm
inatrumonta to 
play tho
pattoma on page 
15 while ainging 
the aong again.
iio. p. lb
Recording
Drum.
rhythm
atleka.
and
triangle
IB M ) LESSON
Musical objective Coamentary Teaoher activity Pupil activity Reaource
Identifying a 
song froa the 
notation of ita 
aolodio rhytha 
Reviewing half 
notoav quartor 
notoa* and 
eighth notoa in 
three-four and 
four-four aotor 
Identifying "by 
oar" auaio that 
aowoa in two 
and throe 
Being aware of 
high and low
Introduce "Review 
of Meter."
Lead the children 
to—
Play the reoordinga 
of the coaposi- 
tiona auggeated 
in the textbook 
and let the 
children—
Introduce "Lieton­
ing to Braaa 
Instruaenta." 
Comment on the 
readinga whenever 
it aeeaa aore 
explanation ia 
neceaaary.
Show other pioturea 
of braaa 
inatrunenta.
Sing "Come, Let*a 
Danoe."
Sing "The 
Journeyman's 
Song."
Diaouas the anawera 
to the queationa 
poaed on page 15*
Determine whether 
the aong aovea in 
two or three.
One atudent will 
read the text on 
page 18.
W & . P* 13
m p. i* 
MOfi. p. 15
Tone block
Reoordinga
IB M ). p. 18
Pioturea ot 
braaa 
inatru- 
menta
1MT0 LBSSON 4 (continued)
Musical objootiro Commentary Toaohor aetirity Pupil aotirity R080UT00
Becoming awaro of 
tho suits as a
typo of ausical 
coapoaitlon
Tho ouito is 
dofinod In tho 
tort.
Tho rocordod 
solar>ion 
features a 
quartot of 
brass
instruments.
Discuss tho
dofinitioa of tho 
suito. This 
should load to 
tho playing of 
tho roeordod 
selection#
"Danoo" froa 
Pol* toy 
Lyndol Hitoho11.
Sing "Rarakatoat• 
Sing "The Gorman 
Band."
Reeording
MCfO. p. b 
WYO. p. 6
MMYO IZSSON 5
Musical objeetiYe Cosaantary Taaohar actiTity Pupil actiTity Resource
Reviewing the 
fifth
Hearing the P and 
tha C7 chordsi 
tha G and tha 
D7 chords
Play an autoharp 
accompaniment as 
tha childran eing.
Giro aaoh studant 
an Autoharp 
Training Chart 
and read tha 
instructions on 
pages 20 and 21 
of tha tart book.
Direct tha students 
to—
Guide tha students 
to—
Show on tha chalk­
board that F and 
07, G and 0 7, and 
C and G7 hare tha 
sane incervallio 
relationships.
Let tha students—
Sing "Tha Geraan 
Band."
Sing "Hand Me Down."
Sing "The 
Journeyman's 
Song."
Locate tha ohords 
suggested in tha 
textbook.
Play tha autoharp 
to aooonpany tha 
singing of "Skip 
to My Lou" and 
"Sandy Land."
Tall whether or not 
aaoh relation- 
shin is higher
MMXO. p. 6 
Autoharp 
ngo, p. 12 
BKs* P* 1*
Autoharp
Training
Charts
lflfXfli PP*
20 and 21
MMfO. p. 21
*0
2
MMYO LBSSON 5 (continued)
Musical objeotive Cosnontary Poacher activity >upil activity Resource
Lead the students 
to--
or lower than 
another.
rranspose the two 
songs, "Skip to 
My Lou" and 
"Sandy Land," on 
the autoharp.
MMYO LESSOR 6
Musical objectire Coaaentary Teaoher aetirity Pupil aetirity Resource
Playing a rhytha 
pattern in 
six-eight aeter
"Git Along, Little 
Dogies^ is a 
cowboy song.
The ausio is in
six-eight
rhytha.
Introduce a new 
song, "Git Along, 
Little Dogies." 
Coapare and con­
trast six-eight 
rhytha with ausio 
that sores in two 
three, and four.
Play the recording 
of the song.
Discuss the
wording— crude,
incorrect
graaaatically.
Play the recording 
again.
Guide the ohildren 
to—
The students will 
suggest two 
review songs to 
wing.
Listen to the 
recording.
Sing with the 
recording.
Decide on oowboy 
actirities that 
aay be panto- 
aiaed during the 
singing of the 
song. Use one 
aotlrity for the 
rerse and one for 
the refrain.
MIYO. p. 24 
Recording
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1MY0 USSSON 6 (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resouroe
Aaron Coplands 
(1) born in 
Brooklyn. Nov
Call attention to 
the faot that the 
rhytha suggests 
the sound of 
horses' hoofs.
Play "On the Trail" 
froa Grand Canyon 
Suite pyForie 
Grofd, for an 
exoellent susioal 
iapression of the 
sound of horses' 
hoofs.
Introduce "Listen­
ing to the 
Cosposer Aaron 
Copland."
Play "Street in a 
Frontier Town" 
from Billy the 
Kid.
Disouss the pic­
tures and 
information given 
on pages 28-29*
Give other infor­
mation on Copland 
from page 199 of
Use a double-tone 
wood block to 
sake an
aceoapanying
sound.
Sing the song with 
accompanying 
sounds and 
p&ntoaiaes.
Listen to the 
recording for a 
ausioal Impres­
sion of the sound 
of horses' hoofs.
Double­
tone
wood
bloek
Recording
MKXfi* P. 29
Recording
IttlYO LESSON 6 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
York, in 1900
(2) grew up in a 
musical 
atmosphere
(3) one of fire 
children— all 
studied ausio
(*t) decided to 
become a 
composer as a 
teenager
(5) studied in 
Franoe
(6) developed hii 
own style of 
composition 
influenced by 
the history 
and culture of 
America
(7) used frag­
ments and 
melodies of 
many folk 
songs in his 
compositions
(8) wrote musio 
for films, 
stage, ballet, 
orchestra, 
chorus, solo
____Inrtnntnf >__
the teaoher's 
manual.
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MMYO LBSSOH 6 (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary rsaehsr activity >upil activity lesource
▼oios» and 
chaaber groups.
Play "Hoedown" froa 
Rodso.
Listen to "Hoedown."
Sing other faailiar 
songs if there is 
tiae to do so.
•Htooead
MMYO LESSON 7
Musical objective Coaaentary Teaoher aotivity Pupil aotivity Resource
Conducting in 
two-four motor
Reviewing tho 
oetare
Hearing harmony 
in a round
"Old Abram Brown” 
was composed by 
Benjamin Britten 
(English compo­
ser born in 
1913).
The song begins on 
an upbeatj the 
ostinato begins 
on a downbeat.
"Away for Riot” is 
a sea shantey.
This is a solo- 
ohorus song much 
like -Hand Me 
Down.”
Introduce -Old 
Abram Brown.”
Play a reoording of 
the song.
Demonstrate con­
ducting two-four 
meter and ask the 
children to—
Play the reoordii^ 
again.
Play the reoording 
a third time.
Guide the students 
to—
Teaoh the students 
to—
Introduce -Away 
for Rio!”
Define sea shantey.
Play the reoording 
of the *oag and 
lead the students
Sing "Git Along, 
Little Dogies.”
Sing "Come, Let's 
Dance.”
Conduct the song as 
the recording is 
being played.
Sing and conduct 
the song with the 
recording.
Find a D oetave on 
the tuned bells.
Play the ostinato 
given on page 31.
Sing, conduct, and 
play the song in 
a round.
WKO. p. 24 
Kfi, P. 13 
M m .  P. 31 
Recording
Tuned belli
MIS, p. 3< 
Reoording
MMYO I2SSON 7 (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary Teaoher activity Pupil activity Resource
Peeling two beats 
In a aeasure in 
six-eight aster 
Discovering the 
function of the 
aster sign for 
six-ei£it
The rhytha of 
six-eight aster 
will suggest 
two notions for 
eaoh aeaeure.
to—
Explain that the 
song is in six- 
eight aster but 
has the effect of 
aoving in twos.
Show how there are 
six beats in eaoh 
aeasure of the 
song.
As the recording is 
played again* 
have the students 
to—
Sing the solo parts 
of the aong and 
let the students 
join on the 
chorus part.
Assign the solo 
parts to class 
aeabers.
Conduot in duple 
aster as the
reoording is 
played.
Draaatise the
pulling of the 
ropes on the 
sails or the 
anchor.
Sing the song 
together.
Sing the song with 
the teacher 
singing the solo 
parts.
Sing the song with 
students singing 
the solo parts.
MMYO LESSON 7 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary reschar aotivity >upil activity [Resource
"Chasse i Valabre* 
is an example of 
a oomposition in 
six-eight aeter.
Play the recording 
of Milhaud's 
"Chasse & 
Valabre.”
Sing the followingi 
"Hand Me Down" 
"The Journeyman's 
Song"
"The German Band" 
"Rarakatoml”
Reoording
MMYO. p. 12 
MYO. p. 14
HQO, p. 6 
B E .  p . *
MMYO USSSON 8
Musical objective Coamentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Following the 
melodic 
contour
Reviewing tho 
fifth
"San Sereni" is a 
Latin-American 
folk song, 
written in 
Spanish.
Introduce "San 
SerenI.*
Play the recording 
of the song.
Direct the students 
to—
Play the recording 
again.
Lead the children 
to—
Tell the children 
that the song
■ frying. .9° .t3L«___
Listen to the 
recording.
Draw a line which 
pictures the 
melodic contour 
of the song. 
(Soae students 
will draw on the 
chalkboard while 
others will show 
the contour by 
moving their 
hands in the 
air.)
Sing the song with 
the recording.
Some children may 
try to play the 
first phrase of 
the song on 
tuned bells.
Find the tonal 
oenter on the 
staff.
MMYO. p. 41 
Recording
Tuned belli
MMYO IZSSON 8 (continued)
Musical objective [Commentary Teacher aotivity Pupil aotivity Resource
Becoming awara of 
the struoture 
of a major 
scale
fifth degree of 
the scale.
Point out that when 
the tonal oenter 
is G, the seventh 
step must be 
raised from P to 
F# to match the 
sound of the 
major scale.
Play the second 
part on tuned 
bells and have 
the olass to—
Dramatise the song 
as it is sung.
Sing the melody.
Sing the second 
part.
Sing in two parts.
Sing the following 
songs as time 
permitsi 
•Away for Riol" 
•Old Abram Brown* 
•Git Along,
Little Dogies* 
•Come, Let's 
Danoe"
•Hand Me Down* 
•The Journeyman's 
Sor^ f*
Tuned bells 
HKO&' P* 13
H S ’
MSX2* P- l*
MMYO I2SSON 9
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Reviewing
sequence
Being aware of 
aeIodic 
contour
Identifying
phrases
"J'ai perdu le do" 
is a French folk 
song.
The song has six 
phrases.
Review the 
sequenoe in 
"Rarakatoal"
Review melodic 
contour in "Coao, 
Let's Dance."
Introduce "J'ai 
perdu le do."
Read the poes above 
the song to the 
class.
Play the recording 
of the song.
Ask how aany 
phrases are in 
the song.
Lead the children 
to—
Play the reoording 
again.
Play the recording 
a third tiao.
-
Sing "Rarakatoal"
Sing "Coaet Let's 
Dance.”
Listen to the 
recording.
Find pairs of 
phrases which 
constitute a 
stateaent and a
sequenoe of a 
ausieal idea.
Listen to the 
recording.
Sing with the 
reoording.
Sing the fellowingi 
"San Sereni” 
"Away for Riel" 
"Old Abraa Brown"
Jfelfi. P. * 
MXfi, p. 13 
MMYO. p. 42
Reoording
Recording
[ MMYO LESSON 10
|Muaieal objactiva Coaaantary Taaohar activity Pupil activity Raaouroa
Baing awara of
high and low
Of tha instrument* 
pieturad, tha 
piooolo produeaa 
tha highast 
tonas. Tha 
Iowaat tonaa 
ara produced by 
tha haaaoon.
Tha ahortaat tubaa 
produce tha 
hlghaat tonaai 
tha loagaat 
tubaa produea 
tha lowaat 
tonaa.
"Chaaaa i Valabre" 
ia for a wood­
wind quintet 
and ia a 
■uaical deaorlp- 
tion of a 
hunting party. 
Tha baaaoon 
playa aounda
___ thit m  ___
Raviaw tha aequence 
in "Rarakatoal" 
and "J'ai pardu 
la do."
Introduoa "Liaton­
ing to Woodwind 
Inatruaanta.”
Coanant on tha 
raadinga whenever 
it aaaaa aora 
axplanation ia 
naoaaaary.
Play a raoording 
of "Chaaaa i 
Valabre" by 
Dariua Milhaud.
Sing "Rarakatoal" 
and "J'ai pardu 
la do."
Ona atudant will 
raad aloud tha 
tart on paga 46.
Liatan to tha 
raoording.
MEfi, p. 4Mi.
p. 42
JQQ&.
p7 46
Raoording
mao USSSON 10 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teaoher activity Pupil activity Resource
Identifying 
sequences "by 
ear*
tho panting of a 
hunted aniaal. 
The word 
"bassoon” eoaes 
from two French 
words* baa and 
■on. meaning 
"low sound."
After the
beginning of the 
composition, the 
flute is 
answered in 
sequenoe by the 
oboe.
Help the students 
to—
Show other pictures 
of woodwind 
instruments.
Play a recording 
of Concerto in
Antonio Vivaldi.
Match high and low 
sounds with the 
instruments on 
the pictures in 
the textbook.
Find sequences in 
the recorded 
composition.
Sing familiar songs 
of the students* 
choosing.
Piotures
of
woodwind
instru­
ments
Reoording
mmyo izsson 11
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher activity ?upil activity jResource
Identifying the 
strong bent 
"by ear" 
Identifying ausie 
that aoves in 
threes "by ear" 
Identifying a 
song frob the 
notation of its 
aelodio rhytha 
Finding the 
starting note 
froa the tonal 
eenter 
Identifying a 
song by its 
notation 
Identifying the 
F and C7 chords 
"by ear* 
Identifying the 
fora of 
faailiar songs
Introduce "Making 
Music Your Own." 
Read the questions 
on pages 50 and 
51 and discuss 
their answers.
Use the autoharp 
for the "Haraony" 
section on page
51.
Sing the songs 
aentioned in the 
questions for a 
better under­
standing of the 
discussion.
Play the suggested 
songs on the 
autoharp. In 
addition to those 
listed in the 
text, play and 
sing "Sandy Land" 
and "Polly Volly 
Doodle.”
MMYO. p. 50
Autoharp
MMYO. p. 21 
E g ,  P- 23
MMYO I2SSON 12
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Play an autoharp 
acooapaniment for 
the children to—
Review autoharp 
functions and 
positions.
Reading a rhythm 
pattern in two- 
four meter 
Hearing the F,
C7, and Bb 
onords
Following the 
printed
instructions in 
the textbook, 
help the students 
to—
Sing the following 
songs"
"J'ai perdu le 
do"
"San Sereni”
"Away for Riol" 
"Git Along,
Little Dogies” 
Find autoharp 
positions on the 
Autoharp Training 
Charts*
Accompany the 
following songs 
(one student will 
use the autoharp 
while others use 
the charts)1 
"Skip to My Lou” 
"Sandy Land” 
"Clementine” 
"Polly Wolly 
Doodle"
Autoharp
MMYO. p. k2
MMYO. p. to
 . P. 3JS
* p. 241
Autoharp
Training
Charts
iMYO LBSSON 12 (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Reading rhytha 
patterns in 
three-four and 
four-four aeter 
Hearing the C,
Go, and P 
chords1 the G, 
Do, and C 
enords
Play songs with 
three chords• 
"Oh, Susanna" 
"On Top of Old 
Saoky"
"Red River 
Valley"
p. 52 
155. p. 53
jgno, p. S3
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mao lesson 13
■usiMl objtetln Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Being aware of
high and low
Of tha instruments 
pictured, tha 
violin producaa 
tha highest 
tonaa. Tha 
lowest tonaa 
apa produoad by 
tha string bass.
"Cansonatta” ia 
played by a 
string quartst. 
Tha high and 
low instruments 
play in 
octaves. Tha 
auaic bagina 
and ands in a 
minor mods with 
a contrasting 
major middle 
section.
Introduea
"Listening to
Stringed
Instrtaaents."
Coament on tha 
readings whenever 
it seems more 
explanation is 
necessary.
Show other pictures 
of stringed 
instruments.
Play a recording oi 
"Cansonatta" by 
Felix Mendelssohn 
(1809-18*7).
One student will 
read aloud the 
text on page 60.
Listen to the 
recording.
Sing familiar 
songs of the 
students' 
choosing.
OSS'
p. 60
Pictures oi 
stringed 
instru­
ments
Recording
MMYO LESSON 14
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Discovering the 
aster sign C
Conducting in 
four-four aster
Being aware of 
the upbeat
Following the
— Melodic oontoui
■Proa High Above" 
is a German 
round.
The aster sign C 
is the saae as 
four-four.
Introduce "Froa 
High Above.”
Read the lower half 
of the page and 
show the olass 
how to eonduot 
four-four aster.
Deaonstrate the 
conducting 
pattern.
Call attention to 
the song's 
beginning on the 
upbeat.
Flay the reoording 
of the song. 
Mention the for- 
aat of the 
reoording for 
rounds.
Play the reoording 
again.
Sing the following 
roundsi 
"Coas, Let's 
Danoe”
"Old Abraa 
Brown"
Iaitate the four- 
four conducting 
pattern.
Listen to the 
recording.
Conduct the 
reoording in 
four-four.
Show the aelodio 
contour of the
MMYO. p. 13 
lg&O. p. 31 
Jgrcg. p. 78
Reoording
MMYO IZSSON l*f (continued)
Musical objective Commentary feaoher activity >upil activity Resource
Hearing harmony 
in a round
"Peter, Go Ring 
the Bells” is a 
Negro spiritual.
"Carillon” is an 
orchestral niece
Introduce "Peter,
Go Ring the 
Bells.”
Play the reoording 
of the song.
Play the reoording 
again.
Guide the children 
to—
Play a recording of 
!L££rtiJLon"_fEfiB__
song by using the 
hands to draw an 
outline in the 
air.
Sing *From High 
Above” as a two- 
part round.
Sing "Hand Me Down.”
Listen to the 
recording.
Sing with the 
reoording. As 
the ohildren sing, 
they should 
pretend to pull 
on a heavy rope 
to ring a big 
bell.
Understand that the 
bell sounds 
louder on the 
pulling motion. 
(This will help 
them to make an 
aoeent on the 
strong beats.)
MMYO. p. 12SS> P* 79
Reoording
Recording
MKO U5SSON lk (continued)
Musical objective Cosaent&ry Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
which suggests 
the festive 
sound of ringing 
bells.
L'A.rl4sienne 
Suite No. 1, by 
Georges Biset.
<rz
z
MMYO USSSON 15
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher actirity Pupil aotivity Resource
Being aware of 
aood in ausic
Being aware of 
ABA fon 
Being aware of
high and low
Ibert was a French 
coaposer.
"Tunis-Nefta" 
depicts a 
Middle Eastern 
ausician as he 
plays a slow, 
sad aelody.
The solo instru- 
aent is an oboe, 
froB the wood­
wind fanily.
"IQue bueno es 
saber toearl” is 
a Spanish folk 
song.
The new song is a 
cuBulatire song.
English words are 
in the teacher's 
nanual on page 
90 of the
___APPfffUgt_________
Introduce "Tunis- 
Nefta" froa
Jacques Ibert 
(1890-1962).
Play a reoording 
of "Tunis-Nefta."
Ask to what faaily 
the solo 
instruaent 
belongs.
Play the reoording 
again.
Disouss the fon of 
the piece and the 
contrast in high 
and low solo 
instruaents as 
the pieoe is 
being played.
Introduce "IQul 
bueno es saber 
toearl"
Play the recording 
of the song.
Play the reoording 
of the song 
again.
Listen to the 
recording.
Listen to the 
reoording again.
Sing all the words 
with the 
reoording.
2fiTC£. p. 8S 
Reoording
a g o .  p. 9< 
Reoording
S&DTO I£SSON 15 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity
Resource
Finding the 
starting note 
from the tonal 
center
Following the 
melodic 
contour
The two parts in 
the third phrase 
have the same 
oontour.
Tell the tonal 
center and have 
the students to—
Call attention to 
the space-to- 
spaee and the 
line-to-line 
relationship of 
the two parts in 
phrase three.
Play the recording 
again.
Sing solo parts for 
each instrument 
ineluded in the 
song. Dramatise 
the playing of 
each instrument.
Name the degree on 
which the song 
begins.
Name the degree on 
which the cumu­
lative phrase 
begins for eaeh 
of the two parts.
Draw on paper and 
on the chalk­
board, the 
melodie oontour 
of eaeh of the 
phrases.
Sing the song with 
the recording 
with different
Paper
Reoording 226
MMYO LESSON 15 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Play tha raoording 
of "Chaaaa & 
Valabre." Point 
out that both 
thia composition 
and tha new song 
for today are 
written in six- 
eight aatar.
students for tha 
solo part.
Sing "Proa High 
Above" and 
"Pater» Go Ring 
tha Balls."
Sing familiar songs 
tha students 
might ohoosa.
Raoording
1BQ&* P- 78 
MMYQ. p. 7$
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logo I2SSON 16
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher activity Pupil aetivity Resouroe
Finding the 
starting note 
from the tonal 
center
Following the 
■eIodic contour
"San Sereni" 
begins on the 
fifth degree of 
the seale.
The same aelodic
oontour a third 
below the aelody 
constitutes the 
bell or recorder 
part for the 
song. Here it 
will be used as 
a singing part.
Tell the class that 
"San Sereni" ends 
on the tonal 
center* then ask 
the students on 
which decree the 
song begins.
Teach the class to 
sing the song in 
two parts using 
an autoharp 
aecoapaniaent•
Sing " |Que bueno es 
saber toearl"
Sing "San Sereni."
Sing "San Sereni" 
again, starting 
on the third 
step instead of 
the fifth step. 
Sing the sane 
aelodio oontour* 
except for the 
last line when 
the tonal center 
sust be sub­
stituted for the 
third below.
Sing in two parts 
and play an 
autoharp 
aoooapaniaent.
p. 90
HH2*.
p. 41 
Awteharp
MMYO LESSON 16 (continued)
Musical objective Cosaentary reaoher activity Pupil activity jResource
"La calla ancha" 
is a folk song 
froa Puerto Rico.
"La calls ancha" 
begins on the 
tonal center and 
aoves to the 
fifth step on 
the first strong 
beat.
leach "La calls 
ancha” as a new 
rote song.
Play the reoording 
of the song.
Play the reoording 
again.
Listen to the 
reoording.
Sing with the 
reoording.
Sing the song 
again and 
conduct in 
three-four aster 
while singing.
Using the aaraoas* 
play the rhytha 
pattern printed 
as an intro­
duction and 
ostinato for the 
song.
Sing the song 
again using the 
aaraoas 
accoapaniaent.
For a haraony part, 
start on the 
tonal center and 
nove to the 
third degree of 
the scale on the 
first strong 
beat. Continue 
to sing the
MMYO. p. 40 
Recording
Maracas
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MMYO LESSON 16 (continued)
Musical objective Coaaentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
The notation of 
the two parts is 
in Appendix No. 
91.
aelodic contour 
a third lower 
than the aelody 
and a haraony 
part will 
result.
Sing the song in 
two parts.
Sing "Proa High 
Above" and "Peter, 
Go Ring the 
Bells."
Sing faailiar songs 
the students 
aight choose.
MMYO LESSON 1?
Musical objective Coaaentary Teaoher aotivity Pupil activity Resource
Playing a tuna 
•by ear*
•Shaap Are 
Gracing" i8 8 
folk song from 
Paru.
The notes far 
•Shaap Are 
Gracing* stay 
within an 
ootave.
Rariaw singing in 
thirds by haring 
tha students XO--
Introduoa "Shaap 
Are Gracing.*
Play tha raoording 
for tha song.
Play tha raoording 
again.
Sing "Proa High 
Above*| "Peter,
Go Ring tha 
Balls*t * IQuS 
buano as saber 
tooarl"
Sing "San Sereni," 
and *La oalla 
ancha."
Listen to tha 
raoording.
Sing tha song with 
tha raoording 
savaral tiaes 
until tha tuna is 
thoroughly 
familiar to all.
Play tha tuna *by 
ear* on tha 
tuned balls.
Start on tha 
first of a 
group of three 
blaek keys.
Sons students aay 
try to play 
•Patar, Go Ring 
tha Balls* on tha
WYfl, p. 71 
£§2, p. 79
£3X2. p. 90 
MMYO. p. 41I B s ,  p. 40 
MMYO. p. 98 
Raoording
Tuned belli
MMYO LESSON 17 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teaoher aotivity Pupil activity Resource
blaok bars of 
the tuned bells. 
Start on the 
first of a group 
of two black bars.
Sing other
familiar songs as 
time permits.
MMYO LESSON 18
Musical objective Connentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Reviewing rhytha 
patterns in 
six-eight 
ntir
Introduce "Impro­
vising on the 
Black Keys."
Review rhytha 
pattern 1.
Review rhytha 
pattern 2.
Review rhytha 
pattern 3*
Sing "Sheep Are 
Grating.”
Soae students nay 
play the aelody 
on tuned hells 
using only the 
black bars.
Sing "Peter* Gc 
Ring the Bells." 
Sons students nay 
play the aelody 
on tuned bells 
using only the 
black bars.
One student will 
nake up his own 
tune* using the 
bars on the upper 
row of the tuned 
bells* following 
rhytha pattern 1. 
One student will 
inprovise his 
own tune using 
the upper row of 
the tuned bells. 
One student will 
nake his own 
— tuns to this----
SSXfi* P. 98 
Tuned bells
g g O r p. 79 
Tuned belli
£££&. P. 95 
Tuned belli
Tuned belli 
Tuned belli
MMYO USSSON 18 (continued)
Musical objective Commentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Becoming aware of 
the structure 
of the 
pentatonic 
scale
The omission of 
the active tones 
destroys a pull 
toward a tonal 
center.
Emphasize that the 
tune sounds com­
plete regardless 
of the ending 
because there is 
no strong pull to 
a tonal center. 
This should lead 
into the
discussion of the 
pentatonic scale.
Using the keyboard 
chart in the back 
of the book, show 
the differences 
in the composi­
tion of a major 
scale and a 
pentatonic scale.
Play a major scale 
and a pentatonio 
scale on the 
tuned bells.
Explain that the 
tones that are 
missing in the 
pentatonic scale 
are active tones.
rhythm pattern, 
using the upper 
row of the tuned 
bells.
Textbook
keyboard
chart
Tuned belli
MMYO IZSSON 18 (continued)
Musical objective Conaentary Teacher activity Pupil activity Resource
Sing any of the 
aonga learned 
this semester 
that the students 
might ohoose.
APPENDIX C
SEUCCTED EXAMPLES OP SUPPI2MENYARY 
CHARTS POR THRESHOID Jfi MUSIC
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